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gone out of business.The new recitation hall which John D. Rockefeller has
just built for Vassal- College at a cost of
$100,000 was dedicated Nov. 19th. The
same day Mr. Rockefeller
telegraphed to
tlie faculty of Mount Holyoke college at
South Hadley that he will add $10,000 to
his previous gift of $40,000 to complete
Rockefeller Hall_The Ward Line steamer Saratoga, having on board the released
crew
of the American schooner Competitor, the Lluited States consul, Mr.
Joseph A. Springer, and Senor Julio
Arteaga, who was sentenced to death but
who has recently been pardoned, sailed
from Havana for New York, Nov. 19th.
.Rev. I)r. George H. Houghton, of the
Church of the Transfiguration, in East
Twenty-ninth street New York—“The
Little Church Around the Corner”—is
dead.It is said the lawyers who defended Joseph E. Kelley,the Somersworth,
X. 1L, murderer, are to make an effort to
pay tne cost ot prosecution by publishing
in book form the writings of the murderer.
.....The Northwestern Miller reports the
uour output of Duluth, Superior, Minneapolis and Milwaukee for the week
uding Nov 19th as 438,180 barrels.A
lire in the warehouse district of Loudon,
Eng., Nov. 19, caused a direct loss of
$10,000,000. Mclborourne, Australia, has
since had a $5,000,000 lire.
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Maine Matters.
A hearing by the
railroad commissioners in regard to
he proposed change in the line of the
Washington County Railroad was held at
it-worth Nov. lfith.
It is probable that
he
road will pass through Steuben.
York at both ends of the line was begun,
Nov. 17th, and will be pushed forward
rapidly.From the annual report of
harles staples, Jr., and Horace Atwood,
earn boat inspectors, it
appears that there
■re 100 steam vessels of all classes in the
nland waters of the State. The inspectors
uave licensed 107 masters and pilots and
Fourteen new steamers
engineers.
ave been added to the service
during the
resent year_ The selectmen in many a
Maine town have been looking after the
*ads and sidewalks with more care than
’hey ordinarily receive since they read
That a hole in one of Dainariscotta’s sidewalks cost that town $800 in damages revered by the woman who fell into it.
The commissioners of pharmacy are acting on the theory that the pharmacy law
was made to enforce and are doing their
irst to enforce it.
They are sending
ucuiars containing a copy of the law and
to observe it to those druggists
whom they learn have been violating it_
he next meeting of Maine Cnmmandcry,
der of the loyal Legion, will be held at
Bangor, Dec. 1. Rev. Dr. Burrageof Porcind will read a paper on how he recoverhis swmd.A new line of passenger
•i
.uig’o
ships is mentioned for
vt MMson between Eastport and Digby,
V >.
which will connect with the large
dies i»f the province by rail, and when
i.asiport has rail connection with the
st, several hours can be saved by this
ate.One of the largest pieces of
mite ever quarried in Hallowell was
It was
ippe<l to New York Nov. 18th
the McKay mausoleum in Woodlawu
meteiy, measures 21 feet square and 1
t thick, and weighs 40 toils.
Itrequirv horses to haul it to the wharf.At
meeting of the directors of the Maine
cntral Railway Nov. 10th General ManEvans was elected vice
ner George F.
sklent <>f the corporation.
The posi.1 had been vacant since the retirement
Fayson Tucker, at the annual meeting.
..Charles K. Capen’s sardine factory at
"•thbav Harbor was destroyed by tire at
a.
m. Nov,
10th.
The loss will reach
.non.
It is partly insured.
The cause
the fire is unknown.A telegram
hu San Francisco announces the death
!«>m pneumonia of James F.
Chapman,
nior member of the firm of James F.
&
hapniau
Co., shipping merchants of
:d city.
He was an uncle of Charles F.
But of New York, and was born in
►amariscotta, in 1832.On account of
> continued
sickness and confinement to
ic house,
Col. A W. Bradbury has reamed his position as U. S. attorney for
district of Maine.
His resignation
• as
forwarded to the attorney general
'■•vember 22nd.
His term would not
ave expired until the 28th of May next...
A fire early Sunday morning burned out
Fred Pond's restaurant on Front street,
Bath. Loss $2,000: covered by insurance.
...The towns of Sullivan, Gouldsboro,
Meuben and Millbridge are anxious to
have the shore line railroad come nearer
o them,and to secure this
arrangement are
now trying to raise $15,000 or more by
private subscription, as an inducement
>r the company to build nearer to them.
tate
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In

Brief.
J. Addison Porter, secretary to the President, Theodore Rooseand
velt,
many prominent college men, are
interested in establishing a regatta week in
New London, Conn., which shall be equal
'ii
importance and interest with the famous
Henley week” in England.The Royal
Lawrence Yacht Club of Montreal
■ias accepted the challenge of
the Seawanliaka Yacht Club to compete for the
>>eawanhaka-Corinthian
challenge cup
for small
yachts.The monthly statement of the collections of internal revenue
shows that the total receipts from all
sources for the month of October last
aggregates $14,036,531, an increase over
October, 1896, of $761,323.Colorado
has increased her output of gold from $8,•>00,000 in 1893 to about $22,000,000 the
present year, and has taken the first rank
as
a
gold-producing State. Meanwhile
her silver product remains about the same
as last year, at $12,300,000. At this rate
there is hope that Colorado will yet recover from her attack of 16 to 1.Steam
yacht Siesta, which been has tied up at Boston, was towed in Lynn, Nov. 18th. It is
understood that men of that city have
brought the yacht and intend fitting her
The
out for
the Yukon river trade.
Siesta was formerly the property of Col.
( has.
A Sinclair.
While cruising last
summer she struck a ledge near Winter
She was afterHarbor, Me, and sank.
ward

raised

by

the

underwriters

auu

where temporary repairs were made to enable her to go to
Boston, where she was sold at auction for
about $1400_The Henry George memorial committee will issue an appeal to
the people for funds for a memorial in
the shape of money enough to support
his widow for life.Like many another
taken to

Rockland,

ill-advised,and naturally ill-fated, religio-

Washington Wmsi’Kkings.

we met the
gentlemanly and oblig*n8 agent, F. W. Pingree, and learned from
him that the nearest of Brooks’
busy places
of business was the Yankee Blade
office,
just across the track. Here was found that
one-time famous literary publication with a
thrifty look for one so recently transplanted
from the New England metropolis.
Up the stream a short distance is the lumber and'grist mill of R. G. Edwards, where

Portland,

although

U.

Attorney

reasons

|
I

Fish and Ga.uk.
Game Warden N'eal
states that the next legislature will be ask
edto limit deer killing to one deer per season for each hunter,
lie says that one deer
is enough and that true sportsmen should
be as well satisfied with one deer as a
carload.
He thinks more protection of
this game is needed, especially during the
hunting season.There have been reports of an unusual slaughter of large
One
game in the Moosehead lake region.
story is that on one island in Moosehead
lake region 20 deer were recently killed,
and that 22 of the number were does.
It
may be that these were all killed legally,
but it seemes too bad to kill so many does,
if the rumor is correct.
If the practice is
continued the day when Maine will have
A story
no deer will not
be far away
that nine moose which were killed out of
season have been found in a brook in the
Allegash region, is told,but is nut confirmed.
News

of the

Granges.

Stockton Grange is nourishing. At a remeeting ten new members were taken
in.
cent

Granite Grange, North Searsport, had a
harvest feast Wednesday evening, Nov. 17th.
One hundred members were present.
the

memOn account of the death of
bers of Seaside Grange the sociable and
dance for the benefit of the sewing circle
one

of

store

engaged in philanthropic work with a view
to helping each other, preventing the pracThe El Hot-Leavitt Shooting,
tice of fraud upon the benefactors, and inciElliot CemmtUed In Default of $B,000 Ball for
dentally to help the beneficiaries to become,
Assault with Intent to Kill.
through their own efforts, independent of the
Edmund E.liot was arraigned in the Bel- need of help. These societies cannot be refast Police Court Nov. 22nd, charged with garded as new societies established for new
assault, with intent to kill and murder, one purposes. They are rather associations of
Kittie F. Leavitt, Nov. 11th, in Belfast. Re- j representatives of the old societies, of those
through his counsel R. F. Dunton, who were already engaged in searching fur
j spondent,
moulding, turning, etc., are done to order j Esq., waived the reading of the warrant and the best way to help the weak aud suffering,
by skilled workmen and the most improved | pleaded not guilty. The State introduced who join themselves together in order that
!
machinery. The work sent out from this but little evidence. Only three witnesses they may aid each other in the work—that
mill equals in point of workmanship that of were examined. Dr. G. C. Kilgore testified; they may each profit by the wisdom of all,
and that by joint action they may accomto the location and extent of the woman’s
any similar concern in New England.
For some years the clothing industry of injuries, substantially as reported in The plish what has proved an impossible task
Journal last week. He stated that when he for each alone.
Brooks has given employment to many
It. has long been evident that it is not want
hands and circulated large sums of money saw’ her a few hours before this hearing her !
in this and the neighboring towns,
temperature was normal and her pulse 90. of money, nor want of relief, which produces
For
so much distress and pauperism, and these
awhile the industry suffered ia common with He considered her in good condition as re- !
gards the injuries, the wounds all healing societies were formed not to raise a fresh rebusiness all over the country, but to-day
j
well, and could see no reason why sheshould lief fund, but to attack the causes of want
the three establishments here employ upand pauperism in a systematic manner.
wards of GO hands in the shops and put out not recover from the injuries. He had been
The methods of work in one city, and
treating her siuce last June for consumpwork to be done at home by about 300 more.
The only wound from which any which might, with slight modifications, be
The proprietors all report the outlook for the tion
are thus
described in the
winter very favorable. Mrs. M. E. Miller trouble can be feared is the penetrating adopted here,
received 2,000 vests last week and is running ! wound in the breast. The location of the Cliaiitauquau:
The society established a central office
bullet cannot be learned, but it has thus far
her shop on full time with a crew of 20. She
and divided the city into districts, in each
caused no trouble.
of which was a local office with an agent to
lately added a retail stock of men’s clothing
Policeman L. H. Jipson testified to arrest- be responsible for the care of such
to her business. Milo Colson has 10 girls and :
suffering
ing the prisoner. He asked Elliot, “Why people as might be found in that district
2 pressmen in the shop on vests, and puts
to serve as a rallying point for all perand
did you shoot the woman?” Elliot replied,
out large numbers. These two shops are
sons in that district who were trying to help
“1 was driven to do it.” He could talk and these people.
run by steam power. Gordon & Jones lately ;
The society obtains from all the various
walk
all
and
Mr.
did
not
deright
Jipson
put in a gasoleue engine to take the place of |
associations and societies the name and adtect the smell of liquor about him.
stean for power, though the steam boiler is
dress, and such further facts as to character
Turnkey M. G Norton of Belfast jail, tes- and circumstances as are accessible, of all
retained for heating. Deputy Sheriff Isaac
tified that he asked Elliot what he shot the persons applying to them for aid, and like
Leathers is engineer. The work is on pants.
woman for.
His reply was, “I had to do it, information is also received from all the disThe machine work is done in the shop and
trict agents in the city. To any church or
and was in hope that I had another cartridge
the finishing outside.
society sending in the name of a person who
for myself.” Elliot said he forgot about has made an application all the information
Gordon & Jones are also proprietors of the
on hand concerning that person is at once
having a razor after he did the shooting.
well-known Brooks greenhouse. Here is
sent in order that the relieving society may
No defence was put in.
be able to act with knowledge.
found a fine collection of flowers, well
Judge Rogers found “probable cause” to
The following aims were announced for
cared for. The most noticeable lots at presbelieve that the offense charged had been
the society formed in Buffalo, N. Y., in
ent are a handsome assortment of pinks, a I
committed and that the respondent was
1877, the city then having over 20 benevolarge number of very large and beautiful I
guilty. After some argument by the coun- lent societies besides the churches.
chrysanthemums and several rubber plants. I
sel as to the amount of bail, the Judge
1.
To bring into intelligent co-operation
The firm will have 200 pots of Easter lilies
ordered Elliot to recognize in $5,000 bonds al! persons and societies giving aid to the
in bloom for sale at Easter.
Cue new* and
for appearance at the January term of Supoor.
handsome pink is called the Charles A.
2.
To investigate thoroughly and withpreme Judicial Court. He failed to get
out, charge all individuals applying for relief
Dana, in honor of the late famous ed tor.
bonds and was committed to jail.
to any person or society.
The village blacksmiths are each famous
3.
To bring all worthy cases to the atCounty Attorney Bowden appeared for the
in their respective lines of work. Jonathan
tention of societies and philanthropists who
State. Dunton for the defendant.
might be willing to give aid where it was
Irving has a reputation as a horse-sheer secCity Marshal Norton recently examined necessary and might be helpful.
ond to none in Waldo county, and is oblig4
To secure volunteer visitors who
the house where the shooting occurred in
ed to work by lamp-light nearly every evensearch of the bullet said to have been tired should regularly call on all applicants for
aid. not with immediate relief, but to learn
Ira W. Bowden’s specialty is fine maing.
just after Mrs. Leavitt left her room, but their condition, to ascertain what they
chine work aud fancy blacksmithing, and
which missed her. It was found in the wall could do and aid them in procuring work, to
samples of his work seen by The Journal near the head of the stairs and its
them in such reforms as drinking,
position encourage
food, dress, sanitation, thrift, etc., as might
representative would be a credit to many a and direction showed that the victim was
at
lead them back to independence.
more pretentious shop.
the spot indicated on The Journal’s plan
At the outset the Buffalo society met a
The name of Brooks is identified with anlast week when this shot was tired.
difficulty which has troubled the various
Brooks jumpers are favorother industry
charitable societies here, namely, the dupliably known all over eastern and northern
The
Lecture
Course
Season
aud
established
conMaine. This industry,
I8p7=98. cation of charity. Association in the work
at once removed the difficulty.
We quote
ducted by I. S. Staples & Son, has made aud
It was announced a few weeks ago that from a report of the work in Buffalo;
held a line reputation by adopting au artis- there would be uo lecture course in this I
The names of 3,000 beneficiaries were retic pattern, using none but first-class stock,
city this season. So many expressions of | turned, whose names were recorded, toat
aud
selling
employing skilled workmen
the gether with the societies from which they
regret were heard, however, that
were receiving aid.
The preliminary clasreasonable prices. Staples & Son also make managers have finally
arranged a course I sification showed to the great astonishment
a number of sleighs aud carriages each year.
which they are confident will lie fully equal
of many benevolent people that the same
A recent addition to the industries of
in interest to those of previous seasons. The ! beggar was oiten receiving aid from eight or
ten individua
from one or two benevolent
Brooks is the Elmwood Creamery. It is lo- list of attractions, and dates, is as follows:
societies and I rum two or three churches at
cated at the farm formerly occupied by
Dec. 17. Opening concert by the Mozart the same time. This led to a
thorough overCharles E. Lane and is managed by Dr. P. Symphony Club of New York, composed of hauling of such cases and the destruction at
E Luce. The farm and buildings have been
such eminent artists as Mr. Otto Lund, solo one fell blow of the Aristocracy of Beggardotn. Some of its princes at once moved t,o
put in first class condition, equipped with violin, Mr. Richard Stoelzer, Viola d’Ar- more
kindly cities which have not been
and the best of mour, soloist, Mr.TheoHoch, cornet virtuo- cruel
all modern conveniences
enough to aim a blow at an entire
milk
class
team
delivers
in
the
A
farm stock.
by establishing charity on a scientific
so, Roman Triumphal Trumpet and Alpine
*
*
*
*
basis.
village every morning and takes orders for Echo Horn, Mr. Mario Blodeck, cello, and Da
*
*
After investigation of each case
cream, butter, vegetables, etc., to be delivGama, soloist, and Miss Marie Louise Gum- the visitors reported to a sub-committee,
ered fresh whenever wanted. Seven cows aer, prima donna, contralto. This is un- and a decision was reached as to what society or individual had better give aid in
are kept on the farm aud the milk of 12
doubtedly one of the greatest concert com- the
case, and ttie nature and amount of aid
others is used, with an additional supply panies in the field to-day.
*
*
*
*
needed.
The Charity
when necessary. The milk ia sterilized and
Dec. 29. An evening’s entertainment by Society only asked money enough to carry
ou
its
ami
to
relieve
the poor
organization
delivered in sealed glass jars.
Prof. J. W. Churchill of Andover, Mass.,
in exigencies.
It aimed to furnish benefacBrooks can probably boast of a larger- one of the most widely known and success- tors
full information in regard to the past
number of fine building, especially resi ful dramatic readers in New England.
and present condition of the needy and to
their progress toward self-support,
of
its
size
in
Maine.
than
report
Jan 11. Lecture by Dr. Lyman B. Sperdeuces,
any village
and left the alms to he distributed by the
Within the past 20 years a large number of ry of Gberlin, Ohio; subject, “Gumption
established agencies. No attempt was made
handsome residences have been built, and and Grit.”
Dr. Sperry occupies a very
to have all the funds of societies or benefactors paid into a common treasury.
old ones remodeled to modern styles. Prom- prominent position among the successful
lecturers of to-day, and his lecture upon the
inent among them are the homes of T. A.
Band Concert, Supper and Dance.
Elliott, A. E. Chase, Harrison Roberts, above mentioned theme is one of rare interFred Emmons, Charles W. Lord, F. W. Pin- est and power.
The supper, concert and dance at Belfast
Jan. 24. Lecture by Dr. James Hedley of
gree, M. J. Dow, E. G. Roberts, F. K. RobOpera House Thursday evening, Nov 18th
erts, Dr. A. E. Kilgore, Dr. A. W. Rich, Cleveland, Ohio; subject, “What is a Man was a success
gastronomically, socially,
1

therefor,

will not be retained in office.During
the coming year collectors of customs
will be appointed for Castine, Ellsworth,
Kenuebuuk, Wiseasset and York. At
Kennebunk and York the commissions
expire August 28 next; at Wiseasset, August <»: at Castine and Ellsworth, May 11
next.
None of these places pay a fixed
salary of over $250 a year, although a
comfortable sum is taken in from fees and
commissions.
The present collectors are;
Castine, Walter J. Creamer; Ellsworth,
John B. Redman; Kennebunk, Charles C.
Perkins; W iseasset, Richard T. Kuudlett,
and Y ork, Edward W. Baker.

a

kinds of long and short lumber are manufactured and grain ground to order.
Across the bridge and down the stream a
few rods is the grist mill of Swan & Sibley
Co., where one run of burr stones and one
roller mill are kept busy on corn for the I
firm’s Belfast trade and for farmers aud local dealers.
Iii Roberts & Son’s wood working establishment all kinds of sawing, planing,

Hovey of Pittsfield is by no means out of
the race. Each of these positions is worth
$3,000 a year. The question of the deputy
marshal is the one ot most moment just at
present, for there is some doubt about the
authority of the marshal to fill this place,
which is now occupied by Mr. Burton
Smith at a salary of $1,500 a year.
The
civil service commission is on record for
the retention of the deputies under its protecting wing, hut the comptroller of the
treasury lias ruled that the marshal must
designate the man who receives the deputy's salary. There is only one deputy in
the district of Maine.
The district attorney lias no assistant.lu February ex
Minister IV. W. Thomas will receive his
long expected appointment as minister to
Norway and Sweden. This is according
to McKinley’s promise, made last winter.
Minister l nomas i>. Ferguson s commission expires February 14, next.
At about
that time Mr. Thomr.s may expect to begin drawing a $7,500 salary for services at
Stockholm.An order was issued by the
orphans court, Nov. lffth, making Mrs.
John A. Logan guardian for Miss Evangelina Y. Cisneros._The secretary of the
treasury has issued a circular to employees
to the effect that clerks receiving a stated
salary who neglect to pay their debts concontracted foi the necessary support of
themselves and their families, without
presenting satisfactory

has

all

during

ot

of

station

the coming session of congress.
District
Attorney Albert \V. Bradbury’s commission expires May 30, uext, and Marshal
JohnB. Donovan’s commission February
Senator Hale decides upon the
33, next.
marshal, who, it is said will be ex-Marshal Hutson B, Saunders of Ellsworth.
Senator Frye names the attorney, who it
is believed may be ex-Attorney Isaac W.

Dyer

M. J.
Associated Charities.
filled with a handsome
Two preliminary meetings looking to the
assortment of everything in ladies’ wear,
of a society for associated charmillinery, etc. B. F. Stantial’s stock of dry establishing
and fancy goods is complete, and Chas. H. ity have been held in this city and some
progress made. At the meeting Nov. 19th
Irving has a well equipped jewelry store.
N. E. Keen was elected temporary chairman
The mechanics include Chas. E. Small,
and W. R. Howard secretary. Mr. Howard
W.
N.
Crosby, wheelwright; F. O.
painter;
was instructed to
correspond with similar
Day, cabinet maker; J. W. Batchelder, R. A
societies in some city or cities and report a
Hall, W. N. Crosby, S. Hall, Forest Roberts,
constitution and by-laws at the next meetE. O. Stautial, Frank Thompson, W. B.
ing. The meeting adjourned to Monday,
Fred
A.
Ingersoll,
Emmons, carpenters,
Nov. 29th, at 2 o’clock p. m. at the office of
Pettingill, boots and shoes; Mrs. B. F.
the Superintendent of Schools.
Stanlial, Miss Mabel Ellingwood, Mrs. ElizaAs some uncertainty exists in the minds
beth Huff, dressmakers, H. A. Swett, harof many interested parties as to how associness maker.
York's Hotel, kept by Frank R. York; I ated charities affect the work of the existing
the livery stables by C. E. Bowen and the organizations, churches and philanthropic
we give the following
points
barber shop by C. E. Hall, are lines of busi- individuals,
gleaned from recent magazine articles:
ness that are well conducted and of convenSuch an organization does not do away
ience to the traveling public.
with any existing charity or charitable orThe Brooks Water Works are described in
ganization. It is merely uniting all who are
another article.
Dow

important
|
tries. Some
manufacturers, however, whose
property is in other parts of the village, employ steam. On leaving the cars at the Deat

Appoint-

ments for U. S. District Attorney and
s. Marshal for Maine will be made

good business in stoves, tinware, etc.

this Enterprising Village.
It is the verdict of all who visit
Brooks
village that it is one of the busiest and most
enterprising places of its size in the State.
The village is situated on the
Belfast branch
of the Maine Central
railroad, 12 miles from
Belfast, and on the Marsh river, which furnishes povrer for several
indus-
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tail tori.us. Good

Write-up

Wednesday evening, Dec. Chas. E. Small and others. The old house
1st.
There will be a literary entertainment, occupied for many years by J. G. Morse,
sociable and dance, with refreshments at Esq., has been remodeled, and improvements
intermission. Admission, 10 cents.
have been made in many others. The T. A.

Few men have won more marked
success or been in greater demand than Dr.
Hedley and we have reason to expect that
this will be one of the most brilliant lectures

Elliott store and the Maine Central station
buildings are also neat and haudsome struc-

delivered in Belfast.
Feb. 14. Lecture by Rev. W. N. Brodbeck
of Boston; subject “The Philosophy of a
Happy Life.” Dr. Brodbeck is one of the
ablest and most popular preachers in Boston and his lecture will be one of great interest and profit.
Feb. 22. Closing concert by the Tremont
Male Quartette of Boston, assisted by Miss
Flora H. Clifford, Reader. Miss Clifford is

was

postponed

Quite

a

to

uumber of the members of Union

Grange, Centre Montville, visited
Georges River Grange, Liberty, Nov. 17th.
Harvest

tures.

It was the last evening of the contest aud
the program \\ras highly entertaining. Saturday evening, Nov. 27th, closes the contest
at Union Harvest Grange and visitors are
expected from Liberty aud other Granges.

Brooks has two churches ami six secret
societies, all in a prosperous condition. The
Union church, with Rev. F. S. DollilT as
preacher, and the Friends, with Friend O.
I
At the session of the National Grange in G.
Hussey US' pastor, hold services every
Harrisburg, Pa., last week officers for 18H8
were elected as fellows:
Worthy Master, Sunday, and the former has a Sunday
Aaron Jones, Indiana ; Overseer, 6 H. Hale, school. The societies are Marsh River Lodge
New York ; lecturer, Ilpha Messer, Vermont; of Masons, oue of the oldest in this
section;
steward, John T. Cox, New Jersey ; assist- Golden Crown
Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
ant steward, J. A. Newcomb, Colorado;
chaplain, O S. Bowen, Connecticut; treas- which was organized in December, 1895
urer, Mrs. Eva McDowell, Ohio; secretary, with 30 members and uow has 70; Brooks
John Trimble, Washington, D. C.; gate
of Good Templars, the largest in the
keeper, A. 1>. Judsou, Iowa; ceres, Mrs. Lodge
Lena M. Mossick, Delaware; pomona, Mrs. State; George G. Davis Post, G. A. R.;
Sarah G. Baird, Minnesota; flora, Mrs. Ed- Brooks Woman’s Relief Corps; and the newward Wiggin, Maine; lady assistant, Mrs.
ly organized A. D. Beau Camp, Sons of VetAmanda M. Horton, Michigan.
erans.

sketch of Brooks and its industries
would be noticeably incomplete without
mention of the Brooks Cornet Band, which
A

Two Stars.
and Mrs. Frank B. Nichols of Bath,
formerly of Rockland, are receiving congratulations on the birth of a lovely daughter,
which happy event occurred on November
5th. Mr. Nichols wasau editor of the Rockland Daily Star.
Mr.

From

city,

we

Opinion.

has 23 pieces and is doing good work uuder
the leadership of W. S. Jones.
Frank Fairbanks is instructor and the weekly meetings
for practice have brought this organization

private letter received in this
learn that a son was born to Mr.

of efficiency.
The town of Brooks has one lawyer,
F. W. Brown, Jr., and four physicians, A. E.
Kilgore, N. It. Cook ami A. W. Rich.
Her mercantile interests are well represented. The largest store is that of T. A. Elliott,
who in addition to a full line of general merchandise keeps a well stocked drug department. T. X. Huxford keeps a full line of
to

a

and Mrs. Wallace R. Farrington of Washington, D. C., on October 15th last. Mauy
Rockland friends will join in congratulaMr. F. was the first editor of the
tions.
Daily Star of this city, and resigned to go to
Honolulu to take charge of the Commercial
Advertiser, the government paper there. He
returned to this country a few months since,
and is now Washington correspondent of a
leading New York newspaper. [Rockland

1897.

j
I

a

high

state

general merchandise.

O. W. Lane does

a

Worth?”

ever

highly recommended by the Faculty of the
Emerson College of Oratory, and the Tremout Quartette is a great favorite everywhere.
It should be understood by all that
this is not a money-making scheme, and
that the managers receive uo compensation
whatever for their care and labor, other
than the satisfaction of providing a series of
first class entertainments to the people of
*
Belfast at a very small cost. The tickets
will be, as in former years, only one dollar
for the course. Reserved seats fifty cents
extra.
It is hoped that these entertainments
will be liberally patronized. The
seat-plan
of the Opera House will be found at City

Drug Store,

date to be announced, and
reserved seats can be chosen from the hour
of the opening of the store on that day.
A

on a

630-pound Woman.

Mrs. Mullens of Hancock county, Tenn.,
is the largest woman in America. She is 70
years old, weighs GUO pounds, wears a 33
inch garter and cannot staud or walk.
But of course she can talk. Everyone has
noticed mullein stalk. [Biddeford Journal.

musically and financially. The supper began at 6 o’clock, and over 250 patrons sat at
the tables. The food was nice, well prepared and skillfully served. To say that the
concert was excellent would be to state a
self-evident truth. The program, which wras
published in The Journal last week, was

fully given and was heartily appreciated.
Iba pieces were all new with one exception,
the Mendelssohn Wedding March.
The
Indian War Dance was rendered perfectly,
and is a selection the Band will doubtless
be called on to present agaiu in the near
future. It contains all the essential features
of the Indian war dance, but is arranged by
due regard to the elements of
correct musical composition.
The dance
was attended by a goodly number and was a
fitting close for a most enjoyable occasion.
a

master with

The

Dairymen’s Meeting.

The State Dairy Conference for 18lJ7 at
Bangor promises to he of more than usual
interest. One of the attractive features of
the program is the lecture “Bacteria and
their Relations to Dairyiug," by Simeon G.
Keith, Jr., of the Orin Douglass Butter Cul-

Company of Boston, on the evening of
Thursday, Dec. 2d. This lecture will he illustrated with a stereopticon, and, presenting a new subject, will undoubtedly conture

information of value to farmers and
creamery men and of interest to all. There
will be a very attractive fancy exhibit of
cheese and other dairy products by Boston
parties; also elaborate fancy exhibits of butter by Maine parties. The indications are
that the exhibit of dairy machinery will he
large, and it will probably include implements never before exhibited.
All interested in dairying should make special efforts to
attend.
tain

NUMBER 47
The Water Works in Brooks Village.

PERSONAL.

The Consolidated Water Co. of Portland
has put in a system of water works at Brooks
Village and water is now supplied to about
60 buildings. The company was incorporated

C.W. Frederick visited Augusta yesterday.
Mr. E. O. Thorndike returned to Boston

in

Portland, with a capital stock
W. B. Moulton is President, C. B.
Secretary, both of Portland, and
ton is contractor to put in the

of

Saturday.
Hon. R. W. Rogers went to Boston yesteron business.

$10,000.

day

Dunton is
Mr. Dunworks

Mrs. George W. Burkett visited relatives
in Camden last week.

at

Brooks. The company has also put in one
system in Vermont the past year, andwill put
in one at Higgins’ Beach near Old Orchard

Rev. W. H. Woude of Castine left Nov.
22d for a visit in New York.

next season.

at

I he Brooks

system is on the gravity plan
is supplied from springs on the adjacent
hillsides. A reservoir holds the supply and

Miss Alta Treat has resumed her duties in
G. \V. Aehorn’s store, Rockport.

and

C. B. Hall and H. L. Lord returned from
Boston by last Saturday’s boat.

leads to and through the village,
branches out on the cross streets.
There are three springs on the hills south
of the village, all less than two miles from
the bridge. Two are connected with the
mains, and the third can be if necessary.
They are known as the Ginn, Ames and
Thompson springs. A pipe 3,415 feet long
leads from the Ginn spring to a reservoir on
a

main

with

Mrs. A. A. Howes visited Mrs.
Pooler in Rockland last Friday.

at

bridge.

per

C

is

Mrs. \Y. H. Wiggin of Portland is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Conan*.

George T. Hodgman has been appointed
postmaster at Camden, vice Isaac. (' > m! s.
An

original widow’s pension has h* en
to Elizabeth A. Prince, Rockp »rt.

granted

\V. D. Cressey went to VLoosehead L ike
last week to work in the lumbering camps.

elevation of 180 feet above the
The Thompson spring is beyond

an

the Ames spring and can be connected by
extending the same main. There is now a
flow from the two springs of 20,000 gallons

W.

Mrs. E. H. Colby of VYatertown, Mass.,
visiting her sister, Mrs. H. C. Marden.

Page’s Hill, so-called, on the Belfast road,
less than half a mile from and at an elevation of 100 feet above the bridge. A branch
line leads from the Ginn spring pipe to the
Ames spring, 570 feet. These two springs
are

Fred D. Jones is spending Thanksgiving
the old home in Brooksville.

:

day.

Capi. Fletcher of Burnham visited his
daughter, Mrs. J. C. Paul, in Waterville
Monday.
Mrs. Frederick W. Brown returned Nov.
24th from a visit of two months in Massa-

The stand-pipe, or reservoir, is very strongly built of cypress wood, in cylinder form,
standing upright. Its diameter is 12 feet,
its height 14 feet, and capacity 15,0(X) gallons.
About half its height is below the surface
and a house will be built over it as a protection against freezing.
The main leading to the village is 3-inch
iron pipe, coated with an asphalt preparation made by the company.
Pipes coated

chusetts.

J. W KnowIton is spending Thanksgiving
his son, Dr. Frank A. Knowlton, of
Fairtieul.

with

Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Pottle arrived home
from Brockton, Mass.. Nov. 17th to spend
the winter.

Miss Edith Stoddard has succeeded Miss
Esther Colson as clerk in A. Clement’s
bookstore.

with this and in use 3 years have been taken
up and found to have the coating intact. In
places where it is not practicable to lay the
pipe below the frost, and where it crosses
the. river, the pipe is enclosed in a double
woodeu box with an air space next the pipe
and the space between the two boxes filled
with coal tar. The principal main extends
from the tank down the hillside in the field

A. P.

house

Legrohas leased the A. J. Harrimau
Congress street and is to live there

on

this winter.

in

Michael Ward of Searsport, who has beeu
California 15 years, is visiting friends in

this vicinity.

Mr. William M. Woods has been confined
beside the road until near A. E. Chase’s
to the house the past two weeks with a
store, where it crosses into the limits of the
sprained aukie.
highway, and, crossing the river close to the
Mrs. G P. Lombard left by boat Thursday
bridge, extends up the hill on the Jackson
to visit relatives in Woburn, Rockland and
road to J. H. Gordon’s residence.
The disDorchester, Mass.
tance from the tank to Mr. Gordon's is 4,31b
feet. The side mains are as follows: Ou the
Dr. Everard A. Wilson, who has been conMonroe road to C W. I ord’s residence, 5*00 ( fined to the house a few weeks by illness
feet.; on the Unity road to Dr. A W. Rich’s [ rode out yesterday.
Fred W. Pote w 1 keep
residence, bOO feet; ou the McTaggart road
Mr. and Mrs

|

Kilgore’s residence, 662 feet.
j house this winter in Mrs. C. R. Parker’**
The excavating, pipe laying, blasting and house on Church street.
filling were all done by local help, a crew of ! G. F. Kent went to Madison N’m. l:»th to
32 men being employed, under the direction ;
Mr K
visit his brother, who is very ill.
of Joseph Ellis of South Brooks.
returned Tuesday evening.
The rates are $10 per >ear for one faucet; 1
Willard
was
to

Dr. A. E.

Mrs.
Seekins
called
ProsS5 additional for the second. This is a
week by the illnsss and death of
reasonable rate for so small a village, and j pect last
will probably be somewhat reduced should : her brother, Gordon Curtis.
the demand be largely increased.
Miss Jane A. McLellan, who is teaching
The town is to put in one drinking founin Dorchester, Mass., will spend Thankstain for man and beast near the
bridge. The \ giving with her parents ui this city,

j

question

also being agitated of building a !
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley returned Satfor holding a supply of water for j
urday from Hanover, N. H., where they vistire purposes at the corner near M. J. Dow’s ited their son
student at DartHarold,
or T. I. Huxford’s store.
Should this be
mouth College.
done the town will buy a band lire engine
Ralph O'Connell and Percy 1- m arrived
and organize a company. Several parties
home,
yesterday morning from Comer's
who have not yet contracted to take water
Commercial College,
Boston, to spend
say they intend to do so next season.
is

reservoir

Thanksgiving.

The Islesboro I.ime Business.
H. B. Brown of New York, who recently
the lime kiln property near the north
end of Islesboro, has the plant nearly ready
for operations.
Several years ago a company bought a farm there anil began quarrying and burning lime rock, but failed and
the property passed into the hands of the
State of Maine Lime Co. This
company
after expending considerable money also
failed and the property was sold to Mr.
Brown. In all something over *10,000 had
been expended in improvements before Mr.

bought

Brown took possession. Joseph K. Wilson
of Belfast, worked there one summer excavating the earth from over a portion of the
lime rock. A substantial wharf was built
and

good kiins
necessary sheds, etc.
two

put up, with the
The quarry is from 75
to 100 feet in diameter and excavated to a
depth of 20 feet, ready for the quarrymen.
The wharf, kilns, sheds and quarry are all
close together, so that rock may be taken
from its native bed to the kilns by a
derrick,
and the kilns and sheds arc at the end of
the wharf.
Mr. Brown has put iu a 15
horse-power
were

boiler, a double drum hoisting engiue,
drill and steam pump, ami is soon to
put in a new derrick. He also intends to
build a tramway for hauling out the
grout
and taking kiln-wood from the wharf to the
kilns.
The lime from this quarry is of excellent
quality—said to be equal to any in the market.
The vein of lime-rock ruus lengthwise the
island and extends from Turtle Head to
Gilkev’s Harbor, with many places where
steam

steam

quarries
cated
it

kilns can he conveniently lotide water. This being the case

and

near

only requires capital

and

enterprise

to

Islesboro one of the leading
lime-producing sections of the country.
Mr. Brown lias engaged ,J. C. Beckett of
make

Northport

as foreman and Mr. B. has
moved
Islesboro and taken charge of the works.
The machinery was set
up by F. H. Stephenson and A. T.
Crosby, from the Belfast Machine & Foundry Go
and the foundations
were put in
by Frank Jackson of the firm of
Hutchins Bros., Belfast.

to

Hon. 0. A. Harrington of
Norridgewock
was in Skowhegan
Tuesday, accompaiued
by Charles H. Smith of Unity, and Beni B
Cook of Great Falls, Montana. Mr. Smith
was formerly of the Westou
House, Madison
and Mr. Cook
formerly of Unity. He located iu Montana and
engaged in sheep raising
on a ranch near his
present residence, some
20 years ago, and was successful in
gaining a
handsome property. He came east
leaving
large property interests there, and when the
Democratic tariff struck the
country he was
obliged to return in order to save himself
heavy losses. He said it was pitiful to see
the extremity ranch owuers were
put to.
Wool could hardly be sold at
any price. It
found its
was

such

way to
a

market centres where it

drug that they could get but

four or five cents a pound for
it, and sometimes not even that.
Now all is changed.
It does not bear a high
price, but it’s a
living price and the sale is sure. [Somerset

Reporter.

F. W. Pote, steward of steamer
City o
Bangor, is spending Thanksgiving in Bel,
fast.

W. It. Bartlett of Ceutr
M mtviiic and
Fred W. Bailey and Adelhert Menu I’. : Belfast are at home from the Uuiver-iiuf

spend Thanksgiving.
Loreuzo|D. Jones, Esq., who was admitted

Maine to

of S J. Court at
law partnership
with Hon. Ira W. Davis of Corinth.
to tlie Bar at

Belfast,

is

a

recent term

to

enter

into

William Leavitt of Bangor was one of the
of sch. Competitor who were
recently
released from a Spaniard dungeon in Havana
crew

They

arrived

at

New

York Monday.

B. Hunter, formerly engineer on the
Belfast branch, is now located in Wilkesbarre, Penn. In a note to The Journal lit
sends regards to all enquiring friends.
A.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Simonton of New
are receiving congratulation upon the
birth of a daughter Mr S. is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. T. It. Simonton of Camden
York

Miss Lulu H. Littlefield left for N-w \

Monday, where she will take u
in physical culture, elocution
art.
en

She visited friends

m

rk

ur-e
.npeeut:
and tl.stage

Massac

.-,

th-

route.

Clifton M. Gray of Belfast, who is attending Meadville, Pa., Theological School re.
ceived a SlOO-seholarship as a prize recently.
He will graduate next. .June and enter Har
vard Divinity School.
Mrs

A.

J.

Harriman

leaves to-day

Bath, where she will spend the

winter

for
with

her son, Charles A. Harriman. Her son
Fred A. Harriman of Watervilie arrived
here yesterday and will accompany her.
Miss Lovisa Hart of Belfast, who has been
visiting friends at Round Pond and Waldoboro, was the guest last week of her niece,
Mrs. Henry Duncan, Warren street, Rockland. She arrived home Saturday a c an par
nied by Mrs. Duncan.
W. E. S. Berry, for the past two years
book-keeper at the Maine Central freight
station in Waterville, 1ms resigned and has
been spending a few days at his home in
Burnham. He lias secured a position in the
auditor’s office at the Union Station, Portland.
Miss Bertlia Sidelinger left by steamer
last week for a visit in Boston and New
York en route for her home in Danvilie, III.,
after a summer spent in Roekport. She was
to Boston by her aunt, Mrs. J.
D. Rust of Roekport, who will make a few
weeks visit in that city.

accompanied

Mr. Charles M. Bawsel, late special
uty at the Belfast Custom House, has
assigned to an important position in
auditor’s office, Treasury Department.
office he held here ha* been abolished.

depbeen
the
The
Mr.

Bawsel made many friends while here who
will be glad to learn of his promotion.
J- \Y. Greeley, a native of Palermo, but
who has for the past ten years been head
miller in the big “Buckeye Mills" of the
Sperry Flour Company at Marysville, California, writes to friends in Augusta that he
is going to the. Klondike gold region next
Mr. Greeley was in business in Auyear.
gusta several years before going to the Pacific coast.

A Good Guess.
A Boston teacher
familiar talk

had

zoology

on

GOLD

giving

been

to

a

| The

To test
course

of

his remarks.
“Who

tell

can

me

the

WASHING

POWDKR

a

class of ten-

yrar-olds in a giammar school.
their intelligence he said, in the

DUST

'Woman Who Uses

f

form of

highest

animal life?’
A little girl held up her hand.

“Well, Mary?"
“Hy-ena,” shouted Mary, seriously but
triu mphantly.
Repressing a smile, the teacher said:
Is a hyena
“Is it, Mary? Think again.

|

the very highest?”
“Oh, now 1 know,” cried Mary; “it’s
the giraffe.”
[Harper’s Bazar.
hrom

Albion

to

Raising

are
•;nt

ti,e

«

On

the courtesy of .Seen tary Mc-

f the State Board

<

f

Agriculture

uabled to set before.oui readers two
diusti a: ions of fields of pot aloes grown
pa; t

:r.-\.

season

Mr. dames II.

by

Ames,

and from the November Bulletin
procedure. It forms one

his nicibod of

>f tie best contributions
tural literature,

agiit

our

1

is■ s'ei

of 111«• ycai to
ll sa\ s:

oi rue prevailin'., opm
earlier | otat *es aie planted
111e i>• -i 11*i. to insure a successful crop.
wliia1 i would not discard early plant1 know laipce
na when practicable, yet
lops oi **t,od quality can be pvown, even
On June
when phmttd extremely hue.
", j** '7. I planted one acre and bb square
!i.
m cured a crop of -jun bushels,
3- J.<
a yood crop
on; J i-i acres I harvested
lover ar.d Timothy hay, alter which. I
plowed ai.d prepaied the land, and J uly
u I
planted with potatoes, obtaining
Out
a yn
•! O-.J bushels tree from lot.
No
1 shows about
lour acres of
my
j'ieid a it appeared Sc-pteinbei lb, <sbl7,
]

aware

11

r<
L'b:

11

141

>e

those in the rear, Ju*j> 7 and b.

as

bright

as

I

her house is clean.

P

Largest package—greatest economy.

|5

The N. K. Fairbank Company,
Chicago. St. Louis. New York.
Boston. Philadelphia.
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CARTERS

September
(

and

Unity, in his Potato Field,—1897.

would
22 a heavy frost killed the and use do stable marine, but 800 to 1," ! with only wooden hoops; as you
and
No. 2, taken on September 500 pounds (onmeicial fertilizer per acie, ; doubtless lose part of the solutions,
well harrowed in. all of your patience, getting disgusted
22 represents a section of the piece plant- sown broadcast and
ed June 2S together with my crew of (Bound being all ready to plant, cut seed with the whole thing.
carefully into bushel boxes. Thus pre- i For every 40 gallons desired, put five gald’gge rs.
1 prepare my set d as ollows: In spring, pared, two men, with hooks (sue!', as used lons water (soft water should be used) into
iu barn is for handling bale hay will answer nicely)
ea h barrel. Add 4 pounds common lump
as soon as danger ol fieezing'
past, before potatoes are sprouted badly to carry box with, can easily drop two lime to the water in one barrel, and 0
in the cellar, I remove, and at same Mine rows, one on either side of box, injuring
pounds blue vitriol, (sulphate of copper)
Cover about two
treat them with corrosive sublimate to but very few sprouts.
suspended in a coarse sack, to the water in
As soon as potatoes break
This 1 easily inches deep.
the other barrel. Do not mix the two until
prevent, the potato scab.
d.» by the use of empty kerosene bands, ground, start the weeder or cultivator.
ready for use.
l)o not allow weeds to get the start. Begin
or cumn hoesheadsv ith one head removrd.
When ready for spraying, put thirty
!
or
ten
inches
l)i- solve 2 1 4 ounces of corrosive subli- hilling when tops are eight
gallons soft water into a
hogshead.
x:<>«»i
other
used
1
have
never
mate (which can be obtaiued of any drug- high.
any
Thoroughly stir contents of each barrel.
hilli'or
horse
hoe
cents
to
the
not
exceed
8
old-styled
pei equal
gist ; cost should
Add to water in hogshead, 5 gallons of
oiiuci ) in t wo gallons boiling water, using
ing, as it draws the earth u;> on both the lime water, straining through a close
sides at mice and closely around he stalks,
a win den vessel; pul 12 gallons cold water
burlap sack; stir well, then add 5 gallons
in a ban el, add the two gallons, and thus
preventing sunburned potatoes
of th-* blue vitriol water. Mix thoroughly,
use of cultivator and horse hoe
Continue
If
mix.
quantities
larger
thoroughly
Remember
and it; is now ready for use.
are
warned mix in same proportion. until tops are too large to drive between.
to stir mixture every time the sprayer is
Fill barrel with potatoes till the solu- When potatoes are budded or beginning to tilled.
It requires about 50 gallons per
ton, just covers them; soak 1 1 g hours: blossom, spray with Bordeaux mixure.
acre.
Cost should not exceed 1 cent per
on
the potatoes and spread
remove
Spray eveiy ten or fifteen days till tops are gallon.
After using Pordeaux mixture
a
I used
live gallon copper knapbarn scaffold out of reach of all ani- dead.
three years, 1 find that it not only presoon
he
or
iron
would
sack
Tin
a
mals, as the sublimate is
sprayer.
deadly
vents rot, but by holding the tops green
In preparFor
pois.m. Again till barrel with potatoes, destroyed by the sulphate.
a longer time, insures a larger yield.
two
in
use
the
mixture
are
treated.
The
c
until
all
so
-ntiuue
ing
and
large quantity,
killing potato bugs, use one pound Paris
molasses
and
one
kerosene
barrels
or
six
live
large
be
used
same solution
may
green to 50 gallons of Pordeaux mixture.
times.
])y planting time tlie potatoes are cask. I would say to any who may con- Put I would much rather apply the Paris
well started with strong healthy sprouts. template using Bordeaux mixture, do not ;
green separately with a powder gun.
I prefer land under high cultivation, Jattempt to use Hour barrels or any barrels |

late Planting.

vines.

Through
Kern

from

Potatoes

finishes her work

I fresh

Burnham.

Albion, Nov. 17—The work of laying
the rails of the Wiscasset & (Quebec railroad from here to Burnham is progressing
finely. Seven miles have now been laid
and more are being put down each day.
At present there remain less than four
miles to lay, which will not take many
more days.
The bridge bids were opened
in Wiscasset and let to-day. The contracts
call for the work to begin at once, so that
there will not be any long delay on account of bridges.

Mr. James h. Ames,

I

Powder

Washing

m

BXPO
1

Kittle

Tiver

M cheap

JpiUs

SICK HEADACHE ...EVERYTHING

AT THE LOWEST PRICES...

Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

Fur and Plush Robes,

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Kausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad lasteinthe Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain In the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate ihe Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
SmaS! Pill.
Small Dose.
Sma5! Price.

Halters and Whips.
Guns and Ammunition.

WEAK LUNCS
benefited almost immediately, the
of the trouble being dispelled, the
diseased membranes healed and the entire body invigorated and
strengthened
by tlie use of

are

cause

Sit ~-LL
I .res,

A FEW THINGS WE

Ffandfett

KEEP YOU NEED:

ANOIER’S

F|

Petroleum
EMULSION

Hypophosphites.

The petroleum which it eentains is a
great healer for all broken down tissue,

Stamps,

A GOOD LINE OF

while the hypophosphites form a helpful element ns a tlesh creator, nerve
strengthener and hlood purifier. It has
all the good qualities of cod-liver oil,
without any of its objectionable features,
easy to assimilate and pleasant
take.
Sold by all druggists. 50c. and $1.00.

Angier Chemical Co., Allston District, Boston.

Newton Oil & Co.,

Assortment

nity, Harvesting 290 Bushels of Potatoes from I

acre

and 06

DEALERS IN

No. 31 Front St
Fast

Masters of Amity

and it is said that lit never touched a drop
He also did his full
of liquor in his life.
part, in the efforts made during his resideuce in Camden to suppress the liquor
traffic; and as Chief of Police for Camden
Village Corporation, which position he
held several years, lie became the terror
of the rum seller.
He was a kind and
generous man and highly respected citizen.
He died Jan. 11, 1893, at the age of
50 years.
Mr. Day was an enthusiastic and wellposted Mason and was elected the fortysecond Master of Amity Lodge in October,
He was also High Priest of Key1885.
stone R.
A. Chapter in 1881, being the
ninth to hold that office.

Lodge.

\Yc take the following from the Camden Herald's sketches of Past Masters of

Amity ,bodge, No. 0, F. A A. M:
ISAAC

COOMBS.

horn in Isleslie is of French
settling in New
Meadows, Massachusetts, early iu the!
seventeenth century. Capt. Coombs early
|
went to sea and was master of a vessel at I
in this capacity !
the age of twenty-one.
lie followed the sea for nearly thirty years.
Duiing this time he was in command of'
several large and notable vessels among !
them the transport ship Onward, during
Temperance Women and Suffrage.
the civil war, from 1801 to 1863, carrying
trooj s and munitions of war for the govIn regard to the wisest attitude to be
in this ship he transported the
ernment.
taken by temperance women during sufTw enty-first Maine Regiment from New
frage amendment campaigns, experienced
York to New Orlans, in February, 1863.
must say to Miss Willard, as
In 1877, (’apt. Coombs retired from the suffragists
Miss Willard lias said to Lady Henry
and devoted himself to shipbuildsea
Somerset, that, however good her intening in Camden in 1802, building during
she has made a great mistake.
this period twelve vessels, owning a large tions,
Every person of sense knows that in every
part in each. As a shipbuilder he was
for equal suffrage, the liquor
for a time associated with Mr. {Sam- campaign
interest will light us “for all it is worth.”
uel Q. Day and later w ith Capt. Joseph T.
Nobody proposes to undertake the hopeConant.
Capt. Coombs has served in va- less
task of trying to conciliate the liquor
rious town offices, including that of Treasinterest.
The question is not whether it
urer in 1800-01 and Selectman in 1803. lie
is worth while to conciliate the liquor inhas also been Assessor and Treasurer of
but w hether it is best to antagonize
In 1871-72 terest,
Camden Village Corporation.
the mass of men.
In a State where the
he repiestnted his town in the State Legof men do not believe in prohibiislature.
In 1804 lie was appointed Post majority
w ill it help or hurt a suffrage amendMaster >*f Camden by Pres. Cleveland, tion,
ment for women to go about proclaiming
which •'< fiice he now holds.
.that they want the ballot for the sake of
( apt. Coombs has always been an enIj- getting prohibition? To ask the question
teipiising and progressive citizen and is to answer it. When a
amendfearlessly advocates whatever lie consult rs ment is pending, women suffrage
of all shades of
to be for the best interest of his town.
should
make
the
opinion
simple justice of
Capt. Coombs has always been an en- their
right to the ballot the basis of their
thusiastic Mason, and in addition to being
claim, and not go too much into particulars
a member of Amity Lodge is a member of
as to what they mean to do w ith it after
Keystone K. A. Chapter and Claremont
they get it. This is the plainest common
Commander}', Knights Templar. He is sense.
Women who adopt the contrary
also a member and Past Grand of Mt.
course will hinder the success of the very
Hattie Lodge, No. 102, 1. O. O. F.
; movement wnicli
they honestly wish to
Capt. Coombs w as the forty-first Master serve.
[Woman’s Journal.
of Amity Lodge, being elected in 1880, and
the thirteenth High Priest of Keystone
Short in His Accounts.
P. A.
which office he held in 1880

rapt. Isaac Coombs
boro. April 28, 1827.
descent, his ancestor

and

Chapter
again in 1893.

was

j

Boston, Nov. 17. E. P. Coffin of SkowQ. DAY.
Mr. ►‘Samuel Q. Day who was a native i hegan, Maine, died at the City Hospital
of Windsor, Maine, was born in Decem- this afternoon, as the outcome of a deseffort to end his own life.
He reg
ber, 1830. At the age of 10 years, he left perate
his native town and went to Rockland, 1 istered at the Quincy House last night,
and about 10 a. m. to-day was found in a
Maine, where be learned the blacksmith’s
He was near*
trade and w here he resided for some eight | bath tub filled with water.
Then he
From Rockland he moved to Bel- ly drowned, but was revived.
yeais.
fast where he worked about six years, stated that he had taken morphine or
some other poison, the nature of which he
ironing vessels for George E. Wight and declined
to state. The physicians who
others.
He then went to Stockton, Me., |
where he worked at his trade for live | were called sent Coffin to the hospital. lie
He afterwards came to Camden, j was treasurer of the order of Foresters
years.
where he lived until his death.
During!; and there was a shortage of about $3,000
his residence in Camden he worked for D. *j in his accounts, which he was unable to
Mr. Coffin was 45 years old,
Know 1 Dm Co., several years on ship and j make good.
and well known and highly respected in
car work, and subsequently did the fasten- I
He is survived by a wife and
ing and ironing on vessels built by H. M. Skowhegan.
Bean.
He was at one time associated;! one child.
1
with Capt. Isaac Coombs, under the firm
Even in the most severe cases of sprain or
name of Coombs &
Day, which firm built bruise, cut or burn, Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil
several barks and large schooners.
: gives almost instant relief.
It is the ideal
Mr. Day was a strong temperance man family liniment.
SAMUEL
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Vanishing

Mackerel.

Wbal Measures of Protection Shall be
save 1 hem.

State

u'e

The Maine Board

of

The wary, flashing mackerel claimed
the attention of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association at its
first meetiug after the summer vacation,
in Boston, Nov. 11th. About 35 members
were present and all agreed that measures
should be taken to prevent the extermination of that handsome fish about the
shores of the United States, a process
Penobscot Exchange.
There will be a
which it was thought is well under way.
Mr. E. E. Small, who has made a grand exhibition of dairy appliances and
of butter and cheese.
close study of the habits of the mackerel,
Centrifugal sepaas well as its captors, read a paper on the : ratees and Babcock milk testers, will be in
subject, beginning with the statement I operation at different times during both
that the association is uot an enemy of the days of the meeting, showing accurately
honest fisherman, the members being the workings of the different machines,
He
said the which will be fully explained by comsportsmen themselves.
mackerel are lost sight of about Cape petent persons. Following is the program:
Hatteras in the fall.
They are then fat
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1.
and strong. They reappear, no one knows
a. m.
9.30
Setting up of exhibition.
in
the
at
the
about
same
whence,
spring
7.30 p. rn.
Business meeting of the
place. Then they are lean, emaciated, and
Board of Agriculture at Penobscot Exnot fit for food.
A

large portion

change.

ottlitm would undoubt-

reach the New England coast to
THURSDAY, DECEMBER, 2.
spawn, but almost at the very start they
9.30 a. m.
Introductory exercises; adare met by the deadly purse seine of the
dress of welcome by Mayor Beal of Bansouthern fleet and slaughtered. From 125
gor; response by Wm. H. Moody of Libto 175 of these fish are required to make
erty, vice-president of the board.
a
was
estimmarketable barrel, and it
up
j 10.30 a. m. “Our Dairy Work for
ated that there were about 40,000,000 eggs
j 1897,” by G. M. Govvell, professor of aniin every barrel of fish caught.
mal industry at University of Maine, folMr. Small then showed that the catch ] lowed
by a short talk, “The Dairy Outis rapidly becoming smaller, while in look for
1898,” by Secretary B. W. Meyears in which there was legislation pro- Keen.
tecting the fish during the spawning sea- | 1.30 p. m. State aid for dairy indusson there
was an increase.
It would be
try,” by Major Henry E. Alvord, chief of
useless, he thought, to enact laws to pro- dairy division U. S. department of agritect the mackerel in the spawning season,
culture.
Discussion opened by J. II.
however, unless they were also protected Winslow of N'obleboro, member of the
until they reach a mature age.
board from Lincoln county.
There were three ways which he sug7.30 p. m.—Dairy experience meeting.
to
the
evil.
was
tiie
One
gested
remedy
Short practical talks by farmers and
re-enactment of the law of 1887, which
creamery men, with opening remarks by
provides that any vessel taking fish before Mr. B. F. Briggs of Auburn, member of
June 1 shall not only forfeit the fish, but the board from
Androscoggin county, and
its license as well.
And the law should Mr. E. E.
Light of Union, member of the
be made perpetual, instead of remaining
board from Knox county.
in force only five years. Secondly, there
should be a law prohibiting the catching
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3.
of fish under 10 inches in length.
The j
a.
9.30
m.—Separators and milk testers
third method required no legislation; it 1
at work.
was simply a law of reason and common
10.30 a. m.—“The Cheese Industry for
I
sense.
Maine Dairymen,” by Prof. G. M. Gowell.
“If every one would consider for a moDiscussion opened by Dr. P. S. Adams of
ment the facts and the results,” said Mr.
Bowdoin.
Small, “I do not believe that any person
1.30 p. m.
“Dairy products compared
who desires conscientiously to protect
with other food products” by Prof. Chas.
mackerel, shad or haddock will ever eat one D. Woods, director of the Maine experiduring the spawning season. In the larg- mental station, Orono. Discussion opener number of instances,
when we eat a
ed by John F. Talbot of Andover, memmackerel between March 1 and June 15,
ber of the board from Oxford county.
we
have assisted in annihilating from
Remarks by Dr. A. W. Har7.30 p. m.
to
of
that
The
300,000
450,000
species.
of the University of Maine.
most effective method of preventing the ris, president
taking of the fish is not to eat them, and
Sceptics Turn Believers and are Curcreate a lack of patronage.
Eminent aued.
“When I read that Dr. Agnew’s Cathorities say that the sea will never be de- tarrhal Powder could relieve Catarrh in 10
pleted so long as fish are protected dur- minutes I was far from being convinced. I
it—a single puff through the blower
ing the spawning seasou and until they tried
afforded instant relief, stopped pain over
reach maturity.”
the eyes aud cleansed the nasal passages.
Serious troubles come from tbe neglect of To-day I am free from catarrh,” B. L.
a cough.
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup
Eagan’s (Easton, Pa.,) experience has been
is a perfect cure for coughs and colds of all that of thousands of others and may be
sorts.
yours. 10.

edly
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30C.

use and

shoeing- Sleds.

quite a number of sets of light and heavy wheels which
will sett below cost to dear the m a/}. as
do no1 wish to

carry them over.
now

good

trade.

Monarch Mixed Paints.

Carry tie

Fine Seal

.i great trade on wheels can t• obtained
Many took advantage of this last

while the lot lasts.

year anil got a

We

Dairy Conference.

Agriculture will
hold a State Dairy meeting in V. M. C. A.
hall, Bangor, Dec. 1, 3, and 3. Round
trip tickets over the Maine Central, Portland and Rochester and Rumford Falls,
Bangor and Aroostook, and Somerset railroads.
Hotel rates $1.50 per day at
Penobscot Exchange and Bangor Exchange. Headquarters of the board at

Adopted to

R1VETS' ™KS'

We have

Belfast, Me.

,

| SCREWS'

£-

WHE3E3L.S.

*

Duck, Conlatje, Taints, Ac,

rods, in 1897.

^

For Blacksmith’s

Tents, A wninys, Curt Covers,
Tr. James h. Ames, l

Seeders

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

Choppers, Kaisin

ALL SIZES IRON and STEEL

SAIL MAKERS,
And.Successors to J. W. Frederick & Co.,

Meat

-^■Pocket Knives and Scissors

being
to

lFoott Saws. Sme Horses,

Weather Strips, Class anil Fatty, Lanterns, Coal Sieves, Fails of ad kinds.
Tabs, ('hams. Flatter Trays, Flatter

>

GET OUR PRICES.

Garments
A

specialty, made

For

to

measure

style, quality and tit they

from selected skins.
are

All kinds of
hardware.

unexcelled.

Geo. A.

Bailey,

REPAIRS and ALTERATIONS
prices consistent, with honest work.
charge of a practical furrier with
nineteen years’ experience.
Ggg^Send address for an illustrated catalogue.

SEPTEMBER,

BARKER, Furrier,

3m36

Gardiner,

Maine,

18,

GEO, F. EAMES, M. D, D75!^
The Nose and Throat.
No. e4D

(Near Corker

of

Fairfield

St.)
MASS.

Hours 12

to

2.

Other hours

by

appointment only.
October, 1890.—Iy45

H. H.

FOR MORE THAN FIFTY-SIX YEARS IT HAS NEVER FAIIEO IN ITS
WEEKIY VISITS TO THE HONItS OF FARMERS AND

LAMSOST,

VillAGERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITEO STATES.

Licensed Auctioneer,
P.

1841.

Newbury Street.

BOSTON.

O. ADDRESS,

TO LET.
The store on High street, now
pied l>y the American Express
pany. Apply to

IT HAS

tl'7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

occu-

Com-

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
Do you want to

Hake

Tlaine.

BORN

at the lowest
All work in

H. G.

Belfast,

Honey?

for education, for the elevation of American manhood
and true womanhood.
IT HAS told at the fireside, interesting and instructive stories e
the doings of the world, the nation and States.
IT HAS advised the farmer as to the most approved methods of
cultivating and harvesting his crops, and the proper time
to convert them into the largest possible amount of
money.
IT HAS led in all matters

villagers, and for

Then go into the household specialty business.
You can make from §15 to §20 a week. Sells on
sight. We will furnish outfits—two articles—and
start you, on receipt of one dollar.

Household Specialty Co 50 School
4t44
Street, Boston, Mass.

faithfully labored for their prosperity and happiness, I'm
the improvement ol their business and home interests,

pertaining to the welfare of farmers and
over

half

a

century has held their

con-

fidence and esteem.

It is the NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE, and we furnish it with the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL, one year for $2.00, cash in advance.
Address all orders to

49 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.
Wants all kinds of Raw Furs, Skins, Ginseng
Careful
Full prices guaranteed.
Seneca. &c.
selection, courteous treatment, immediate remit
tance.
Shipping Tags, Ropes, furnished free.
6m38
Write for latest price circulars.

j THE

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST, MAINE.

Write your name and addesson a postal card, send il to fteo. VV, Best, Tribute Office, New-York City,
and a sample copy of THE tEW-YOBK WEEKLY TKIBUNK will be mailed to you.

i

We spent that
priated, these steep pasture grounds are
night in a herder's hut
carefully divided into patches, each with half way down the mountain side, but
A Trip lo the Crater.
near enough to the
quite
its hut occupied by the herder’s family.
sky to keep
one s teeth
with cold in spite
[Special Correspondence of The Journal.]
Quick, blight streams are passed, hurry- ot blankets chattering
and brush fires.
The mud
C art ago, Costa Rica, Oct. 10, 1807. ing to their work of w atering the
valley, hovel of our host clings like a bird’s-nest
Whoever visits Costa Rica hears a great; and luscious fruits, growing by the way- to a deep ravine.
It has no
opening but
the door, no furniture in its one bi0- room
deal about Irazu, the awe-inspiring vol- side, invite you to fill your saddle-bags.
(
but a rude table, a
bench, a picture of
cauo, and of the mischief and terror lie Half way up the mountain you see corn

Irazu, Costa Rica’s Great Volcano.

County Correspondence.

[Deferred

from last

week.]

Look Out
For Cancer!

Unity. Asbury Pendleton received a
letter a few days since from his brother, A.
F. Pendleton, a former resident of this
town, and who moved to Massachusetts
about two years ago, telling of his departure
He left
for Alaska in search of gold.
Seattle Oct. 31st, bound for Fort Wrangle,
taking with him a boat buiit by his brother
in Damariscotta, which has attracted a good
deal of attention in Seattle and other p'aces.

j

the Blessed Virgin and some ox-hide
barley, growing with as much vigor stretchers which serve the rather numerous
family for beds. Yet a happy huscity of Cart ago, you are constantly im- as in Illinois or Ohio, although its cultiband and wife live here, and with them
pressed by his majesty, and sometimes by vators are still scratching up the earth abides
love, the heavenly guest. Their
his beauty—when storm-clouds muster with a wooden plow, of the same pattern children
play contentedly near the brink
black around his cloven forehead, or as those used in Egypt in the time of the of the precipice and a wee
baby creeps t o Mr. Pendleton is an enterprising business
the
door
and gives you a
when he veils himself in fleecy mist, or Pharaohs. The seed once scattered broadsmiling welcome. man, and we may expect to hear of his sucFannie Brigham Ward.
He left Seattle with an entire
cess later.
ilons a gorgeous sunset robe of rosy pur- cast, receives no care until ready for the
outfit for the gold regions, and a partner
which
with
comes
the
ple. You are told how, in the year 1723, harvest,
following
Literary News and Notes.
from Franklin, Mass., where he left his
In gathering the corn, the
from the middle of February to the mid- dry season.
The
family.
Chsistmas
Ladies’
ear
is
Home
from
the
stalk
and
Journal
hauled
to
dle of March, Irazu never ceased roaring
picked
will have Christmas stories
Stockton Strings. Quite a pleasant evenby Mary E.
and rumbling, as with the rush of subter- the adobe house, where it is spread out to
Wilkins, Kuth McEnery Stuart, Hamlin ing was passed by the wives and daughters
in
the
and
then
stored
his
ranean rivers; at intervals opening
dry
sunny patio,
Garland, Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney, Mrs. of
the members of Pownal Lodge the past
jaws and rolling forth billows of smoke, away in the corners of the kitchen and Mark Morrison and Lilian Bell.
week at Masonic Hall. Music and recitallow people on the slopes and in the val- under the cowhide beds, for future use in
Rudyard Kipling’s first “Just-So” tions, and afterward a picnic supper served
leys far below were stifled by the sulphur- the making of tortillas—the unleavened story, which will appear in the Christmas by the gentlemen, formed the entertainment
number
of St. Nicholas, is illustrated
cakes that take the place of bread among
by for the evening...-Capt. Horace Griftin has
ous exhalations; and how at night balls of
Oliver Herford.
It is

Living

has caused.

fire

miles around, more fiercely
was ever known in the hot-

for

bright than

day

at

stalks

and

ashes

forming

weeds
the

burned,

are

only

the

He relates how, at one time during that
dreadful month, a vapor rose out of the
uater. white as cotton and shaped like a

country.

the

fertilizer known

The

incomparable

this

you may read in the quaint official
report oi the Royal Governor of that day,
8enor Don Diego de la llaya of Cartago.
more.

zone,

series

the temperate
of the cereals and

quite sick with pneumonia, but is
ing slowly_Capt. Charles Staples

zone, to say

of two

height

the

at

e»

recover-

of

New

York is here to visit bis father, Mr. Alex.
Staples, for a few weeks, while his steamer
is undergoing repairs.

enormous

and

side,

be wildered

with the force of ten thou-

ear

ed

»

asunder the

tore

volume,
monster

the

jaws of

forth upon doomHow at last all the lakes and

artago.

j

turned to seething mud, the
afflicted city was buried under burning
dust, and all its splendid churches and

streams

were

palsied earth,

from the

uprooted

casas,

lay scorched and blackened, in utter ruin.
Nor was this the first or iast eruption of
Irazu.

them

of

one

mouths,

has four

The monster

raters

•

old

so

that

oaks grow in it: and Humboldt
other scientists say that more than
thousand years must have elapsed

...ORAKTID...

!

£

*rding

Peralta, Governor of the proone-third of tin-

city’s popu(:it that time estimated to he about
ii

'n

>:

the official account of Senor

:•>

siai
\

*;s\ i-Miicd for hours beneath the

■tin
nus

lb.., wonderful

rm-ir 1 ionics.

-lutf.

Peralta, “only

adds Governor

>ixT‘t-n

were

killed!'

were

to

j

j

;

!

easily

resolve themselves

the p irent dust.
Every house in the
wa.demolished in that general

into

wu

•dmkimr up except one. which deserves
stand forever.
It is the old casa in
hose

v

<-wyard

I’adre Vaivordi

he told me I had cancer, I became
alarmed and hastened to obtain treatment for I knew how dangerous cancer

planted

thought long past

alive,

et

its useful-

and continues to put forth a few
white blossoms in their season.

'How

and

Now

then, to this day, the grim
•yelope, frowning overhead, grumbles
and sends up pull's of smoke, as if to ast

sure

be world that this is

by

no means

j

a

One would think that the
ope of peace.
artagoans would heed his threatenings
and choose

safer site, but, as Don
leiesfai'o Peralta writes: “Such is the
some

which the

•ve

people of (’artago feel
soil, that they bear with

heir native
euce

all these evils, and

-cloved city is thrown

as

often

down, they

'.heir homes out of its ruins.”
markable
'•ems

to

of

spirit
he

strangely

all volcanoes.

-car

nd

for

patheir

rebuild

This

re-

stick-to-a-tiveness
true

of the dwellers

Think of the towns

villages on the slopes
Leigh Hunt, writing

Mr.

as

of Vesuvius!
of

Torre del

says that the inhabitants thereof

rcco,

always persisted in constructing
‘heir houses, over and over again, on top
those that have been buried, thus keeping up an obstinate but unavailing strugive

Je with

of the most fearful powers of
It may be a wise provision of
rovidence which thus keeps the most
one

iture.

bidding spots

:
A

:

on

earth

inhabited;—but

itli the good people of Cartago, I believe
is more a matter of laziness, they being

institutionally too inert

to

strike out and

gold,

ike root elsewhere.

less

You may

easily ascend Irazu, by a long
ay’s journey on mule-back, starting heir
day-break. 1 have several times gone
i' the mountain far as tlie highest, hut—
lew hours pleasant climbing; but not
dished with thal, a party was made up

,nd

asleep,

clattered past the cena 1 plaza and
up the sloping street—lor
ho ascent begins with the suburbs of the
we

A

cobble-paved road, used chiefly
by natives living on the mountain-side,
runs a considerable
distance, and then
you strike into devious paths, among
thickly strewn boulders vomited from
Irazu’s throat in some prehistoric day.
>ty.

Half
rid

an

zone

hour takes you out of the torof oranges, aloes, pine-apples

and

bananas, to a temperate region of
peaches, pears, blackberries, wheat, corn

and potatoes; and in the upper altitudes
—away up iu the land of the sky, the
thermometer sometimes falls below 30

degrees

Fabr. Nowhere in tropical Amerisuch contrasts in climate and flora
he found as in an hour’s ride from Carta-

ca can

go

up Irazu.

The

slopes

of the

volcano

as

the

blue

vault

of

12.

heaven.

j
j

I

light,
along

the east, rosy in the morning
the dim outline of the Atlantic lay

A

Successs.

the homes of the members_The M.
that popular paper gotteu out by the
students of the Maine Central Institute, will
soon be issued from the Pittsfield Advertiser office and placed on sale-Mr. Willis
Philbriek and Miss Mary Dyer of Thorndike
made us a pleasant call recently_H. F.

ly

at

C.

I.,

State Land Agent Charles E. Oak of
the horizon, and to the west a sil- Caribou, who was chiefly instrumental in
ver thread marked the waters of the Pahaving the Aroostook farmers try the exof raising barley from which
To the south, in the valley far be- j periment
citic.
malt
is made, is much pleased with the
|
low, lay a dozen towns; to the north, val- [ result this year. He said that last spring i Libby has been confined to the house a week
leys aud mountain ranges stretched away a car load of seed was sown by the farmers i by sickness, hut is out again_G. B. Warner has been seriously ill, but has recovered.
far as the eye could reach, and beneath who wished to try the experiment, and
that about 10,000 bushels of excellent
.Dr. T. J. Tayler is gaining quite fast since
our feet little puffs of smoke,
curling up quality lias been raised. Of this quantity he
began to go out, but still looks badly_
here and there from volcanic fissures three carload have
already been sold at a Mrs. O. H. Drake and sister, Miss May
plainly betokened subterranean unrest. rate of 45 cents a bushel. The aveaage Plumstead, have gone to
Westport to visit
from an acre will probably be about
Climbing back into the heart of Irazu we yield
40 or 50 bushels, which will give the relatives-Miss Beatty of Troy, N. Y., is
spent the hours until noon photographing farmer a fair return fpr time and labor visiting Mrs. Robert Dobson.The school
the smaller craters and rolling rocks into and investment, and the crop will have board met recently, and voted to sustain the
their yawning depths, black as midnight. the added advantage of being one which truant officers in enforcing the truant law...
can be at once converted into money.
Another hunter, Archie Kenstead, has reCrashing like artillery when first started,
turned from Nicatous lake, bringing two
in a moment they would be lost forever.”
deer with him.. .Mrs. Frank Folsom is makOur experience on the summit of Irazu
ing
preparations as fast as she can to join
was far less satisfying.
We had only a
her husband, with her three children, in
few minutes to stay in order to give us
Lake City, Colo-G. I. Smith & Co. will
When you take Hood’s Pills. The big, old-fashtime to get down to the haunts of man
remove to
their new store in Postoffice
loned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
before nightfall; and from the cold, silent,
block this week, and will open their first
pieces, are not in it with Hood's. Easy to take
desolate height on which we stood, nothgreat sale Thursday, Nov. 18_Mr. Geo.
ing was to be seen but a wilderness of
llunnells, who has been in failing health for
whitest clouds, an illimitable frozen sea.
sometime, dropped dead this morning in his
Now and then the fleecy masses shifted
house, it is supposed of heart failure or

No

and

some

of

another

isolated

peak

mountain

or

surging ridge
I
suddenly

chain

particularly
cattle-graz- rose up and glittered like an island newand strangely enough, while the ly discovered; then sank again into the
plains below are comparatively unappro- ocean of clouds that obscured the world.
are

Barley Experiment

Toward

|

i
week to visit the crater, 12,000 feet
!
hove the sea.
While Cartago was yet
-i

j

j

j

favorable for

ing,

I

Gripe

Hood’s

and easy to operate, is true
of Hood’s Pills, which are
up to date in every respect.
Safe, certain and sure. All

__

H

®

apoplexy.

i

“I received the best medical attenbut the cancer continued to
until
the
worse
physicians
grow
finally said that I -would have 1o
have au operation performed, as that
This I rewas the only hope for me.
fused to submit to, as I knew cancer was
a blood disease, and my common sense
told me that it was folly to expect au
operation to cure a blood disease.
“Knowing S- vS. S. to be a good blood
remedy I decided to try it, and the first
I
bottle produced an improvement.
continued the medicine, and in four
months the last scab dropped off. Ten
years have elapsed, and not a sign of
the disease has returned.”
The alarming increase in the number
of deaths which occur as the result of a
surgical operation is attracting general
attention, and a strong sentiment against
such methods cf treatment is fast developing among the most intelligent
classes. It seems that in almost ever;case where the
doctors5 treatment is
unsuccessful, the learned physicians decide at once that an operation must be
performed, and the keen blade of the
surgeon is recklessly resorted to.
The many caustic plasters which are
appl ied to remove cancers are more painful than death, and the danger of a surgical operation is as great as the disease
itself.
No
plaster or surgical operatiou can cure cancer, because it is
a blood disease; the destructive cancer
cells are in the blood, and cannot be
cut out, or removed by local treatment.
As the disease must be forced from the
blood, it is only reasonable to rely upon
a real blood remedy
for a cure, one
which goes direct to the cause of the
trouble and removes it.
S. S. S. (Swift’s Specific) is the only
known cure for cancer and other obstinate and deep-seated blood diseases such
as Scrofula, Eczema, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Con'agious Blood Poison. It is

tion,

But all your toil is
at last you stand

1

druggists. 25c. C. T. Hood & To.. Lowell. Mass.
The only Pills to hike with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Everyday symptoms of digestive disorders
—acid stomach, distress after eating, burning at pit of stomach, dull, heavy feeling—
Burdock Blood Bitters
troubles of this sort.

never

fails to correct

LAMPS.

|

—

A

a

f

goods and

M. L.

j
|
j

!

IIS

j

at

pries that will suit.

MITCHELL,
Etislri Stroot.

Maine Central R. R.

!

Biggest Offer Yet!

1
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On and after Oct. 4, I sj»7, trains e«mner; mg at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains to:

j

j
j

and from
ton will

j

j
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Baugor. Waterville, Portland and B<s

run as

follows:
FROM

..AND..

BELFAST.
A

M

Belfast, depart. 7 15
Citypoint.... 17 20
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor..-.

7
7
7
8
8
8
11

30
10
53
00

10
35
40

5*08

Waterville

PM

1
rl
3
1
1

1* M

05
10
20
3o
43
1 50
158
2 15
3 25

3
3
4
4
5
5
0
0

45 !
52
15 i
45 i
10 i
32
00
25 i

2 47

7 05

5 45
0 25

1 40,
5 57

1

A M
P M

Portland.. 12 23
4 15
l E. D.
Boston, w D. 4 22

{

Tlie Best Farm and F'amily Paper in
tlie Ui.iled States, Both One Year

AM

FOR ONLY $2.00.

TO BELFAST.

and is the only blood remedy guaranteed to contain not a particle of mercury,
potash or other mineral, -which means

Boston,

much to all who know the disastrous
effects of these drugs.
Book* on Cancer and Blood Diseases
will be mailed free to all who addresi
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.

j E. I)..
w D.

j

PM

AM

7 00

0 00
8

have

publication.

A M

7 00

11 00

Waterville.

5*55

7 00
7 15

4 30
1 15

A M

A M

P M

A M

Bangor

..

Burnham, depart.... 10 25
Unity. 11 no
1 1
11
11
12
Citypoint. 12
Belfast, arrive. 12

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks..
Waldo.

Notice

Office of the Sheriff of Waldo
State of Maine, Waldo County, ss.
Belfast. Nov. 16, A. 1). 1897.
)
This is to give notice that on the 16th day of Nov1). 1897. a " arrant in Insolvency was
ember, A
issued by Geo. K. .Johnson, Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said bounty of Waldo, against the
estate of CHARLES O’CONNELL of Belfast, in
said County, adjuged to bean Insolvent Debtor,
on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
filed on the 16th day of November, A. I). 1897, to
which date interest on claims is to be computed;
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of
the Creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts
and in case there are assets sufficient to authorize
the same to choose one or more assignees of his
estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be
holden at the Probate Court Room in said Belfast,
on the 15th day of December, A. D. 1897, at two
o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
S. G. NORTON.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2w46

County,)
[

15
30
57
15
35
45

8 50
5* os

5*17
15*23
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10 05

Believing that every

Farm

A. A. HOWES 6l CO,

SURETY BONDS

For Administrators, Cashiers, Trustrees, Con.
tractors, at reasonable rates.
8W44

FRED

ATWOOD,

A (ten

Hum
Tin:

i:,

in

mnnect

mu

Kkitkucan

.»•
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o
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a

RATES~

with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. N bettet

$2.25.

Commencing Holiday, Oct. 18, 1897

proof of its popularity can be offered than :rs
circulation, which extends into «\ery
State and territory in the Union, each number
being read bv no less than a million reader*.

J

I?

immediately and sending 10 rents addirmna: tor
mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all, we will
send Chamber's Popular Encyclopedia,
ntaining
This
700 pages and over 1,000 illustrations
Encyclopedia, which has never sold Du l*-ss than
$1.00. is unsurpassed as a work <d ret*-,--n-,-. it
contains no less than 2b,<>00 articles, at <t will be
found of the greatest use in answering the thou
sands of question* that eonstanth ari*e in regard
to dates, places, person*, tm idem.*, statistics.etc.
one at

all interested should be witlmu;

i:

Ho not

1

Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced

$3.00

1

FOR SALE BY

.-*♦»..uiii

«*ur rca-i.-i*

I Around the Globe, Livestock and
Hairy. The Poultry Yard, Question Box, Tin Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
:
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, tlie \\i me
making a volume of over 5UU pages, teeming

BELFAST TO BOSTON

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio. |

SYRINGES, Etc.,

t

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

girls at womanhood, aiding 1
development of organs and
remedy for women equals
them. Cannot do harm life becomes a pleas- I
ure.
$1 per box by moil, g^” Solti by druggists.
j

Bottles,

>

lull year lor only $2.00.
o5
Lack of space forbids a descrii tmi •: ;'■•••
n22
32 tents of Farm ani» Hum k, win
ir*n«-q unit.:
31*
for variety and excellem-e. Prominent tmottg is
5*2
*5 *'3
Farm
many departments may be menu n**0 13' and Garden, Market Heports, Fro
f ulture. Plans
6 20
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talk* with a lawyer

Great Keduotion in Fares

to

Water

one

good

enormous

“Life Savers”

A FULL LINE OF

and

one

5
5
5
5
5

No

Iyr38

least

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale l\v L. M. George,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 24, 3807

WINTER

DR. MOTT'S

They overcome Weakness, Irregularity anti omissions, increase vigor and banish "pains
of menstruation.”
They are

it

agricultural ami family
P M
journal, we have perfected arrangements u reb\
1 20, we ran send that
practical and insti mv •i.i.rnal.

Portland..

so

Hot

of

|

j

_

FOB SALE BV K. H. MOODY.

large stock

:

Purely Vegetable,

Messenger’s

and

new

BANQUET, RECEPTION, PARLOR, HALL and STAND LAMPS.
Fine

I I

BIB
I 3 1^7

give a nice, clean heat in many places where it is
not convenient to use coal or wood stoves,
WE HAVE THEM IN ALL SIZES.

was.

|

the tir.-t roitee-tree in Posta Kican soil, in
n
The venerable tree, by the way. is
>

when

OIL HEATING STOVES

J2

|

Wonderful

mi- ed, but not incredible, when we rec: t.11.1; "!
one storied casas are mostly
adobe, wi ir'i

altitude.

,

1

show the same wise and judicious dismasters all consumed at home iu Prospect.
crimination which has ever characterised
its editorial management, the scope of the It seems to look easy and profitable to make
upon Irazu’s bald bead, 12,000 feet above magazine has been
widened, its size in- the change. But the greatest drawback is
the ocean, with clouds rolling and tum- creased and its price reduced, so that in- the extra lured help. It is quite well known
creasing years seem only to add to its vig- that there are barely enough people iu the
bling 500 feet below on every side, com- or
and value.
To those whose means are
farming business to develop new resources
pletely biding the earth. The blue vault limited it must meet with special
favor,
above looks very near, and you feel an for if offers them what could not other- or increase the fertility of the farm, as there
is hardly an average of one worker to a
overpowering, awful sense of standing wise be obtained except by a large outlay.
farm in Waldo county now. The price of
who
want
to
readers
save time
Intelligent
-done in the universe, face to face with
and money will find it invaluable
The farm products lias been going lower for sevthe Infinite.
On a clear day you may see
Living Age is published weekly, and the eral years, and the price of farm help is al- 1
both the Atlantic and the Pacific at one price is now but s<i. Oo a year.
To all most the same year after year ...The Pros- !
glance. This is the crowning recompense new subscribers for ]>'.•>' are offered free peet Grange is having a literary contest.... \
the eight numbers of ISbT containing the
of the ascent of Irazu—but it is not
1 he i.ite
apt. Wui. >. Mich horn s farm lias
opening chapters of the new serial. “With |
been sold, but we did not get the buyer’s
vouchsafed to everybody. Johu L. StephAll Her Heart.”
name-C. O. Hatch with his shepherd dog
ens attained it and
described in fervid
Skin Eruptions Cured for 35c.
Kr r.- ! got the two wild heifers belonging to (’. H.
words how he stood on the bleak ridge
ina, Tetter. Salt Klieuiu, Barber's Itch, all
Partridge-L. H. Partridge has 18 acres of
above Irazu's crater and looked out wide itching and
burning skin diseases vanish i plowed land, and over half of it. was new I
when
I)r.
s
It
is
used.
Ointment
over the remote world.
The main crater ;
Agnew
*
relieves in a day and cures quickly. No j land and the first breaking... Many of the
is an amphitheatre, 7,500 feet in circum- ease of Piles which
an application will not
farmers are finding fault because of the inference and 000 feet deep, witli ragged, comfort m a few minutes. Try ;t. 35 cents. creased
!
prices of what they want to buy at j
11.
broken walls, the descent of which is
the stores, and some will wait for a fall in
Cotton cloth and coffee were i
prices again.
American Dentists in [Europe.
rarely attempted. Going down is easy
never lower than now, and other
things arc i
enough, like falling from grace in a moral
In noticing the death of Dr. Thomas expected to go down, but the news of a I
sense, but to get up again is a more diffiW. Evans, the celebrated American den- fall comes slow in a country store. What, !
cult matter, bv reason of looseued rocks
tist in Paris, the Boston Journal says: little
money the farmer gets this year with
aud sliding lava sands.
A couple of There were other dentists in Europe twenhis small crop has got t\> count.
who jammed napkins, india
young men, from Cleveland, Ohio, with a ty years ago
Pittsfield. A heavy snow storm Friday
rubber contrivances and assorted instrunative guide, spent a night in this crater
ments into royal or imperial mouths. The ! caused the hacks to he in demand to conabout three years ago. They built a roar- dentist who looked after the teeth of
vey the ladies to the hall in the evening to
ing tire of cedar-brush away down in the Italy’s Queen was born’ in Maine. In witness the great play, “The Fast Mail."
like a green bay tree.
lie
flourished
Koine
-Dr. A. E. Farnham of Fairfield has been
bottom, which lit up the great gloomy cavThe chief dentist in Berlin was also from
ity—a faintremainder of days of long ago, Maine. He bored and hammered the teeth visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D
when volcanic fires first shot heavenward of Bismarck with the same coolness and Farnham-Mrs. Mary Robinson is visiting
and streams of molten lava coursed down strict attention to business that he would her daughter, Mrs. G H. Morse, and will
shown if the patient had been some probably spend the winter with her_Mrs.
its sides.
With their boots for pillows, have
lie
ardent prohibitionist from Lewiston.
Joseph Decrow of Brooks, with her three
down
in
their
aud
lay
they
blankets,
long delighted in gorgeous raiment, in horses,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Auchildren,
Lindau
was
often
at
Paul
before morning realized that Jack Frost and in sport.
Brackett-W. L. Pushor and wife,
gelia
woman
and
Mrs.
of
his
Lindau, j[t
house,
visits even the torrid zone, if you climb
Mrs. A. L. Sylvester and Miss May Bowextravagant beauty, was a not unwelcome
high enough to find him. Irazu appears guest. There was an American dentist in man, received the initiatory degree in
to be possessed of those excellent traits Dresden who each year went to Vienna to Bethlehem Chapter, O E. S.,
Thursday
lie was the dental evening, Nov. 4th-W. S. Howe
which we admire in men—a warm heart tinker imperial teeth,
Camp, S.
friend of Wagner, and the boy Siegfried of
V., are making preparations for a grand
and a clear, cold head.
One of the
The Americau dentist
used to visit him.
hall and concert at Union Hall
Clevelanders relates his morning experi- was so famous
throughout Europe that masquerade
j
Nov. 24th.D. m.
ence as follows:
“The sun just tipping there was a saying “Americans must have Thanksgiving eve,
in the world; for their Parks, E. N. Shaw, J. W. Manson, Esq., S.
the eastern horizon as w'e climbed out of the worst teeth
But of all these It. Haines, H. C. Hunter and Frank White
dentists are the best.”
the
revealed
to us another useful workmen Dr. Evans was
crater,
easily the returned a week ago from Spencer Bay,
panoramic view, grand and imposing, most conspicuous.
Moosehead Lake, with three deer_A sobut not so infinitely beautiful as that of
ciety called the Pioneer Home Circle was
Proved Priceless.—Ruby coats and cinthe evening before, when the golden namon flavor. Dr.
Agnew’s Liver Pil's are organized here recently with the following
light of the setting sun behind the j household favorites. Impurities leave the officers: Pres., Mrs. Thomas Junck; vice
system. The nerves are toned. The blood
rolling billows of clouds made a fit 1 is purified. The complexion is bright and president, Mrs. John Lindsey; treasurer
for
to
walk
Headaches vanish and perfect Mrs. Meade Braley ; secretary, Mrs. Freeman
on—
ruddy.
angels
carpeting
health follows their use. 40 doses 10 cents.
Hubbard. The meerings will he held weeka
sea
of crimson and
boundan

amply repaid

are highest grade, none are ever
exchanged for something better, for they are the best
We can now show you a large and varied stock of the
famous Glenwood goods.

t
P

and the

great

artago. The last of serious consequence
oH'-d in the autumn of 1s4l\ when, ac-

i

Glenwood Parlor Stoves;

W. T. Stead, and the distinguished Asian cream, and all who have cream to spare can
trail—through dense under- explorer,
Dr. Sven Hediu, will be among now begin to learn the way to send
In this
bush of cedar and arbutus-briars, over tlie contributors to the
tu
number.
section at present there is a smaller number
stones
and
fallen
and
under
since li was first opened.
Another of slippery
logs,
The Living Age, founded by EHakim of cows than usual. The price of butter has
these craters forms a lake which gives low-branches—is very toilsome, a regular Littell iu 1844, Iras steadily maintained been low, and mostly store pay at that,
rise to the river Tieventazon, the om- ladder, a thousand feet high, the rungs of tlie reputation gained with its earliest is- while cows have brought fair prices, with a
sue of being the most complete representa:h 'weluire of which,
according to Thomas which are dead tree-trunks, shelving tive of foreign thought as expressed by its good demand. Many farmers would want
two or three years to make the change from
rocks
and
roots.
Here
leave
as
as
a
was
resort
brawny
you
commercial
early
<i.ige,
greatest exponents. It. is to-day a faithful
10LV,
The earthquakes caused by this the saddle and mount the rest of the way reflection of almost all that is substantial selling hay to stocking up with cows. No
on
foot, finally through yielding sand and truly valuable iu the passing literature doubt the c hange would he a good one to in; -tempered volcano have been frequent
of the world, embracing as it now does in crease the fertility of the farms. It would
which
makes every step a mighty effort,
ami severe.
There was one in 1750, and
its Monthly Supplement, American as well make more
green spots on the farm to have
partly from difficulty of breathing at so as foreign literature.
aiiotmo in Ic-'J. both of which overthrew
While its pages the loads of
hay that go aboard of the three-

It

entirely free from

—

they gushed

as

born

Winterport. Iiev. B. O. Russell of Orrington preached iu the M. E. cliurch Sunday, Nov. 14th, ami at Ellingwood’s Corner
in the afternoon-Mrs. Mary Haley has returned from a visit to her sister’s in Hart-

ford, Ct ...Mr. W;». H. Lord has gone to
Newbern, N. C., to spend the winter, hoping to regain his health. He was accompanied by bismother as far as Boston ...Mr.
Christmas Day with their children.
The
would no more consider lit to eat than a
article is written by Mr. Nagel von Brawe, Charles Parker, died Nov. 13th, aged
Costa Rican would countenance some of
an attache of the
Court, who was permit- 27 years, and was buried by Garfield
ted to be present at the celebration last Lodge, I. O. O. F., on Wednesday. He was
tlie abortive pineapples and bananas that
Christmas in order to write this article. a very worthy man and highly respected
are sold in the North.
Above the corn and
The pictures were made “on the spot,” Mr and Mrs. Randlett have
gone to Boston
barley on the slopes of Irazu the Irish and approved by the Emperor.
to spend the winter.. .Henry T. Sanborn
potato grows to perfection, with a yield
The first edition of the Christmas num- of
Boston, a former resident, was iu town
quite equal to that of the United States, ber of McClure’s Magazine will be a third
on business-The village schools
recently
of
a
million copies.
It will have a special
and commands a far greater price, being
Christmas cover designed by Charles L. closed on Friday last-The photograph
sold in the markets by the piece, or at
Hinton, and will contain pictures by F. studio formerly occupied by Mr. Nealley
most by the quart!
Beyond the potato 8. Church, Charles Dana Gibson, Ernest has been leased and opened by Edward
field, you enter a belt of scanty timber, G. Peixotto, Corwin Knapp Linson, and Clark.
the gnarled and knotted trees festooned other of the best known artists, as well as
Prospect. Prospect farmers have a chance
reproductions of some famous paintings now to furnish cream to the Belfast creamfrom top to bottom with brilliant orchids
appropriate to the season. Rudyard Kipon the late
and swaying wreaths of Spanish moss.
ling, Anthony Hope, Charles A. Dana, ery. Mr. Larrabee, who resides
Lincoln Clifford place, is ready to carry the
Deep ravines now furrow the mountain Robert Barr, Ella iligginson. Bliss Perry,

sand forges all at work at once, while red
i'C
boulders and scoring multiplied in

people are

eases, is often the result of some blood
taint inherited from generations back.
It often appears as a mere mole or insignificant pimple, which later develops
into an alarming condition. No one
knows but that he may be subject to an
inherited impurity in the blood, nor can
he tell whether or not this may some
day crop out in the form of destructive
cancer.
It is, therefore, important that
any little sore or scratch, which does
not readily heal, be given prompt attention, or a serious condition may result.
Mr. Robert Smedley, of Ocala, Fla.,
was the victim of a
malignant cancer,
which first appeared in the manner
above described. He writes :
“At first I paid no attention to the
little blotches on my face, thinking they
would soon pass away.
Before long,
however, they became sore, and soon
began to enlarge. I applied ordinary
local remedies, but they had no effect,
and I then consulted a physician. When

returned from Bangor, where he had been
in house painting for several
months_Mrs. Florence Griftin has returned from a visit in Saco-Mr. and Mrs.
Adrian Trundy have a little daughterMisses Lillie and Flora Moulton have gone
to Boston! and will spend the winter in
Massachusetts. Mr. Wm. A. Carter has been

nothing
vegetables, might he successfully grown
lances. it grew into the form of an cnor- with little outlay and less trouble, and
;ii -us palm-leaf, which remained suspendfind ready market here as luxuries.
.u mid air while one might say an Ave
Apples command a better price in Central
Maim, then, resuming its former shape of America than oranges in the United
a
bended bow. it slowly descended and States, simply because the supply does
disappeared again within the boiling gulf. not equal the demand, 1 have paid a real
The Christmas Ladies’ Home Journal
11..w the rumblings of the volcano grew (12 cents) for a shrivel led-up apple, en- tells how the German Emperor, with the
aider-and louder, until they struck the veloped in tissue paper, which a Yankee Empress and the Royal family, spend
until,

bended bow:

Few

blood taint. This is often very slighter
remote, and sometimes may not develop
at all in one generation, but breaks out
in a serious disease later.
Cancer, the most dreadful of all dis

engaged

What promises to be an article of exceeding interest, Our Liquor Laws as seen
by the Committee of Fifty, is announced
tor the December issue of Appleton’s
Popular Science Monthly. In it Mr. F.
A. Fernald will give a resume of the conclusions arrived at by this body, after a
careful study of the liquor problem in the
States where it has received the most
legislative attention.

All the fruits of

ment.

a

“The Adventures of Francois,” the new
novel by Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, author of
“Hugh Wynne, Free Quaker,” will begin
in the January Century.
It is a story of
the French Revolution, its hero a foundling and adventurer. The tale is one of
adventure throughout, but all of it portrayed with Dr. Mitchell’s keen characterization and wit.

possibilities of
throughout
the whole of Central America, where the
climate is absolute perfection from year
to year, are yet in the cradle of developin

much

and

All this,

noon.

the first of
of fantastic stories about auimals.

the poorer classes in all these countries.
The held is
tired and the dry
now

the

sheeting

test

and

whirled aloft from the crater,
sky with flames, until it be-

were

en m»

his feet in the old

at

to

from

§2.25.

Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from §3 10 to §2 30, at d a proportionate reduction made in the ju ice of through tickets between
Boston and all landings on Penobscot river.
The juice of rooms, accommodating two jtersons
each, will be reduced from §2.00 and §3.50 to
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
Steamers Penobscot and City of Bangor will
leave Belfast, alternately, for Boston, via Camden
and Rockland, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays at (about) 2.30 p. m.
For Bangor, via way-landings, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about 8'.<>0 a. m.,
or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

RKTLRNIMi TO BELFAST.
From Boston, via way-landings, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5 00 p. m*.
From Bangor, via
way-landings, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.00 a. m.
WILLIAM H. MILL,Gen’l Manager, Boston,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
If you are out of employment and want a position, paying you from $50 to $100 monthly clear
above expenses by working regularly, or, if you
want to increase your present income from $200
to $600 yearly, by working at odd times, write the
GL<>BE CO., 723 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa., stating
age, whether married or single, last or present
employment, and you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
and faster than you

ever

made before in your life.

delay or fail to take advan age <d this
remarkably liberal offer, which we make for a
limited time only, In special arrangement with
the publisher*. Bemember,
send both papers
a full year, including book, a' the very iow price
of $2.10.
Aildress

a

11 orders

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO..
BELFAST, MAINE.

Offices for Rent.
The rooms over Mayo A; White, High street, re
cently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker
are

for rent with immediate

possession.

Enquire

of

POOR & SON.
Belfast, July 2‘J. 1897.—30tf

Female
WANTFn
1
on

W. & G.

goods.

straw

Help

To engage for coming seagon, experienced operators
machine, fine work on ladies’

CANTON

RDHS

Rivnv

e.

m

BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 18‘J7
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY’ MORNING BY’ THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
CHARLES

Editor and
Business Manager.

PILSBURY,

A.

will be

Turkey question

shop.

That way

K. P. Coffin to his coffin.

weut

The Harvard foot ball team may drop a
game, but it appears they cannot drop
their “IPs.”
The report that Speaker Reed intends to
give up his residence in Portland and relaw has

practice
campaign lie.

New York to

to

move

been branded as

a

Notwithstanding his name T. D. Armour
of Chicago has his residence guarded by
police. A speculator who became insane
threatens to kill him.
The Journal makes a good exhibit this
week of the local industries and agricul-

Mr. and
will

Good

the “green goods” men are again
flooding the country with their circulars.
But those w;ho have anything to do with
that

them will be greener than the

Study

goods.

interfere with athletics at

must

Perhaps if degrees were given
proliciency in base ball, football, etc.,
llaiyard might make a better showing in
these branches of learning.
Harvard.

for

will make

it

Made from all wool Irish frieze, triple weight, shoulders
and sleeves lined with rubber, making an absolutely wind
and waterproof garment.
The price,
| O 00 ‘s a
great wonderment for such a good coat

Nov. 23d. Let

Thanksgiving day

HARRY W.
The

B. Elwell has carried to market at
Belfast some very large and handsome geese
of his own raising.
They went like hot
cakes.

Ills; easy to
25c.

It
fast
the
the

Templars.

report
Hayes will

uew

Geo. E. Files, organizer, has instituted a
new
Lodge iu Brooklin called Naskeag
Lodge, No. 4. A. H. Tainter is Deptuy; W.
F. Gray, C. T.; I. M. Carter, Secy.
The first meeting of Rescue Lodge, Morrill,
will he held next Saturday evening. Officers
will be elected and the lodge started again
on the road of prosperity iu spite of secret

83 Main St., Belfast.

may

Obituary.

Elder G. A. Andrews, who has been convery interesting revival meetings
here, left for Rockland last Saturday. All
are anxious to know how long it will be before he returns for the reclaiming of lost

ceased,

souls.

I

At

meeting held Nov. 17th the members

a

of the W. C. T. U. re-elected the old board
of officers for the ensuing year, as follows:
President, Mrs- Annie Batchelder; viceMrs. Nellie Dickey; treasurer,
Lucy Rhodes; secretary, Mrs. Sadie

j president,
Mrs.

public opposition.

large stable

A

the Methodist camp-

on

many

Leading Star Lodge, No. 7 >, at Centre Linowned by a Mr. Bean of Old Town,
were brought by Massachusetts friends and
Many ol uur readers will be interested coluville, has elected officers as follows: C. ground,
narrowly escaped becoming food for the relatives and
a
Waldo
bow
of
account
county
tbe
n
many friends in Maine towns.
F. Merriam, Deputy; Joel Mad docks, C. T.;
flames last Friday morning.
The timely
The remains were taken to Lamoiue for infanner, Mr. .lames II. Ames of Unity, Ora Mathews, V. T.; May Norton, Sec.; Car- discovery of the fire by men employed on
terment in the family lot. A daughter, Miss
succeeded in growing a good crop of po- rie Young, F. S.; S. J. Young, Treas.; May the water-works saved the building and its
Winnie Harden, was with her father during
T.
S.
J.
with
Brown,
Saturday evenings.
Tbe article
contents with but very little damage.
tatoes in an off-year.
P.rob his illness. Mrs. Harden and
son, who were
No.
at
serve
Sebasticook
will
101,
Burnham,
illustrations
the
careless
of
use
Lodge,
matches
was
its accompanying
ably
the
living in Hebron, arrived Wednesday; also
lias
elected
officers
as
follows:
Shercause
of
the
blaze
George
to advertise abroad the agricultural capathe only brother and another daughter from
man, Deputy ; Frank Whiiuey, C. T.; Mary
bilities oi our county.
It is anything but pleasant to announce
Massachusetts.
Allen, Y. T.; Geo. Bickford, Sec.; Arthur
that another family will take their departTo mo Thanksgiving is always a conse- Downs, F. S.; Will Cole, Treas.; Mrs. G.
ure for Massachusetts.
This will make the
Mrs. Mary Frances Kendall died at her
crated da\, because it is associated with Sherm m, S. J. T. Thursday evenings.
fifth family that have left for another State
runhome in Morrill Nov. 19th. She had been
lvnox Centre Lodge, No. 6, at Knox, has since the
-,o many memories of New England,
middle of September, an aggregate
an invalid for years but found comfort and
liilis elected officers for the ensuing quarter as of
sixteen persons and decreasing the popuning back to toe time when, in tbe
in her knowledge of Spiritualism.
W.
T.
follows:
P.
S.
Wentworth,
rural
Deputy;
life,
lation of the town that much. This exodus strength
ot Maine, we lived a simple,
She leaves a husband and many friends to
C. T.: Mamie E. Webb, V. T.; Les- if
Erskine,
on
its
own
continued
to
work,
living
will
extent
each family doing
soon
any great
mourn their loss.
Mrs. M. J. Wentworth of
out with ter Larrabee, F. S.; Willie Bowen, Treas.;
leave only a corporal’s guard to keep the
a moderate income, and helped
Knox officiated at the funeral. The followT. Thursday
Mrs.
T.
J.
S.
Erskine,
Supt.
name of North port from
acres.
disappearing entire[John I).
a garden and a few
ing lines were read:
evenings.
ly from the face of the map.
Long, Secretary < f tbe Navy.
And are you ceaseless mourning
Bay View Lodge, No. 85, at Linco lnville,
For her that’s gone
The water works at the Campground are
lias elected
L.
the
officers:
Out of life’s midnight dreary
following
mostly completed. The walls of the reser.
sucre tbe defeat of Arthur Pue Gorman
Into the dawn ?
I)
Alton
CAmes, Deputy;
Andrews, voir are
nearly paved, and the pipes, gates,
they have been singing in Baltimore this C. T.; May C. Ames, V. T.; Isabelle Griffin,
And will you say, regretting,
etc.
on
the Campground finished. The
additional verse to the old war song of Sec.; Madge Mullen, F. S.; Elziua Rhoades,
By her low bed,
reservoir is partially filled with water. M.
Teardrops your eyes are wetting,
Treas.; Nellie Stevens, S. J. T. Friday
my Maryland:'.’

“Maryland,

C. Hill has made

The curtain tails, my day is done,

Maryland,

evenings.

Maryland;

my

At a special meeting of Waldo Lodge No.
380, Nov. 17th, Lodge Deputy A. B. Roberts
installed officers as follows: C. T., Clarence
H. Smith; F. S., Van A. Gurney; T., Ever-

All, uie, tlie other fellows won,

Maryland, my Maryland;
Tbe ta;e of my ambition's told,
My senate seat 1 cannot hold,
Tbe weather is uncommon cold,
Maryland,

Maryland.

my

have also discovered, or re-discovered,
the art of hardening copper and brass.
In proof he submits copper swords and
razors, steel swords and edge tools, that
The Wizard of
stand the severest tests.
Menlo Park has a rival in the Wizard of

Machiasport.
The London Times reports that Mark

lately present

was

at

all-night

an

session of the Austrian Parliament, which
reminded him of the debate anterior to

lynching

a

h nse-tliief in old times in the
It

American wild West.
session, “the most

was a

boisterous

disorderly,”

theTimes

says, “ever witnessed it. any Parliament.”
Anti Semite speeches seem to have made
of the stir.

most

li is reported that two Bluehill men
who have been prospecting the lead of
the deserted gold mine at Toddy pond,
West Surry, have tound some samples of
quartz rich in gold and copper.

jeweler

A Belfast
imens of

given some specday to pass judgtraces of gold, silver
in paying quantities.
was

the other

ore

on, and found
and copper, hut not
It is to he hoped we

ment

are

not

on

the verge
Times

of another Maine mining craze.

enough

hard

are

lists
are

Populist party

up, hut elsewhere the Popugoing over to the Democrats, who

kept

is

tion

are

disposed

to meet

them

Clements; P. C. T., Cleveland ClernV. T., Ruth Smith; Chap., Caroline
Smith; M-, William B. Clements; D. M., Alma

The members of Excelsior lodge, F. & A.
again entertained their ladies and
friends last Saturday evening in a very

more

than half

The Boston Herald says: “A clear
way.
indication of the times is that Populism is
to disappear as an organized force in our

State organizer Files of Thorndike was
pleasing and enjoyable manner. On account
at South Brooksville Nov. 10th and institutof the storm mauyr were prevented from
!
ed Mountain Side Lodge with 25 charter
coming, but those who did avail themselves
members. Officers for the present quarter of
the opportunity to be present were well
are M. T. Condon, C. T.; Ella Littlefield,
pleased with the social features of the occaV. T.; Willie F. Bates, Sec.; Hazel Gray,
sion. Saturday evening, Dec. 4th, has been
Asst. Sec.; E. E. Billings, F. S.; L. F. Gray,
appointed for another sociable and it is hopTreas.; Eliza Gray, Chap.; R. W. Coudou, ed that those who will attend will bring or
M.; Etta Coudou, D. M.; Ross Wood, I. G.; come prepared to read or recite
something,
Ernest Condon, O. G.; Mamie Condon, S. J.
as it will greatly help inthe eutertainuient.
J.
H.
T.;
Tapley, Lodge Deputy. Evening
of meeting, Saturday.
The Belfast Schools.
At the regular meeting of Belfast lodge,
No. 30, Monday, Nov. 22 1, the following inThe regular meeting of the school committeresting program was rende red: Recitation,
tee will beheld at the Superintendent’s office
Master Percy Clifford; vocal solo, Mrs. Manext Monday evening.
bel Webber: reading, T. H. Fernald; vocal
Supt. of Schools, F. S. Brick, will give his
solo, Bert Davis; recitation, James Pendlefirst lecture in his course on Geography in
ton; reading, Flora Webber; singing by
chorus, Miss Lilliau Spinney, pianist. The the High School room next Tuesday-evening
at 7 o’clock.
resolutions

following

were

Superintendent Brick has received and acResolved, That we, Belfast Lodge of cepted an invitation to speak on the subject
Good Templars, extend a hearty vote of of
“Higher Mathematics” at the meeting of
thanks to Rev. Geo. S Mills, for the prompt
the State Pedagogical Society in Augusta
response to our invitation to preach a temDec. 29 31. The paper will be devoted to
perance sermon, memorial to our departed
leader, Neal Dow; also
work to be done in the Grammar Grades.
Resolved, That we extend to him our sinthanks for the very able and forceful
temperance sermon which was delivered by
him, on the evening of Nov. 21, at the Congregational church in this city.

Persistent

special session of Waldo District lodge
held in Morrill, Nov. 20th. The following officers were present: E. L. Bartlett, D.
Templar; T. H. Fernald, Coun.; Mabel
Ilcse, D. V. Templar; H. F. Erskine, D.
Sec. Appointed officers: J. R. Mears, P.
D. T.; Lora Maxcy, Chap.; Mrs. E. L. Brackett, D. Treas.; Bro. Manning, Belmont,
Mar.; Sister Godding, D. M.; Bro. Young,
Guard. Seven lodges were represented, and
four members took the D. L. degree. Reso-

Coughs
A

reported

very

no

data

as

to their promoters, extent or
a Journal representa-

Last week

tive went to Brooks to ascertain what was
going on there, and his report in another
column shows that a good work has been
done. Aside from the convenience to the
takers of water for domestic purposes the
fact that the town is supplied with pure
water must prove a benefit in many

spring
ways,

Brooks

and
are

we

to

feel that the citizens of

be

Secret

congratulated.

Societies.

of

must wish him favoring winds and smooth
The article
seas in his future voyages.
“The Western Ranches,” 7th page,
will interest many of our readers, and we
strongly suspect that the sheep ranch
visited “in the extreme southern part of

on

Colorado” is owned by a Belfast man.
Mrs. Ward’s letters are always interestnote that one day
ing, and it is worthy of
last week we received two orders for back
numbers of The Journal containing her

oitielpg

one

\

\

has

tem; the

Be

from Ohio and one from New

decided on until the afternoon of the day of the visit.
The members
of both lodges were, however, equal to the
occasion.
A large delegation came from
Brooks and the Belfast brethren were ready
to receive them, having been notified of their
coming by telegraph. Two ranks were
worked

was

on

enjoyable

did not

I

a

you get SCOTT’S Emulsion. See that the
and fish are on the wrapper.
50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
sure

SCOTT

&

BOWNE.

Chemists. New York.

NOTICE.

cease

one

throughout, aud the fun

until the train started from

I have

repository on Wight street free from
dirt, where I will store one-seated carriages for $1 00, and twi seated carriages for
$1.60; twenty five cents extra for collecting the
a

dust and

same.

Leave orders

at

She with life’s pain aweary,
Sad ones, is gone,
Out of the darkness dreary
Into the dawn.
Myra Wentworth Emerson.
Gordon E. Curtis died at his home in Pros,
pect, Nov. 17th at the age of 42 years. He
w as ill about a year with
consumption. He
leaves a wife and three children. He was a
devoted husband and father, an affectionate
brother, aud a kind neighbor and friend. Of
him it can be truly said: “precious shall be
his memory when he goes down to the grave
and the remembrance of his goodness shall
be as a healing balm.” The sympathy of the
entire community is extended to the bereaved family. The funeral services were held
Friday, Nov. 19tli.

Real

The following transfers iu real estate were
recorded iu Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Nov. 24, 181*7: Peter
Ames, et al., Searsmout, to Fred L. Batch-

the

youth,

but

the

SEE

AND

SUCCESSOR ro

J. W. JONES,

.1

II

IX

—-

60 Main Sf.,
Belfast, Me.

&J.W .JONES,

EVERYTH I SO

HARDWARE.

isAVEMOMEY
♦

BY

1

]
*

lil'YIMi.

Watches, Clocks.

•

Silver ■^andfe, Plated Ware 5

*

5

:

_-of-

:

H. J. LOCKE &

■

SON.:

ee^**,**,**** %,*,****,*, e. * * **,*,*.* **..* *
ft(t ^ *9

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Deposits Solicited
L

A

KNOWLTON, President.

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSIT*!

Feb. 2*. 1*91.
*3*1,35:1.119
July 11,1*95.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier

July 24. 1*91.
#59,1*0.39
Dec. 13; 1*95.
•I00.9S8.1T.

#123,0*5.5*

Dec. 1991,
March 5 iy<l5
#79,1*0.39
#s::,97s 53
July 14, I*911.
r*
4#172.093.1#

)A-

UGC.17, CTO
SI83 869.9f

These figures are taken from our sworn\statements
of the Currency, Washington, on the above] t

ft,

?

Com)

•-oil-

<•

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPAUTWEXT pavahl
1,.
(raw interest
ary tut amt July Isr. Deposits during the tlrst three .lavs „f
nraw -rnv.t
of that month. This department offers much
greater neurit,/ to depositors
...‘tala our Bank .re
.,

January, 1899.
An illustrated prospectus of The Companion for 1898 may be had by
addressing

''

bank in this countv.
We have HAKE DEPOSIT BOXES at #3, #5 anil SIS per
year.
locks, so they may i>-t taken to ami from tin* Bank if desired.

All

n

tV.’..

■'

thanStev™"* BankS ^

.xc

1

,:,UI

•1,!>

"l

m

(v,;

Perry Mason & Company,
205 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Concerning

Local

E. C. Merriam shipped a quantity of fish
drums to the Vinalhaven Fish Co. last
week.

j
1

BELFAST TO BOSTON $2.‘25.

I). C. Greenlaw shipped a car-load of cattie from Belfast Nov. 17th, and W. M. Coffin
a

s

Industries.

TO MAKE ROOM EOR A I5E AL'TIEl I

1

LINE Oi HOLIDAY CiOOOS I VVII
SELL. EOR NINE DAY'S, LiEOINM V

car-load the 20th.

Know 1 ton Bros, of Camdeu shipped last
week 250,000 plugs and wedges to Hall Bros.,
ship builders at Port Blakely, Wash.

Thompson & Foster have leased the whole
ground floor of what is known as the Hara- 1 Fare between Belfast and
den house on Church street, opposite The ! $3.00 to $2.25.
Fare between Searsport,
Journal office.

they

This addition to the

occupy in the buildingi will triple
The necessary machinery
Las been ordered and will be put in at once,
and they advertise this week for girls to ruu
sewing machines.
now

their

capacity.

The deal for the plant, stock, etc., of the
Dalton Sarsaparilla Co. failed to materalize,
and at a meeting of the directors last week it
was.decided to reduce the price of the stock
on hand, that it may be more
readily converted into cash. The wholesale price of the
articles have been reduced about fifty per
cent. The Dalton Company’s goods are all
first class and the limited amount on hand is
now offered for sale at less than cost.
Further announcement will be made in our advertising columns uext week.

From
From
a.

John G.

BELFAST, NOVEMBER 3, l807.
Brooks, President.
C. W. YVescott, Secretary and Treasurer.
G. Brooks, R. F. Dunton, J. M.
Fletcher, Albert Gammans. A. CutSibley, William B. Swan, L. A.
Knowlton, A I. Brown.
Organized Jonwtnj 21, 18t»l.

AND WILL BE

9 DAYS AND NO

LONGER.

ter

DWIGHT P. PALMER

LI A BILITIES.

of the Republican
The Boston Globe put a head on

j

Masonic

Accumulated capital.. 828,778.17
175.00
Guaranty fund.
J.l'lMio
Bilik payable.
1.035 *J.{
Profits.

Temple,

HELLAS L, M VIM-

$32,125.00

News in commenting

KESOrU'TS.

the report giving the result of a year’s
work of the Associated Charities in that

Loans on mortgages of real estate...... $31,125.hi
,000.00
Bond.

$32,125.00

city

says:
The organization known as the Associated Charities, with its various branches
rendering possible a practical division of
labor, appears to be filling a place in the
community which would be very hard to
fill so well in any other way; and if it is
as well managed as its reports would seem
to indicate it should receive the hearty cooperation of all who are able to help others
less fortunate than themselves.
How’s

STYLES,

SOLD AT THESE PRICES FOR

Directors-John

on

j

THESE ARE ALL THE LATEST
FALL

Liberty correspondent

Bangor Daily

in.

Belftst Loai&£aiMim Association,

Maine community where apples have
been scarce this season, and where normally the apple is the staple refreshment at
card parties, raw carrots were served at a
whist party the other night, and were
pronounced most delectable. [New York
Sun.
This IS karat, item originated with the

The

Nov. II,

RETURNING TO BELFAST.
Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
Bangor, Mondays and Thursdays at 1 1 .on

Statement of the Condition of the

a

Journal.
it.

Thursday,

reduced from

Boston

WILLIAM H. HILL,Gen’l Manager, Boston,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.

What Were They Washed Down With?
In

Boston
and

reduced
from $3 10 to $2 30. and a proportionate reduction made in the price of through tickets bet ween
Boston ami all landings on Penobscot river.
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
each, will he reduced from $2.00 and $1.50 to
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
Steamers will leave Belfast for Boston, via Camden ami Rockland, at (about) 2.30 p. in. Mondays
and Thursdays.
For Bangor, via all landings, Wednesdays and
Saturdays at .about) 8.00 a. m., or upon arrival of
steamer from Boston.

rooms

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of
of

‘0
shareholders..
38
borrowers.
shares outstanding. L
shares pledged ior loans.103
loans. .44

F. E.

TIMBERLAKE,
Bank Examiner.

I wish to close out all my horse stock, 10 head,
including dam of Wilkesmout, 2 2<> 1-4, Nelsonee,
4 years, 2.20 1-4, colts from one to four years old,
high bred and promising. Any reasonable offer
WM. C. MARSHALL.
accepted.
Belfast, Nov. 16, 1807.—46

This!

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
case

F. J. CHENEY &

CO.,Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly

DR. W. L.

WEST,

$150,000

CAPITAL STOCK,

SURPLUS,

$33,000
deposi I's solici run

Horse Stock for Sale.
Safe

deposit boxes for
$8

Our

new

vault is

rent at
a

$3. $5, $6.50

an

j

year.

unequaled
in

in

Eastern Mam

security against

and

UNEXCELLED

and

burglary in the country.

fir-

1
j

renting boxes can have the exelusi
privilege of taking their boxes to and from tl
Those

vault.

^Veterinary % Surgeon.*^

honorable in all business transactions and finan-

H.

Graduate and Medalist

their firm.

Ontario
Office and

Veterinary College.

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery

OResIdence and

Co.

Fitting

Hospital 17 (ongress street.

fliceTelephone 8-3.

SHAWL FOUND.

|

ROCKER SKATE.

-—-COME

wisdom

Boston, Nov. 22—A. letter was received in
this city to-day from Norfolk,dated Saturday, West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, O.
JOSEPH F WIGHT.
which stated that the 5 masted sell. Gov Waldino, Rinnan & Marvin, Wholesale DrugBelfast, Nov. 9, 1897.—45tf.
Ames had arrived there in a damaged congists, Toledo, O.
dition, and with her commander, Capt.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
Davis, injured. No particulars concerning directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the accident have been received.
he system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
4w44
Druggists. Testimonials free.
A. S. George and wife of Wayne were in
A shawl has been found on the street.
The |
Arthur ami Elmer Legro and John KolBelfast the past week to attend the burial o
owner can have the same by proving property and
j their little grandson, tfie infant son of L. W J rausch left yesterday to spend Thanksgiving
F. S. BRICK.
paying charges.
with their families in Massachusetts.
George.

■M^lhv.lT.WW—40-

including the celebrated

Ages.

cially able to carry out any obligations made by

Swift & Paul’s.

I

of

same

of

ROBES,

WHIPS and SLEIGH BELLS.
LARCiE ASSORTMENT

A

to

Estate.

elder, Boston, land aud buildings iu Searsmont. Jesse H. Frye, Montville, to David
B. Cobb Searsmont;
land in Searsmont*
Lemuel J. Drinkwater, Lincolnville, to Walter
E. Drinkwater, Northport; land in
Northport. Wm. Turner’s estate, Liberty,
to Chas. M. Howes, do.; land in Liberty.
James F. Jewell, Lowell, Mass to H. K.
Bisbee, Waltham; land and buildings in
Brooks. Minnie B. Hammond, Dover, N.
H., to John P. Hall, Detroit; laud and buildings in Troy. John H. Gilmore et als Boston to Willis R. Randall, Montville; land in
Montville. Alice M. Hassell, Islesboro, to
Second Baptist Sewing Society, do.; land
and buildings in Islesboro. Joseph Ellis,
Brooks, to Laforest W. Bailey, do.; laud
and buildings in Brooks.

hypophosphites

not

four candidates, after which a
fine supper was served.
A special train
was run to Brooks after the lodge closed,
and some of the Belfast Knights made the
trip with their visitors. The evening was a
very

as

That new-made grave.

Transfers in

tonic to the
mind and nerves, and the
glycerine soothes and
heals the irritation. Can
you think of any combination so effective as this?

l act

cover

over

where the funeral service occurred at 1
o’clock yesterday afternoon. Mrs. Clark was
brought up at Northport an 1 had always
lived there until about seven years ago when
she moved to Bostou and has made her home
at that place with her daughter, Mrs. O. S.
Knowles.
Mrs. Clark had many warm
friends iu this vicinity who greatly mourn
their loss. [Rockland Star.

proved

Companion For All

hopeful spirit

Mrs. Ruth Clark, widow of the late James
Clark, who died at East Boston Thursday
night, was brought to this city Saturday and
taken to Lincolnville Centre
yesterday

needs

vitalizes the whole sys-

A

the date

applied certainly

its effectiveness in curing the trying affections of the
throat and lungs, and this is the
reason why: the cod-liver oil, partially digested, strengthens and

man

delegation of members of Golden Crown
Capt. Ed. A. Richardson spins
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of Brooks, came
on the 6th page,
his interesting yarns
to Belfast by the evening train Nov. 17th to
‘Around Portland and A way for Guiana.”
visit Silver Cross Lodge. Although the visit
seems to
his
of
caligraph
The capsizing
had been in contemplation for some time
we
all
that
for
but
have had a good effect;
one

hang

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

given,

object.

seems to

energetic and sensible treatment.
For twenty-five years that standard preparation of cod-liver oil,

ill; commending Bro. J.

lowing program: Music; What is Good Tcmplary? T. N. Pearson, M. D.; rec., Pledged
with Wine; Miss Alice Dickey, cornet solo,
Justin Merriam, with organ accompaniment
by Bertie Hatch ; short memorial service, for
Hon. Neal Dow; poem, Neal Dow, Miss Mabel Rose, D. V. T. District Lodge; solo, Down
in the License Saloon, Nellie Thompson;
sketch of Neal Dow’s life, Bertie Hatch; two
declamations by Bro. Young of Lincolnville;
remarks by D. O. Bowen, Mears, and others ;
cornet solo, Justin Merriam; closing chorus
by audience. All the pieces were first class
and beautifully rendered.

which

spite of all the remedies which

you have

lutions were adopted, expressing sympathy
for P. D. Templar, Rev. F. S. Dolliff, who
was

cough

on in

snows

FUR and PLUSH

and experience of age. I like it just as much
as when I was a boy, though
perhaps in a
different way. But I know that it is the
same
Youth’s Companion with which I
grew up, for my boys and girls like it as
well as ever I did.
It is a good paper to
grow up with
The Youth’s Companion will contain the
best thought of
the
best thinkers of
America and Europe during 1898. It will
print serials and short stories of absorbing
interest and true tales of adventure.
The
various department of the paper will be a
current record of the best work that is
being
done in the world. Present readers of The
Companion who renew their subscriptions,
and all new subscribers, will receive free a
beautiful illustrated calendar, printed in
twelve colors, and embossed in gold.
It is
the richest and costliest calendar ever sent
to Companion subscribers. New subscribers
will receive The Companion every week
from the time the subscription is received
until January, 1898, and then for a full
year

Aud north winds rave,

Vainly their strife is,

STREET and STABLE BLANKETS,

interest now that he is a
middle-aged man, was asked the other day
if he had not outgrown The
Companion.
“I don’t believe,” said he, “that L can ever
outgrow it. I find in it not only the cheery,

“Here she lies dead?”

Nay, let the chill

Bells.

gentleman who used to read The
Youth’s Companion when a boy, and reads it

with

]

i K;?1 sleighs.

4

A

Irene E., wife of Thomas H. Colby, living at 20 West Crescent street, Augusta,
died, Nov. 20th at 10 30 a. m. after a short
illness of cerebral miningitis, ageg 50 years,
8 months and 4 days.
She was born in
Palermo and was the daughter of Nathaniel and Sarah Worthing. In 1802 she was
married to Mr. Colby, and has since resided
in Augusta. No children were born to them,
and Mr. Colby i3 the only near relative who
survives her. The funeral was held Nov.
22nd at 2 p. m.
Mrs. Plieobe Wardsworth
of the Friends church, of which Mrs. Colby
was
a
officiated.
member,
[Kennebec
Journal.

cere

A

A

Mr. Charles Parker of Frankfort died Nov.
14th, aged 32 years and (5 mouths. lie was
the third sun of the late Freeman and Erneline Parker. He was a member of the stone
cutters’ union and was a good and useful
member, always true to his fellow-workmen
and their cause, and in his early death the
union has lost a friend that will long be remembered for his kindness and good qualities.
Mr. Parker was a member of the I. 0.
O. F., who attended in a body aud paid the
last sad rites to their departed brother.
The floral offerings were many and beautiful. Mr. Parker leaves four brothers and
two sisters besides a large circle of friends
to mourn his early death.

unanimously

passed its period of cul- H. Mears for faithfulness in duty, and
is
and
disappearing with fully thanking members of Rescue lodge for kind
mination,
hospitality. A public meeting was held in
third
of
the rapidity
parties of the same the
evening, at which memorial exercises
tendency that have preceded it.’’
for Bro. Neal Dow were
with the folOur Brooks corespondent has made one
references of late to
or two incidental
water works in that town, hut furnished

j1

| adopted:

It lias

elections.

|

M.,

C. Smith.

was

now.

In
is op the w ane.
Ohio this year the vote of the Populists
fell behind that of the Prohibitionists. In
a few of the Western States the organizaThe

j'euts;

ett F.

James H. Duffy, a Machiasport blacksmith. is said to have discovered the lost
art of producing Damascus steel, and to

Twain

careful estimate of the
capacity of the reservoir and finds that it j
will hold, 298,690 gallons with the water at
a depth of 11 feet.
As this is about 40,000
gallons more than the Belfast standpipe, it I
is reasonably certain that the Campground
will not suffer for water.
a

]

Thomas-Foote. The marriage of Austin
Thomas, M. I)., of Unity, Me., and Mrs.
Mary Sawyer Foote of Washington, i). U.,
was solemnized at high noon, at St. Mark’s
church, Augusta, ou Wednesday, Nov. 17,
the rector, Rev. George F. Degen, officiating.
Mrs. Thomas was the wife of the late I.
Platt Foute, M. D. of Plattsburg, N. Y a i
physician beloved in that community. Mrs.
Thomas had resided in Washington, I) C.,
the past 12 years, where she has been identified with the work of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
She is now vice
president general of the society and hail the
honor ol holding the office of corresponding
secretary of the Children of the American
Revolution until the present time, her resignation being tendered because of her
change
of residence.
The only persons present at
the ceremony were Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts of
Augusta, a sister of the groom, and Mrs.
Asa S. Boyd of Baltimore, Mil,, a sister of
the bride.
[Kennebec Journal.

The pall bearers were Rev.F.M. Preble, Rev.
G. F. Jenkins, Rev. W. A. Newcomb aud
Rev. H. E Thayer. Beautiful tioral tributes

Orcutt.

f Speeding,

About forty relatives and friends were present and were served with a tine treat of
candy and nuts. Mr. and Mrs. Deeriug were
the grateful recipients of many valuable and
useful presents. After an enjoyable time of
playing games, singing, etc., the party broke
up at a late hour, after bestowing many
wishes for the future happiness of Mr. and
Mrs. Deeriug. The happy couple took the
Monday morning train for their future home
in Belfast, Maine, fSomerset
Reporter.

coming from Jefferson, St.
Rev.
George, Thomaston aud other towns.
F. M. Preble of Camden spoke very feelingly of his acquaintance with the deceased
and the help he had received from him in
the beginning of his work as a minister of
the gospel. Remarks were also made by
Rev. John Pettingill of Jefferson, Rev. Her.
bert E. Thayer of Warren, Rev. W. A. Newcomb of Thomaston, Rev. Geo. S. Hill of
Morrill, and Rev.G.F. Jenkins of St. George.

ducting

Good Workmanship,
Fine Appearance,
Tempting Prices.

\\

Deering-Sanford. Oue of the pleasant
events of the season was the wedding
reception of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Deeriug at the
home of the bride’s father, Mr. Eugene Sanford in East CornviHe, Saturday, Nov. 13th.

E.

come.

....

Wedding

Funeral services of the late Kev. Cushman
Harden were held in the Baptist church
at Appleton Nov. 20th at 2 p. m. There was
a very large attendance of friends of the de-

true, and that Mr.

prove

..

Noted

are

<

Bargain Clothier and Tailor,

..

is reported that Mr. A. D. Hayes of Belwill teach the winter term of school at
Cove. It is the fevent wish of all that

They

<

j

CLARK,

Mr. E.

invited.

and

came

Stirt8vant-Larrabee Co. sleighs

—.rTHE BARGAIN CLOTHIER, i

successful term of ten weeks last Friday.
j
Mr. John Lane of Belfast returned home
the first of the week from a visit of several
days to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Lane.

Lodge was organized at Porttural interests of Waldo county; and, as
land, Arcana No. 1, last week.
usual, has local matter of interest to be
The regular quarterly District Lolge
found in no other paper.
session will be held with Winuecook Lodge
No. 208, at Burnham Nov. 26th, all members
It. is another sign of reviving business
Another

storm

\

HARRY W. CLARK,

merry by the jingle of melodious bells.
The school at the Cove, taught by Miss
Delia Hills, closed a very prosperous and

Is the One True Blood Purifier. $1; six for $5.
T'ivor

hope

us

snow

<

-SOLD ONLY BY-

Mrs. William Flanders and family
leave for Medway, Mass., where

The third

Sarsaparilla
cnre

soon

HF,RF,!*R=5?a.
LOOK
King Ulster!

Buy the Storm

they will reside.

Hood’s
r**n

Boston to

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Driukwater of Lincolnville will spend the winter with Mrs.
Ar letta Chapman.

nerves

llOOU S rlllS hike, easy to operate.

gone to

Mr. Alton Monroe of Lincoluv ille was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Packard
this week.

will be strong, and your sleep
Hood’s
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
it
cures
so
diseases.
That
is
many
why
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember
Your

Benner has

Miss Pauline Brown is spending the week
in Lincolnville.

means

Blood

settled to-

day.
Beware of the bucket

Pure

Anson

spend the winter.

sound health. With pure
rich, healthy blood, the stomach and di
gestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no d ,Tspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. W7ith pure
Blood

(live thanks.
The

NEWS.

NORTHPORT

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Resideece

Telphon21

n

the

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block

Mayo & White.

I

Apply

now

occupied by

to

Belfast, Oct. 14, 18k)7.

C. O. POOR.

SEA
T

of Glasses and Diseases ol

Eye

and Ear

a

Office

hoursjuntil 9

From

I

2.30

to

a.

in.

3 and 7 to 8 p.

RSPORT,

elephone

Specialty.

Connection.

m.

MAINE
13ft

[

THE NEWS OF

The

BELFAST.

Chautauqua Progressive
Mrs. Fred

meet with
V;

-.

ARE YOU

friend in Brooksville, who sent
it to his frieud in Germany, and he in turn
sent it to a frieud in Paris.

sent it to

dealers report that there are more
and that they are bringing better
than was the case last year, fPort-

-.ter

a

PARTICULAR

Miss

rs,

Gertrude Carrow had a uarrow
escape from what might have proved a serious injury to her right eye, by
breaking a
needle, a portion of which penetrated the
lower lid, while at work Friday in the
Misses Ellis millinery store. Dr. Small was
called and removed the piece from the eye,
which is now very much improved.

ress.

good

Club will
the East

A copy of The Journal of
recent date
made a long journey. A Belfast subscriber

W. C. T. U. will omit its regular
ng this week on account of Thauks-

s

on

Side, Friday evening, Dec. 3d.

L. Briggs of Freedom has two very
me coon kittens for sale.

s

Savary

news, if true.

iv will be shooting to-day, forenoon
dternoon, at the grounds of the Belfast
<
uh, including clay pigeon shootiug
shooting for chickens with small rides

feet..

At

Memorial Hall

About the Fit and Style
of your Clothes?
Have you ever worn ready-made clothes which
have satisfied you completely? No, then
you
have never worn clothes bearing this

|

>.

Service.

n ksgiving

The

regular
held this,

ksgiving service will be
sday, evening at 7.30 o’clock at the UniThe sermon will be by Rev.
te Church.
Winslow and the music by the Unihoir. A collection will be taken for
table purposes.
South Thomaston correspondent of
Oakland Opinion says; “Mackerel have
> a rush here and in our vicinity.
The
r tenders are having
their hands full
them. Mr. Henry Hurd has done quite
iciness teaming them out the past two
ks, at both retail and wholesale.”

!

!

was an

p.

m.,

of carriers mail.

[H.

M.

Jeans" was presented at the Bel)^era House last Friday evening to a
audience. The play merited a better

u-

.-

The Stein-Bloch Co.

fashion.
We are the sole agents here.

want

1 WILLIAM A.

PHENIX ROW, BELFAST.

♦

a

short social

j

!d be

for Mr Paul to go to
lie would have a
onanza at

no occasion

ko.

•"

already attractive
greatly improved.

one.
in
Crockery.
L..-s; week a
a
!'a;
called at
-t to
enquire
whereabouts of the travelling man for a

Deal

She said she had a plate which
if had sold to a
Boston man for 810, and
pected to deliver it to the commercial
tirm.

•-ion

and get the money.

•urist

She exhibited

Memorial

The steamer Tremont
f the Bangor and Bar Harbor Co.’s line has
fen leased to Capt. Crockett of the Rockmd-Surry line, who will run her over his
ite this winter. The Rockland is now on
Steamer

Notes.

route, making two trips per week_
in Austin, general superintendent of
B. & B. S. S. Co., was a passenger on the
nobscot last Thursday to Boston, after a

is

trip up river.. .The steamer Salacia,
been running on the route beCamden and Portland, has been with-

-mess

ch
ween

has

from the route

the business is not
the line will be dis*u tinned-Samuel Cole, one of the crew
f the steamer City of Bangor, met with a
:inful accident, while on the passage to
iwn

•fined

profitable

stun Nov. 17th.
cargo his foot

packages

as

and

While at work stowing
got wedged between two

and

badly jammed.
: hi the steamer’s arrival the
injured man
as taken to the emergency hospital.... Mr.
caries E. Johnson, who has been the Bei-

cavy

was

sheriff’s sale of 40,228 shares of stock in
the Petit Manan Land and Industrial Co
owned by the Petit Manan Land Co. was
held in this city Monday, Nov. 22d.
1 he
stock was sold on an execution in favor of
Frederick R. Page obtained in the S J.
Court for contract labor performed. Lori
stockholders bid up to $900, but the stock
was sold to F. W. Brown, Esq
representA

Now is the time
there is nothing
better than the Glenwood Parlor Stove,
which may be seen at M. L. Mitchell’s, 115
High street. Mr. Mitchell also has oil heating stoves in all sizes, and a new and large
stock of lamps at prices that will suit.
See

|

are

needed,

a large company.
The dance was also
very enjoyable affair for those who partici-

pated.

New Advertisements.

that stoves

and

ing

Mr.

Page,

Zkko.

for

$1,000.

The first

zero

weather of the

sea-

Wednesday morning, Nov. 24th, the
thermometer reaching that point in several
places in this city at sunrise. In other
places it varied from 1° to 0° above at the
same time.
L. H. Murch’s record, taken at

son was

;

o’clock

7° above. The mercury rose
rapidly and was 203 above at 10 o’clock. At
Thorndike the thermometer was 3° below’
7

was

zero.

York-Capt.
Sheppard, had

F.

X
♦

X

j
!

ments and

aud ducks to be at their best those
brought in are in fine order. Early in the
week it looked as though the supply of turkeys would be short, aud some dealers sent

geese

away for supplies.

Wednesday morning

a

large supply of all kinds came in from the
neighboring towns and there was an ample
supply to meet all demands. Retail prices
were as follows, turkeys, 25 cts.; geese aud
ducks, 18 cts.; chickens, 15 and lti cts.
j

The smaller ponds and the still
the streams froze over aud gave

The presentation was made at the
regular
chorus rehearsal at the Baptist vestery Tues-

day evening.

J. M. Leighton made
the presentation address, giving Mr. Pitcher
two gems at the same time—one a
diamond,
the other a poetical gem written by herself,
as follows:
Dear leader of our choral baud,
And valued friend beside;
To show our gratitude, for all
Your patience, we have tried.
Mrs.

Accept

from us this little gem
;
Auil may its brilliaut glow
Suggest the wealth of kindly thoughts
Which, with it, we bestow.

And, should your memory recall

Our oft-times ill-sung staves;
How, carelessly, we held too long

Those whole notes, quarters, halves.
Lo! from our pockets, not our throats,
We bring forth once again
E'en whole notes, quarters, halves, to
prove
Your labor not in vain.
Behold them, gathered up, in this
Transmuted into light—
In setting pure, like friendship's
gold,
Receive our gift to-night.
Mr. Pitcher was taken
completely by surprise and for some time was unable to respond. He finally spoke feelingly and briefly. Mr. Pitcher prizes the gift highly, not
only for its intrinsic value, hut more especially as a token of the appreciation of his
fnends and fellow labor, rs in the chorus.

surprise

our

patrons.

Samples of
1

yard long,

.at' 25c.

i

_

1 Case Gent’s Wool Fleeced Shirts
and Drawers at 50c.
1 Case White and Colored

50c. per

of Local Evidence is Worth
Column of Foreign Testimony.

a

Make

mental

a

Blankets,

pair.

Feather Boas from

of this.

note

|

The endorser is well known in Belfast ;
His veracity is unquestioned.
You

North Belfast. The fourth annual meettin* Christian Endeavor Society was
held at the home of the president, Mrs. C.
A. Hopkins, last Saturday evening.
The
exercises consisted of Scripture reading and
and
of
officers and commitprayer,
reports
tees
Millie Mitchell gave a paper from the
topic, “What benefit has been the C. E. Society to us the past year?” Edith Ladd gave
a paper from the
topic, “Our Pledge." Remarks were made by Harry Furbish upon
the topic, “The Consecration Meeting.” W.
S. Hatch spoke from the subject, “Wbati

ing of

mem-

Gloves, 12=Button

Wrappers from $1,25

$2,75,

to

One Line

the class.

associate

•

200 Ladies' Flannelette

Belfast news for Belfast
It is not from Florida or

our

| vrvFj
1

Bales Manufacturers’

2

into every poor home, and if possible that
there be a praying mother there.

ma'am,” said the smallest hoy
“They wore bicycle pants.”

help

*P

Kid

LONGER.

WE SHALL OPEN THIS WEEK

away 1,280.
Although the
Society’s agents can visit a section of the
State only once in 7 years they endeavor to
so arrange matters that the good w'ork shall
go on and that the influence of the Bible
shall be lasting. The aim is to put the Bible

reading local evidence,
Investigating home testimony.

.lone to

at dJ

GREAT^_

—

given

dren can one or" you tell us in your own
words how the Puritans dressed?” “Yes,

In

Mousquetaire

Length,

conveniently near to make occasional trips to their neighborhood, usually
the nearest minister. The work is largely
with the children, and Mr. Wilson estimates
that during the year more than *2,000 children living in Bibleless and prayerless
homes and church less communities have
been reached and benefitted. The Society
has this year sold 4,000 Bibles and Testa-

primary department of the Belfast schools.
After giving a “chalk-talk” on the dress of
the Puritans the teacher said: “Now, chil-

can

Those

some oue

♦

Arthur are spending Thanksgiving iu Brunswick.
There is at least one up-to-date boy in the

in

ONE WEEK

!j

hers?” W. G. Hatch had the subject, “Does
society lack spiritual growth? If so
what is the remed\ ?” Henry Ladd gave a
paper from th«- topic, “The Prayer Meeting
Committee” and Emily Gilbreth read au
appropriate selection. The subjects were
thoughtfully considered and many helpful
ideas were advanced.
The following officers and committees were elected
for tlie ensuing year:
Pres., Miss Arlene
Walton; vice president, Roscoe Beckwith,
secretary, Heury Ladd; treasurer ami corresponding secretary, Mrs. W. G. Hatch;
chairman of lookout committee, Miss Millie
Mitchell; chairman of prayer meeting committee, Miss Edith Ladd ; chairman of social
Au hour of social
committee, Henry Ladd
i ntercourse followed the business session,
after which the company dispersed to their
homes, feeliug that our society is on a better
working basis than at any time during its

are

people.
Michigan.

l had

You

wortn 12a cents, shall close at

much better than I have for a long while.
refer to me as having used Doan’s Kidney

GEO. W.

can

Pills wth good result and I will always speak well
of them among my friends.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box. for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, .\
no

Capes.

;

1 CASE OF SPLENDID OUTINGS,

two

Y.. sole agents for the Pnited States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take
stitute.

$3,50 to $12,50,

Our assortment is now complete, and we are show
*
ing a good line at VERY LOW PRICES.
*

doctors treat me at different times, but
me little <>r no assistance.
Some time
I
saw
Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and 1
ago
a
box
at
got
Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store. They
gave me more relief than the medicine from both
doctors. They benefit ted me in everyway and 1
feel

$3,00.

to

Ladies1 Jackets

Suspicion can’t lurk around it.
Honesty is a prominent characteristic;
Home endorsement its salient point.
Mr. F. S. Johnson of Poor’s Mills,
says; “I
have had kidney trouble for two years. The secretions of the kidneys were highly colored, scalding
and so frequent as to be very annoying both
night
and day.
I was told that my kidney trouble was
aroused from the nature of my work in the mill,
but it was closed all summer on account of
repairs
<>n the dam, yet my kidneys bothered me
just the
same.
I
was
Finally
compelled to look for relief'
they gave

our

$1,25

Fur Collarettes from

01

dy 10c.

per

I

yard.

BURKETT,

Odd Fellows’

Block,

sub-

_—BELFAST.
!

v

history.

The Churches.
Services at the Unitarian

Sunday

will be

pastor at 10.45
air.”

Church

next

usual, with sermon by the
m.
Subject, “Snow in the

as

a.

The regular Thursday evening meetings
the various churches will be omitted
this week on account of the
Thanksgiving
services.

Worcester, Mass.,

of

-§*Are the Best for Winter Weaiv«-

Art Needle Work

The subject of the Baptist C. E. meeting
Sunday will be “How can we consecrate ourselves to temperance and similar
reforms?” Luke 1:5 17; Miss Emma Blake,
leader.

A”“

Rev. B. C. Wentworth gave a lecture at
the Methodist church in Skowliegan last
third

THEY RESIST WATER,
WEAR LIKE IRON,

Materials

AND ALWAYS KEEP SOFT AND

Mi sses #

Meetings will be held in the Peoples’ Misevery evening this week, except Monday and Friday evenings, at 7 o’clock; also
on Sunday at 2.30 and 7 P. M.
All are wel-

Ellis,

107 Main

We have them at the

Street,

“

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will as follows: Morning worship
with sermon at 10 45 followed by Sunday
school. Young people’s monthly meeting at
six o’clock led by the president, Miss Ada

“

fine display of CHRISTMAS
novelties direct from New York
will be a special feature
of this

exhibit.

Every

one

There will be the usual services at the
Baptist Church next Sunday, with preaching morning and evening by the Pastor.
The subject of the morning sermon will be.
“Expectation Corner”—Ps. 02:5—The evening sermon will be upon “The Choice Young
Man.”—1 Sam. 9:2. The music will be as
follows: Morning—Anthem, O Taste and
See, Marston ; trio, selected. Evening—selection. Angelas, Wallace ; solo, The Eternal
City, Kevins, Mrs. Mabel Webber.
Committees from the several churches of
city are takingjsteps to organize the
charitable work of the city on a practical
basis of co-operation ami for the economic
administration of all charity funds. These
committees recommend that a collection be
taken at the Thanksgiving service in the
Unitarian church the proceeds of which to
be devoted to the alleviation of distress and
worthy, poverty and such a collection will be
taken. Let all go prepared to give someour

thing.

the North church next. Sunday morning the pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, will
preach at 10 45. His theme will he, “Rev.
Marcus Whitman, Patriot, Missionary, Martyr.” Sunday school at 12 m. The consecration meeting of the C. E. Society will be
held at 6.15 p. in.; topic, “How to make
God’s will our will, and the result,” Phil.
2:1-13. At 7.15 there will be a Thanksgiving
service. Members of the Sunday school v. ill
have a large share in the exercises. The
singing will be led by the school and the
service will close with a brief address by
the pastor.
At

Rev. G. C. Wilsou of the Bible Society of
Maine preached at the North church Sunday forenoon, Nov. 21st, and in the evening
at 7 30 in the Baptist church,
taking for his
text the 11th verse of the 8th chapter of
Luke. His discourses related chiefly to the
work of the Bible Society during the
past
year, comparing the work with the parable
to which the text refers.
The past year the
Bible Society has worked principally in
northern Aroostook, but has had a few
workers in Oxford county.
The Society has
this year found 41 towns and plantations,
with an average of 53 families
each, m
which there are up churches or other relig-

These

11

are

all

■■

•

!CHASE

30 CENTS

j

A. A. Howes & Co.’s.

High St., Belfast.

& DOAK

Musical Instruments

FAR! ANO TUBES LAND

"'<•*

Haynes' Celebrated Guitar, price $10, reduced to $7 75

FOR

SALK.
bargain 213 acres of land in
Lancolnville, extending from Pitcher's Pond near
Kendall’s Mill to J)uek Trip stream, includin'' the
McCobli farm, so-called, and buildings
This land
has on it a large quantity of sapling
pine, spruce,
oak and other growth and * ithin a mile of PitchBelfast,

McClintock Block,

WILL CLOSE OUT THEIR EXTIKE STOCK Ol

-at-

er’s mill.
age-

2.so

fine, nice finished goods.
And made on the latest style lasts.

interested is cordially

W T WULUUIII!,
COLBURN

I oiler for sale

3,Q0
2.00

Ladies' Box Calf Lace Boots,
“
Goodyear Welt Box Calf Lace Boots,

invited to examine these goods.

Mariner. Topic, “Gratitude.” At the eveniug service au offering will be taken for the
Japan Mission and a solo will be rendered
by Mrs. Frost.

:

$2.00
2.50
2.50

Goodyear Welt Box Calf Lace Boots,
Goodyear Welt Box Calf Congress Boots,
Calf Lined Goodyear Box Calf Lace,

“

DECEMBER 1.2 AHD 3.
A

following prices

Men’s Box Caif Lace Boots,

come.

League Meeting at 6; Leader, Miss Lena
Sanborn. Topic—“The Divine Panophy”
Eph. (>. 13-18. Song Service at 7, followed
by a short sermon by the pastor.

FLEXIBLE.

..AT THF.

sion

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
next Sunday will be as follows: Sermon
by the Pastor at 10 45; Sunday School at 12
M. ; J unior League meeting, at 3 30; Epworth

*

WILL HOLD A S ALE OF

next

on his trip to Toronto to t'
International Epwortli League Convention.

BOX CALF SHOES

*

I

Friday evening

supply of Thanksgiving poultry is
fuily as large as usual and of excellent
quality. Home raised chickens aud turkeys
are in fine
condition; although early for
The

Chat.

KID CLOVE SALE

at

hold a sale of art needle work and materials places on
i
at the Misses Ellis, 107 Main street, Dec. 1, 2 the boys some
good skating November 19lh
and 3.
There will also be a tine display of and 20th-Potatoes are now' shipped from
Christmas novelties direct from New York. Belfast to the neighboring towns.
Scarcely
-Girls Wanted to run sewing machines in a tow'll in this vicinity raised enough potathe shep of Thompson & Foster, Church toes for home consumption this year....
Dana B. Soutbworth has bought a valuable
street, Belfast
horse of W. S. Pendleton of
Shipping Items. The schooner Robert A. young carriage
Isles boro-John Piper of Rockland was in
Mt.
owned
the
Waldo
Granite
Kinnier,
by
this vicinity buying Christmas trees the
Co., and used in their business, was towed
past week. He. shipped five carloads from
to Bangor Saturday from Frankfort and
Belfast aud City point for New York... .Mrs.
tied up at Stetson’s to repair. She struck a
R. A. Clifford is to close her restaurant on
rock near Frankfort and remained on it
Main street next week and go out of the
some five weeks_As announced last week
business-Frederick W. Brown has taken
the ship El Capitan has been condemned at
the local agency for the Equitable Life InMontevideo, and after her cargo of coal is
surance Co.
discharged the vessel will be sold....Sch.
Two Gems. The members of the Belfast
Lester A. Lewis was to have come to Belfast for repairs after discharging a cargo of Chorus have shown their appreciation of
E. S.
coal at Bangor, but made repairs at the lat- the efforts of their conductor, Mr.
their behalf, by presenting
ter port and loaded lumber there for New Pitcher, in
Alzo M. Carter, in sch. Joel him a pure diamond stud in gold setting.

a rough experience on the
voyage from Brunswick, Ga., to Boston, as
reported in our ship news column, but arist agent of the B. & B. S. S. Co. for some
rived safely at his destination-Schs. Marme, has been appointed to that position for
cellus and Fannie & Edith sailed Nov. 19 with
the coming year.The steamer Cottage
hay for Boston-A. M. Carter loaded sch.
City, which has been on the Portland-New
Fairy Forest with hay for Rockland and sch.
^ ork service, has been sold and fitted out to
Nonpariel forStonington, last week.... F. G.
to
the Klondike. She was built in Bath
go
White loaded sch. Harriet Rogers with hay
in 181K)-The Boston &
Bangor steamers for Seal Harbor and sch. Garland for Stonhave entered upon the winter arrangement
ington the past week-Sch. Jennie Howor
two
The Penobscot
trips per week.
ard arrived Nov. 22d from Bangor with lumwill leave Bangor to-day for Boston, and reber for Cooper & Co-Sch. Gazelle arrived
maiu there for slight repairs until next
Nov. 22d from Bangor with lumber and hay
Tuesday afternoon, when she will begin her, for Vinalhaven. She repaired her sails here.
winter business. The City of Bangor will
....Sell. Maria Webster sailed for Rockland
l>e withdrawn for the winter on her arrival
Nov. 22d with casks from Daggett Bros_
in Boston next
Until
Tuesday morning.
Pendleton Bros, of Islesboro report the folfurther notice the Penobscot wil! leave the
lowing vessels of their fleet recently charriver aud bay ports for Boston Mondays and
tered: sch. Anna Pendleton, Brunswick to
Thursdays aud arrive from Boston Wednes- New York with lumber; sch. Willie L. Newdays aud Saturdays-The steamer Castine ton (now' on the way from Port Spain)
did towing and miscellaneous work on the Brunswick to New York with
lumber; barkhay and river last week. Saturday she entine Harriet S. Jackson, Portland for Martowed H. A. Babbidge’s pile driver to Oil
tinique with shooks-Sch. Annie R. Lewis,
key’s Harbor, and Monday took the place of Capt. Smith, Bangor for Norwich and New
steamer V'iualhaven on the Rockland aud
York, arrived at Vineyard Haven, all right,
Vmalhaveu route, while the latter is under- Nov. 22d. There had been some anxiety
going repairs.
concerning her.
■

a

building be

plate, evidently an ancient one, and hisadvt. on the 3d page-William A. Clark,
ti bore a representation of the old State
Phenix How, has a word to say about the tit
.se m Boston, an adjacent tavern, etc.
and style of mens’ clothing_See statestranger who was standing by the cigar ment of the condition of the Searsport Savniter asked to see the plate, and on exings Bank-J. W. Jones, 00 Main street.
mug it said he would give $11.50 for it.
has the noted Sturtevant-Larrabee Co.
bargain was closed at once, and paying Hleighs, and sleighs of all kinds with their
r the ijh*ne\ the stranger departed with
equipments. He also has a large assortment
plate.
of skates, including the celebrated rocker
skate... A bargain in Encyclopedias.
En[ here will be an interesting entertainment
quire at The Journal office_See statement
the Baptist Church
Tuesday evening, of the Belfast
Loan and Building Association.
under the auspices of the Y. P. S.
-W. T. Colburn, McClintock Block, High
E.
It wiil consist of choice readings by
has box calf shoes in great variety
f. Menander Dennett, the widely known street,
for men and ladies, and recommends them
amorist, Elocutionist and Impersonator,”
for winter wear, as they resist water, wear
steal by
local musical talent.
Mr.
like iron, ami always keep soft and flexible.
mett has appeared in over 100 New Eng-See notice of pocket book lost. The loser
d churches alone, and always with most
titering success. He is in the foremost is a poor woman and we hope and trust the
money will be returned to her-Fifty cent
>;iks of his profession, and a most enjoyable
tea for [40 cents at A. A. Howes & Co’s.. Chas.
.-mug is promised all who attend this
i.tertainment. From a large list of press W.Coombs, formerly of Crosby Inn,has opened a lunch room at the corner of Main and
'tices the following are selected:
Menander Dennett is a humorist of the Cross streets (Ocean House,) where he will
ghest order, and a gentleman. [Lewiston serve good hot lunches at reasonable rates..
htirnal.
Mrs. M. L. Burbank of Worcester.Mass.,will
His rendering of the “Unfortunate Young

dan” and the "Inventor’s Wife” was worth
he whole price of admission.
[Bath Times.

by

done on the grounds now, but in the
spring
the guns will be neatly painted, the grounds
fixed
and
the
nicely
up,
appearance of the

quanthere

T

Fi re in an adjoining building at Bath !
Mrs. Chas. H. Field went to Bangor
caused some damage by smoke and water to j
yesterday to join her husband in a Thanksthe stock of Charles A. Harriman, jeweler, j
giving visit.
but to what extent is not known at this
M. G. Prentiss of Brewer visited his son,
writing, Mr. Harriman is insured.
H. M. Prentiss, of this city yesterday.
The concert in preparation by the Belfast
W. H. Quimby is spending Thanksgiving
Festival Chorus will be given in Odd Fellow’s Hall, Friday evening, Dec. 3d. See in Portland.
next week’s Journal for program.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Morrison and son

season a

j

mpkins we have ever seen. If the
corresponded with the quality

♦

^

CLARK,

penetrate the intervening gloom. In Maine
there are known to be 83 towns and plauta
tions without churches, ministers or Gospel
privileges. The agents of the Maine Bibie

WILL CONTINUE HIS

are
not
sellers
and
merely
distributors of books. They are missionaries,
who work as faithfully as any in foreign
lands. They carry with them not only the
printed word hut w arm Christian hearts and
substantial help from individuals and societies in more favored circumstances. Poor
families are not left to themselves after one
visit from the
agent of the Society.
They are kept in mind, and their spiritual,
educational and physical wants cared for by

abundance of both substantial and

A Massachusetts Sarsaparilla concern
(not Hood’s) has been supplying the waste
All the parts were played in an exetc.
baskets and wood boxes about town. This
; style and won much applause.
The
The Grand Army’s Cannon. Thomas H. sort of advertising is thinner than air.
v
Master Huntington and the skillful
The comrades of Sheridan F. Miller Comwith the baton by Major Malloy were ! I Marshall Post, G. A IP, has placed in posiThe entire com- tion the three cannon in frout ot Memorial mand, U. V. lT
ire requested to meet in
rM.iiiUg specialties.
building. The position of three guns is as Memorial ball, Monday evening, Nov. 29th,
was a strong one.
whs announced in The .Journal a few
weeks as business of importance is coming before
.-ti'rehouse of The Dana Sarsaparilla!
The large gun which has stood near the Command.
n
tin- rear of the Legro & Spalding shoe i
the northwest ‘orner of the
A full attendance of the comrades of
building was set
rv
was advertised to be sold by the;
directly in front and pointing across the Tlios. H. Marshall Post is requested Thurs:. :'f Nov. 20th, on an execution in favor of
and the two new guns set, on either
J. T. Pottle. The morning mail, the street.
day evening, Dec. 2nd, fur the election of
A pyraofficers for the ensuing year, and other im!
sale was to have taken place, brought j side, pointing diagonally outward.
! mid of cannon balls stands in front, of the
portant business.
P--tile's attorney a check lor the full
centre gun.
There are 20 solid iron shot,
ii
of the execution, vvitii costs, couseThe K. S. A. Society will meet Friday
each weighing 100 pounds.
The old cannon
:.t y the property was not sold.
evening, Nov. 24. with Mrs. F. E. Cottrell,
s the hi-torioHi
1S12 gun, brought from the
'•2 High street. Ail former members, and all
Sparks. The passenger car of
fort at Oastiue many years
ago and placed desiring to join the society, are
I'.ivtor Su.iivan's train was returned
cordially in-■n a granite mount on the Memorial
lot six vited to be present.
the repair shops Nov. 20th, having been
The
other
years ago.
guns are the 32-pounders
,n lb--rough repair for the winter.
The
UUK
LUBBING ARRANGEMENTS.
TO those
recently described in The. Journal as nre- who
desire to aval. themselves of our clubw-piow for use on the branch was re- ij
sented to the Post bv the l S. Government,
!
.Maine Central loco- ;
ed the same day.
! through tlic intercession of Congressmen bing offers, elsewhere specified, we would
live No. b4, which has been stored in the
say that a Tribune list will be sent to New
Mii! ken and Burleigh. These liave their
origmi-house in Belfast several months, was
York, Nov. 27th, and a list to the Farm and
inal mouuts, but rest on cut granite bases.
to Waterville Monday to be repaired, i
Home Nov. 29tli. The latter paper is issued
The granite was presented to the Post
by Mri I on the 1st aud 15th of each
month, aud the
The apple crop in this section was no Clinton G
Ferguson, and to him the Post Tribune is
printed weekly.
ibt a failure; but Mr. V. B. Paul of Mor- extends its most sincere thanks.
The granhas apples that in quality have certainly : ite for the mount of the
The Rebekah’s sale, supper and dance last
large gun was a gilt
t been exceeded in the best apple
Tuesday afternoon and evening was very
years. of his father, the late Hon. George B. Fergu;{•• recently brought in some 20-ounce apples
son.
The granite base for the shot pyramid successful. Many useful anil fancy articles
at could hardly he excelled, and last week
was given by the city.
Owing to the late- suitable for Christmas gifts were for sale
had some of the finest specimens of King ness of the season no more work will be and the supper was excellent and patronized
ty

Money back if you

it.

—-——

pleasing
means of entertainment,
rendering a great
of
musical and rhetorical selections,
variety

ise.

quality,

of

Copyright 1897 by

program of
recitations was given by little girls, Misses
Ethel Clark, Jennie Wiley, Marjorie Coombs
and Rena Macomber. Little Harold Scott
then volunteered to recite and
gave a very
pretty piece. The entertainment concluded
with a gramophone concert by C. B. Eaton.
This instrument is proving a very

>

s

and

for

top-notch

V

dainty dishes, artistically set and served by
polite and obliging waiters. After the supper

only competitors

Steiu-Bloch moderate prices make it possible for
men of moderate means to
drts* in the

Helping Hand Circle of Kings’s Daugha very enjoyable
evening’s entertainment at the Baptist vestry Nov. 22d. A
supper was served at (5 o’clock, and there

the Belfast post office
lose from 1 p. m. to b p. m. Carriers
lake their usual collections and 11 a.
.ivery, but there will be no delivery by
-ts after the arrival of the b.30 p.m. mail,
very will he made from the General Dep to

work, dolls, etc will be offered for sale
3 o’clock in the afternoon.
A candy
table will also be an attractive feature. At
ti o’clock such a supper will be served as
only Belfast ladies know how to prepare.
The latter part of the evening will be devoted to dancing, with music by the Belfast
Theatre Orchestra. Admission free during
the afternoon.
Supper tickets, 35 cents.
Dance tickets 25 cents. Come one, come all.
ters gave

iiiksgiving Day

igore, P.

nignest class are their

GEORGE W. BURKETT

Society

whole-

tailors.
Their label in clothing
stamps it as the best that
it is possible to produce.
Custom tailors of the

on

at

;

j2

sale

Wednesday after>f unclaimed letters remaining in the !
noon anti evening, December
1st, will oc•st post office for the week ending Nov.
cur the annual sale of
fancy articles and
Ladies—Mrs. Frank Cozens, Mrs.
the ladies of the Unitarian parish.
M. Hall. Gentlemen—Leroy Burgiu, supper by
and useful articles suitable for
Many
pretty
& Stride, Merchandise, Freeman L.
Christmas gifts, including aprons, linen

kett

$
t

^

label,

stein-is loch are

|

ious privileges. The people are much scattered and many families are very poor. Some
have not sufficient clothing to keep them
comfortable during the winter. The families are very large, and many children in
danger of growing up with neither religious
nor
educational privileges.
Mr. Wilson
compared the work now done in Maine by
the various home missionary societies (using
the words of auother) to a poorly lighted
city, each light doing its best but unable to

1

at a

Imported Cornet, worth $15 00, will sell for

Violins worth from $3 00 to $15 00,

Will sell the whole or part.; also stumpWVI. C. MARS IALL.
Nov. 16, 1897.—46

$8 00

at HALF PRICE.

Accordeons 75c. to $5.00.
Sy”C«lI mid See (hose Gooods.^®

25 MAIN

STREET,

BELFAST.

1

•

CH AS, W. COOMBS, formerly of Crosby
Inn, will open a lunch room at the corner of Main
and Cross streets, (Ocean House) where he will be
pleased to meet his friends and will serve them
with good hot lunches at reasonable rates. Your
patronage is solicited.
2w47*
*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦< ♦♦♦♦ Hwmm

: BANGOR

I

I
T
T
I

BUSINESS
COLLEGE

Teaches the

ELLIS

SYSTEM

▼

Aroostook Potatoes.
In

car

notice.

lots

!

Actual Business
..and..

X

ISAAC PITMAN
SYSTPM

I

any part ol car supplied at short
potatoes constantly on hand by

or

Seed

H. C. PITCHER,
riansfield Block, foot of Main St.,

3,1,41

(tills Wanted
To

sewing machines in the shop.
THOMPSON At POST Kit.
Belfast, Nov. 25,1897_«7tf
run

Belfast.

♦

LOST.

♦

<»f Phonography—the best, system ever tie- ^
vised. Fine rooms, modern improvements,
best teachers. SKStf POK J AFAliMilK.

£

J

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

book containing a
...\illPacket
"
the under

please leave

v

I?e!last, ^ov. 25,1807.
ftr

small sum ot' moucv
\... i l Cross stivm
MKS. NICKEUSON.

at

hand edition of The International
son’s Encyclopedia. Apply at

or

.John-

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

had never before

Around Portland and Away for Guiana.
of

[Correspondence

WBAT MAN DOES NOT LOVE BEAUTY?

The Journal.]

called

a
very thrifty village
I
the State of Maine.

had

lately visited
Portland, in
long known of

it

of

considerable

We

of it

thought
pass by

as a

importance,

on

new

which have all the while been

his hand.

at

some-

The

“Forest

charming place,
that 1 happened

What a disappointment then to see the
fair young wife's beauty
fading away before a year
!
passes over her head
1 feel as if I would like

near

is

City”

a

and the business-forest-

ers

to meet

with

are

my estimation gentlemen and scholars.
We had cargoes both inward and outward,
and no

pilotage

either way; I don't happen
to know of any two things that can more

thoroughly

warm up a penurious heart
than those tw in conditions when met with

hand in hand.
After

inward cargo the veshauled out on the railway, where

was

an

old comrade is

in

charge;

n*>

better than

that he feels

better;

1

1 do not

cessful

imply

to

shows that he is now any
mention the matter because

see

these old marines

successful business

exceptional

mean

or

only

I like to

we.

cases

doing

the beach.

on

in which

they

a

The

are

suc-

does not, however, disprove the
rule that one who has long served

general

commander of vessels is good for little
else—if he has a good job of the old kind
as

he had better continue to hold it down

long

as

lie

can see

which tack lie is

so

on.

We towed to Wiscasset and put bOO tons
of ice in the lower hold, leaving a number
of square chambers (or cellars) through
the

body of the place, as cold storage
rooms.
Any one who has only seen coastwise cargoes of ice fired in raw with but a
basket of shavings and an armful of musty

hay

swamp

prised to

for

see

that

ments

dunnage,

would

be

the care that is taken of

are

to

cross

No indeed I

there

was

well.

I

an

was

of ice.

There is

will

and

life would be

met

enjoying myself too
plans in all nature, ally

would be lost within

a

week.

rels of

doubtless all been there before,

no

on

was

We have

energies.

fault of my mental

more

Atlantic,
things: the easterly
heavy, or it will soon

of two

the former.

At

This time it

eight

bells in the

Land’s

4

other animals.
A very moderate deckload of lumber was taken on, and also
dozen
'ops of fancy breeding fowl, in the

j

and

been

discontented

within

its

| rolled

triplets,

and

over

around

a

new

book called

“Drops

of

On the vessels where she sailed there

Register

of

on

Water

Deep

Vessels.

8HIPS.

was

Aimer Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
Oct. 7 for New Vork.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from Sail
Francisco Od 15 for Liverpool.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, at New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrive*! at New
York Nov 5, lioin Boston to load tor Hong

the house the

■

1

22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d
with loss of topgallant yard, and sld. prior
to 25th.
Gov Robie, Nichols, at Hong Kong Oct 7
for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
24, lat 35 N, Ion 43 W.

put bright and willing young j
ning” was getting to be a little foolish—
American agent of a large commercial girls on a light Sunday morning into a sort ! the uext
sea, with social tendencies,
house in the Guianas. lie will be success- of half mourning doesn’t seem to be in |
might do some damage; and beside that,
but
views
not
be
good taste,
my
may
ful at anything lie
if this was a cyclonic storm—which the
undertakes, because he
of

vessels

but

is

also the confidential

uniform.

J

o

<

But we must away!
asthetic.
so
carefully attends to every detail of his properly
The clouds rolled by, the wiud came out |
duty, and is besides a thorough gentlefrom north with life and speed in its
man.
d he
vessel

deck load

was

well

secured,

the

“flying light’’

and in good condition to meet any disturbance that
might
cross our path.
After clearance there was
a rain storm, followed
by a half
was

breath:
astir.

all

Portland

Farewells

harbor

were

was

early spoken

soc n

and

and all appearances did not deny—
pushing into its centre. Getting

Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Manila
Nov 2 for New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New York.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, at New York
for Hiogo.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O 0 Young, arrived at Philadelphia Nov 18 from South Amboy.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong; spoken
Sept 19, lat 32, Ion 52.
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, sailed from New
York June 29 for Hong Kong.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, at Slianghae Sept

we were

all

things ready,

dark and hove-to

we
on

wore

around before

the starboard tack—
She laid like

drifting back toward home.

rising sun with our course at a
gull and climbed the seas as easily and
southeast, speeding toward the wide and
as it was ever done since large
prettily
open sea. All other craft, and the moving
seas were first discovered.
clear-off, fleet was
were
at
to
large,
steering
angles
without wind enough for a couple days
With some moderation in force the
our path, as they were bound either up or
for one to reach out
storm lasted three days longer, veering
beyond the sunken down the coast.
before
noon
the
sea
Long
ledges that stand guard across the front
slowly at first, and at last more rapidly,
of ( asco Bay; but we moved to the outer and all in sight was ours. The wind fresh- around into a
sickly and half-hearted
ened and with every thread drawing we
Hoads all ready for the first chance.
westerly. When the sea had smoothed
were making our best gait. At four o’clock
The ow ners of the cargo, from the port
down, and all sail was again set, l got out
the mate reported a three-masted schooner
where bound, bad sent to me a promise .of
this one-time gay old caligraph, for inon the weather bow with no sail set; that
graduated gratuities for reporting thereby
spection. It was bent, battered, broken
was something odd, but his story proved
certain early dates.
and rusty
its own mother wouldn’t
They have no idea of correct. Xo commander will ever
pass by know
how we are placed and what we have at
it.
Most anyone can start a typeat sea that seems to be out of the
writer and stop her when the bell strikes;
stake; they doubtless thiuk that if we are anything
usual order, without learning if anything
but to rebuild one at sea, with no hardfor
our
services it is somepaid any tiling
is wanted, or at least coming near enough
ware store at hand, needs some courage to
how arranged so that the longer we are
to see if any signals are set or other signs
start with and considerable mechanical
between
the more we
we

faced the

season

—

make iu the
ports
year; hence this bounty is offered to deter
us from “anchoring nights” all
along the

to

be made.

In this

case we

had to haul

genius to help one through. In a few
up until the wind came broad and strong
days mine was better than when new—doThe sea was rising fast,
on the quarter.
wav.
and saying things that it never thought
ing
while the increasing wind was picking oil'
While the cargo was being loaded the
of before.
The old ribbon had been
the tops and sweeping it spitefully along
dedication of the new theatre was comand for some time before I
dull,
getting
like sand or low blown snow. Our change
had thought of bending a new green one,
pleted by our attendance. It is a fine of course
brought a far heavier strain on but when the machine came on
and
Portland
is
duty again
building
proud of “The all
and
some
sails
had
to
come
light
things
I dared not mention it right
the old ribbon was better than ever (as
Jefferson.”
in. Within th rty minutes we were close up
there, but

at

ask:

are

safely

this safe distance I may
the acoustics of The Jeffer-

on

our

testify) the salt-wa-

this

manuscript may
craft, and as we sw ung off
ter-soaking had evened
course again we went sweeping by
the reserve of old ink.

with the odd

up and distributed
And thus it ever

all right? My ears may have been out
It was the
her within a hundred feet.
order, but I am very sure that between Cathie C. Berry of Eastport. Her sails is—whatever little damage or unhappy
that may occur at sea almost always
the stage and my nearby understanding
seemed to be all stripped in pieces, but she thing
turns out not to be so bad as it may first
there was somewhere a leakage of sound.
looked to be otherwise in good order.
It may also be the same upon
The seats are most comfortable and grand
They were steering dead before the sea appear.
—spaced as broadly, even, as the body under bare poles, and being loaded deeply the land, but 1 have had so little experience there that I
cannot attempt to say.
and elbows of human maturity.
A lone she was
badly washing. Xo word was
While the easterly wind lasted we had
mau may sit with comfort, between two
spoken, and 1 thought they looked surstrange women, without being red in the prised that we came so near. Was glad lost considerable longitude aud the folson

of

face from pressure and from fear that the
natural beating in his compressed arteries,
on

both

give

sides,

offence.

and suffered

may he misconstrued and
I have had such experience

as

only

an

overgrown person
may—there is so much more of him to
suffer.
We attended at The Jefferson the
noted and well dressed plays, “Sweet
Inniscana” and “The Sporting Duchess.”
In the latter play there is offered,in course
two

that the people did not want to be taken
off, which their silence proved, as the

coming darkness and rough weather would
have made it dangerous, if not well-nigh
impracticable, for our people to help them,
providing they had no boats of their own.
Our craft, so high and dry above the sea,
and dancing along so comfortably, must
have been an aggravation to them.
They
doubtless thought the wind would not
last long; that after getting a smoother
time to repair sails, they would soon have

lowing weather gave but little chance to
reach back to the eastward.
Variable,
uncertain winds, with squalls and much
rain, prevailed until we struck apparent

trade-winds, in latitude 31°,
gitude considerably farther
ward than

we

wished

to

and in a lonto the west-

be.

Added to

this cause of uneasiness, the trades set in
at E. S. E., strong, squally and rough.

with

a

disinfecting solution

solid comfort

once a

with every
chew of

^

\v or Id’s

WALDO 88.

Croup,

Toothaches

are

OFFICE
MAIN

24 from Singapore.
St Nicholas, G F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 5 from Karluk.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, at New York
for Hong Kong.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived at
Honolulu Oct 23 from Newcastle.
Win H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Nov 14 for Yokaliauia.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from Manila Nov 13 for New York.
W J Rotcli, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 19 for San Francisco;

put into Talcahuano leaking.
BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at New
York Oct 31 from Rio Janeiro.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
Elizabeth, Oct 2(5 from New Yor ;.
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
28 for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Oct 15 from Cape Town via Barhadoes.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Philadelphia
Nov 15 from Thompson Point, N J.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for. Buenos Ayres.
iolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
Nov 3 for Baltimore.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, sailed from
Hong Kong Oct 21 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Pernambuco Oct 31 from Buenos Ayers, to
load for New York.
Matanzas, sailed from New York Nov <>
for Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug 0 for Lyttleton and Dunedin;
spoken •■opt 29, lat 4 N, Ion 20 W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Savannah Nov- 17 from Martinique.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Turks Island Nov 8 from Barb tdoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from

Hong Kong Aug 0 for Raping.
St Lucie, J T Erskiue, arrived at New
York Nov 10 from Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
from Boston Nov 17 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, at New

Ordered, That.the said petitioner y;i\e notice to
all persons interested by call'dnir a copy ot this
order to he published three week" suceosively in
the Republican .lournal primed at Bellas!, tli.it
they may appear at. a 1'rebate Court. to he held at
Belfast, within and for said c.mury. nil the vrond 'Tuesday of 1 »eeember next. at ten ol tin- clock
before noon, and slow cau.-<\ ii am ih.y have
why the prayer ol said petitioner should not !>«

tf

granted.
A

to

specialty.

of

select from.

At a Probate < ourt held at Belfast, within and
for Hie County of Waldo, on the sect nd Tuesday
of November. A. D 1S'J7.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ol FERDINAND E. SAWYER, late of Knox, in said County of W aldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

and adults have worms
The

treated for other diseases.
symp- y
Shut
toms
variable ap- ^
indigestion, with
petite; foul tongue; offensive breath: hard and J
J
N full belly with occasional gripings and pains
are

\
V

%

about the avel; heat and itching sensation -n
the rectum and about the anus, eyes heavy and
of the nose: short, dry cough;
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.

y

^ dull; itching

S

y

y

^

\ TRUE’S
5

PIN WORM

I ELIXIR

best worn remedy made.
t £ the
has been in use 40 year m,

Sit
is

^

^W

J

V

a

are

£

^

SI>r.

^

C 'iffcrd^tnc/u-o
CRAY'S Bus^nITsS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting,
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
CATALOGUE.
GRAY. PORTLAND, ME.

SEND FOR FREE
L.

Fine farm in

two miles from Camp
land, nice buildings, large

Xorthport,

acres

orchards, 350 bids, apples last year.
never

Good

soil,

failing water. Will be sold very low and.on
40tf

easy terms.

M. C. HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast.

York for Port Elizabeth.

!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. 1). 1897.

R

Gilkey, sailed from

New York Nov 17 for St Pierre.

Somehow, when one falls to leeward,
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Amboy Nov 17 from Savannah.
of dialogue, some rather fetching axioms
everything else works against him; but Perth
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
the only way out is to push as hard as
regarding marital affairs.
Brunswick, Ga, Oct (i for New York.
Lester A
Lewis, Kimball, arrived at
1 am glad to notice that in the audi- a chance to run back to the coast. That possible and trust a bit in Providence.
Bangor from Perth Amboy Nov 7.
torium, bare-headed beauty is now quite wind turned to a moderate gale, lasting After a couple of days of barely holding
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Bangor
Nov 13 for New York.
the proper tack.
In all that vast audi- three
days, and was soon followed by even our meridian, the wind backed a point
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Portland
ence, on the whole lower deck, I saw but stronger weather. We often spoke of them and the sea became more level; we were Nov 17 from Philadelphia.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Portone high and offensive hat.
I had not far and
hoped they got back to their home in then able to make S. by E. good, and land Nov
10 for Rio Janeiro.
to look for that one—it was only in the
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Port
safety. So long as the north wind lasted with a quick headway, a one-point course
seat before me.
Three skys’ls set and we ran to the southeast and were making leaves considerable gain of longitude in Tampa Nov 7 from St Lucia.
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from PerWe were all right.
stuns’ls out on both sides!
I turned good time; in three days we had made each day’s work.
nambuco Nov 8 for Barbadoes.
Nothing very exciting occurred for some
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Demerara
fiercely to the silent, long-suffering and nearly all the longitude required and were
Oct 14 for New York.
forced companion of all my whims and keeping away more to the southward. days excepting that the second matecaugh
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
in the night time.
It Portland Oct 8 for Port Spain.
sorrows, and with a tragical wave of my There was a couple of moderate days, a dolphin, by hook,

STEAM boiler
about 25 H.P., with
all connections complete, has been but little used by Bel
fast Coliseum Co, Call on
ASA r. RIGGS or

fl 1
HAT1 VQ fl
1 vl k/wlv1

A

N.-F, HUSTON,
Belfast, May 6, 1897.—18tf

PILES!

PILES!

1

1

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

^

Ordered, That notice be given to all pers.n
by causing a copy ot ibis order
published three weeks successively in the Rlican Journal, printed at Relfast*. that they

j

At ,i Probate Court held at Belfast, within
the County ot Waldo, on the second 1
November. A. I>. 1 S‘d7.
4 certain instrument, purport in- tel"
A will ami testament of'KM M A I’.b.
-t W
ate of Searsmoiit. in said Counts
ceased, has in- been | resented for io!. be
That
notice
be
Ordered,
.irison
tcrcsted bs causing a cops d thilished three sveeks siicccsmn els -c,
Journa 1. print* d at Beltast, that 11
to be heb; ai 1
at a I’rol.ait' < ourt
and for said Coun'y. on the ••••'!: I
lock
l)eeember next, at ten c tin
ami show cause, H any t hc\ have, ss hs tl
>1 a nc. a 1 loss
should md be p- "S b
i. lb >. b JOHNSON,
A11»■ -1
A true cops
Be
(has. p. i; A/i:i. riM

|

j
j;
j

t

i

\

;

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of \\ able, on the second Tuesday of
November. A. D. 1897.
certain instrmm r.t, purporting to be the last
will and testament ol ROBERT U. COOMBS,
late <>t Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate..
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
in the Repubpublished three weeks successivelythat
lean Journal, printed at Belfast,
they may
at Belfast.,
appear at a Probate Court, to be held
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
.Bd.
same should not lit

cure

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
ahsorbes the tumjrs, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives Instant relief.
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’O CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38
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Hati' ot JOHN M
erts
in said Counts.
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lull

1

ION.
deceased, havii
.dcniM'. c
•bat ot
ml and lia.ii .o
-aid e.-tale tot I'lowaneo
Old., red, That m ! n c thef- d be a is
m
the lb id !i« m
sveeks ,-ucccssn.
printcd in Bella-;. n -a n; o. n; > !.a .d
<••••
,i
hcb.iU'
interested mas uitcia.
.ml Tiic-da> o;
held at Belfa-i, on In
her next, and slans c.in-o. il a .s tin- h.t\
the said aceount slnnial ...d be allowed
liKo. K. JOHNSON. .)
A t rue eopy. At tesi
Bei'll S s. P. il.S/1 1 liM
<

his’-ci

1

'Hit ot Plot O.
IT A 1.1 H > SS
In
ni
I «• 1 o A
tbc
M
I BT IS. Ouaroi.tu d
II KN B \
SOT
nut >
Pims. .1 r., of Sear-port. i: -an.
«■’
presented his first ami Hi d account d
ship for allowance.
Ordered. That notice tlierc.d be nisei:,
d
il
nan
sveeks si;ccc<si\elv. i.. the ib
a!1 p*
pi in Led in Belfast, in said count v. t hat
»
nn
I
nafe
i
at
a
attci
interested may
held at Belfast. on the second '1 n-sdas d 1>.
..
it
her nexi,and -boss
the said account should not >» al ow.-d
i. h<). K. JOHNSON. In'
A t test
A t rue copy
CllAs. P. ll.V/.l.LTINi:, lie.-'is!.
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TltlN’S

!

NO lit E

Tin

hi

lu»en
1j»XE<
gives notice that she
of tin* last will and
has

iber

dul> ap
testament

ed Executrix
ISA AC H. SIIKKMA N. late of Belfast,
in rile C"unt\ "t Waldo, deceased. A I
having demands against tin estate ol sa>
ceased an desired to present the same bo
meut, and all indebted thereto are request**
make pavment imniediateh
SARAH( SHEKM
Belfast Nov. *, 1 S‘.»7.

j
|

j

r
su isei 1
|Ti\E( ! (IRS' NOTHlieE.liasrhe
been dais appcnee that
Executor of the last will and testament of
BOHAN V. FIELD, late ol Belfast
Aii p*.
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate •>; .< 1
ceased are desired t<> present the same i«o
tlement, and all indebted thereto arc requests
make pavment immediately.
(’HAS. H. FIELD
Belfast. Nov. «>, 181*7.

Jj give

s

The subs,
that he lias been
of the estate of

ADMINISTRATORS NOTICT

1

AMY

A hereby gives notice
appointed Administrator

v
•;

JAMES H. BROWN, late of Belfast,
in the County of W aldo deceased, and given !>.•
All persons having den.a
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased aie desire
for sei mu tent. and all indebq
the
same
present
thereto are requested t> make pavment ..
WILLIAM 1*. TIIOMI'SON
atelv.
!8t>7.
Belfast, Nov.
1

iso
The
MINI ST R A TO US NOTICE
hereby gives notice tb.it lie I as been du.v
<d
ibe
estate
of
pointed Administrator
ALON/o.L HARRLMAN, late d Belfast,

\E

>

>

in the County ol Waldo, deceased ,aml given L
the law directs. All persons having den ..i
against the estate ol sain deceased ..n- dour
present the same tor settlement, and all indeie
imio
thereto are requested to make paymei
FUEL A HARRLMAN
atelv.
Waterv ille. N'o\. f». 18B7

as

;

I’lie si s
f. XECCTOR’S NOTICE
fi gives Iiotier that he has heel! diitv t,• |:
ed Executors of the last will and lestauien: -d
,1(HIN STOKKLE. late ol W lllterpoil.
\ I peisni.
in the County of W aldo, deeeaseil.
having demands against t he e>t at e I said deec..
ed are desired to present the same Bn setllemeM
and all indebted therein are requested to matpavment immediatelv.
HENRY T. SANBORN
1 Kt>7.
Bangor, Nov

1

A

true

copy.

Attest:
('has.

T!

1

E. WADE, daughter of LEVI BULLOCK.
late of Northport, in said County ol Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that Lucius H. Duncan of said Northport ma> Inappointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t<>
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said county, on the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the
eloock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
C11 as. P. Hazeuim:, Register.

8CHOONKKS

Georgia Gilkey, W

(
I

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in tin* Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of December next, at ten of the dock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
(Has. p. Hazei.tine, Register.

A

Ground, 135

At a Probate Court held at Reltast, witlmi an
the County of Waldo, on the second Tm-su.November. A. D. 1897.
l.«•
4 certain instrument, purporting to be
A will ami testament <•! I I I EN '1 E( »W
late ol I'nity. in said County ol Wahh>, dee.
having been presented for probate.

j

■■

W
—

purely vegetable, harmless and effectual.
Where nc worm: are present it acts as a Tonic, \
and corrects the condition of the mucous mem- ^
brane of the stomach and bowels. A positive w
cure for Constipation and Biliousness, noil a valuable remedy in all the common complaints of J
children. Price 36c. Ask your druggist for it.
J. F. TRUE A 130., Auburn, Me.
J
Special treatment for TapeW wins. Write for free pamphlet

Address FRANK

C.EO. E. JOHNSON, .lud-c.
Attest
Chas. 1*. M.\/ki.t im:. Register.

Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a eop\ of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast within and for said Cmmt\. <>i,
the second Tuesday of Decemlier next, at ten ol
ttlie clock before noon, and show cause, ll an\
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
(1EO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Ha/.kmink, Register.

! WORMS!
Hundreds of Children

i

•<

brother of MAB\ E (ill.
pHABLl-S SAROENT.
\J .MORE, late of Mimroe, iu said ('minty <d
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that Asher H Mayo of sai<l Monroe may
be appointed administrator o! tin* estate
1 said
deceased.

***************************

W

!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w itliin and I.a
the County of Waldo, on tile second Tuesday ol
November, A. I>. IS!*7.

abundance.

Ci.oak Firm

styles

true copy.

OF.

nOKRIS BEIFELI) & C'J., New York.
150

BELFAST, MAINE.

HERBERT

Millinery Department.
the

TEMPLE,

n A SON 1C

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and lor
the County ol W aldo, on tin* second Tuesday ol
November, A. 1>. 1 SP7.
M. .WEADER, soi of SARAH E
\1EAI>*EK. late of Beiuonr, in said Coanty
of Waldo, deceased. having' presented a peiiioii
praying that administration id' the c.-date I .id
deceased may he granted to N. It. Allenwood.

Dry and Fancy Goods,
Agent for

l.•
4 certain instrunn
:. purporting '•< be
*1:1
will and testameni -u OhOROF R
late of Swanville.il: said ( ounty oi \\ n.i
ceased, having been presented for probate
Ordered. That notice lie given to allpeison
terested by causing a copy ot ibis orde'
published three weeks successively in the K
lican Journal, printed at Relfast that tiny
appear at a Probate Court, to be neld at lie
within and for said County, on the second I
day of December next, at ten of the clock !>•
noon, and show cause if any they have, why
same should not be proved, approved and nil"
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Jm
A true copy. Attest.
('has. p. Hazkltink, Regis

Ordered, That notice be given toal< pet-,
terested by causing a copy ol this order r.»
lished three weeks successively in the Rep
Journal, printed at Rellast. tluit they may
at a Probate Court. to be held at Relfast. w
and for said (’ounty. .m the second Tin--i
December next, .t ten ot the clock be lore
and show cause, if any they have, why tic
should not be proved, approved and allow.CEO. E. JOHNSON .In.
A true copy. Attest
(’has. P. Ha/i.ltink, Regi-t.

PROBATE NOTICES.

RROOKS Yl LLAH K. MAINK,

a

!

a;.

>

Marcellus J. Dow

Ladies’ Roots and Slioes

(

1

STREET ENTRANCE,

53tf

HP ^

JINK ST<)( K

1

At a Probate Court held at Bel'ast, vv it It 11 ai
the County of Waldo on the second TileNovember A. D. 1897.
a certain instrument, purporting to be :i
g\ will and testament ol FRANK I- FR\ 1
of M.miville. in said County of Waldo.de...
having been presented lor probate.

Fire, Life'--Accident Insurance.

Everywhere,
^ Ai

CEO. E. JOHNSON, Jin;.’
Aitest
(IIAS. 1' HAZKI.riNK.Regl-

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Re!'
within and for said County, on the second !
day of December next, at ten of the clock b.
noon, and show cause, if any they have. wh\
same should not be prove... approved and all.
(iko. E. JOHNSON. Judg
A true copy. A t test
( has. P Hazkltink, Regi>;•

notified that the said William
Debtor as aforesaid, has
filed
said Court for said County of Waldo,
petition for a discharge from all his debts provided
under the Insolvent Law of said State of Maine,
and for a certificate thereof; and that a hearing
upon the same is ordered to be had at Probate
Court Room in Belfast, in said Countv of Waldo.
011 Wednesday, the loth day of December, A. I).
1897, at. two o’clock in the afternoon, when and
where you may amend and show cause, if any
you have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Attest:—CH AS. P. HA/.ELTINE,
2w46
Register of said Court.

hereby
YOUGould,
Insolvent
in

quick

ftheumatism,
Neuralgia,

q

terested

for

ii%

Holiday Hoods

COURT OF INSOLVENCY,

James Pattee & Son,

Cough,
Colds,

in

about

Belfast, Nov. 10, 1897.
In the ease of WILLIAM GOULD of Brooks, in
said County, Insolvent Debtor.

Iain-Kilter
.A

cut

STATE OF MAINE.

Keep
by you. Beware of
Imitations. Buy only the
Genuine—Perry Davis’.

at

F air’’

right

Two sizes, 25c. and 60c.

Keeps

or

ed.
A true copy.

plug smokes

emphatic.
safe and

pipe

TOBACCOS

This is a true statement and
it can’t be made too strong

Sold

comes

week.

of Bowel Complaint le

*r> A

of said deceased.

>

(PERRY DAVIS'.)

Cramps,
Oolio,
Diarrhoea,

estate

Ordered, That the said petitioner give not
all persons interested t*> causing a copy ol
order to be published three weeks successive
the Republican Journal, printed at Relfas:
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be !
Relfast, within and for said County, on the <>•
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the do.
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have
the prayer of said petitioners should not be

g\

A Sure end Safe Remedy la
every case and every kind

cure

sonal

At a Probate < ourt held at Relfast. wit bin
the (.’ounty of Waldo, on the second Tut
November, A. 1). 1897.

ainlfiHer

simple,

DELPHINE

*■

The apparatus and methods used in the
production of Animated Photographs, in
the cinematograph, biograph, etc., will
be fully described and pictured by J.
Miller
Barr, in Appleton’s Popular
Science Monthly for December.

too

..

P. NICHOLS, widow of OEoi;..
AMOS NICHOLS, late of Searsport, in
County of Waldo, deceased, having present,
petition praying for an allowance out of the

keen satisfaction and

No
teacher shall be employed who is affected
with pulmonary tuberculosis or any constitutional or contagious disease, nor shall
any pupil so affected attend school.
[It.
I. Monthly Bulletin.

It is a

|
|

At a Probate Court neui at Relfast, within
for the County of Waldo, ou the second 1
day of November, A. 1). 1897.

After Work

Spitting upon the floor is forbidden.

or

|

eve

It

good enough. In that ; water drove
freely in around the sashes—
house the new order of things is carried *
maliciously soa' iug my bedding and almost
usual polygamous families of three.
For out by having the grand dining-room aloft, i
everything else on my side of the cuddy. Kong.
K B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New j
them there was three kinds of grain, a just under the roof, instead of the old This
caligraph was not clamped down, \ Vork Sept 1 for Yokohama.
in
a
hot
of
subbox ui pounded oyster shell, and consider- style
feeding by gas light
1
it
was
to
though thought
safely secured
j El Capitaii, A L Carver, from Baltimore '■
ably more tin dishes than were ever to be cellar. From the windows of the dining- I its table; tlie shock carried it away and April 1 for San Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Sept 21, and has returned to that !
room tlie view is delightful, and were ii
found in the for k sle of an old-time
when I found the thing it was out (lancpackport m distress.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
et-ship. Our charterer, Andrew Adams, not for an ambitious dry goods house just ing on the forward cabin lloor, soaked in
1
at New York Oct lb from lliola via DelaFs<]., has been a very successful sea-cap- over tin* way, one could see the world. salt water, kicking up its heels and shout- ware Breakwater.
The table attendants wore a black dress
tain and is now not only
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
managing owner
ing a “All h inds roun 1!” This “runOurs

a| shelter.

and women
did pass

men

and

So close against our pleasure
Is the undertone of Care,
Of those who, all unsheltered,
The heat and burden bear.
And the fair summer memory
Sweet harvest to me yield,

indeed!

and very many
of the people that she mentions meeting
in her travels.
The authoress, herself,
or her father 1 do not kuow.
She makes
some small,
charming mistakes, which
only a sailor would notice, and which
prove that, though keen and intellectual, she never became that manisli
woman who knows a ship too well.
She
gains or loses a day in crossing the 180th
meridian and, wheu shortening sail on a
bark, she clews up the to’gallant s’ 1 s all
right, but unfortunately “Hauls down’’
the mainsail.
Had the story been written
by a man, these mistakes would ruin it,
but coming from the mind and pen of a
young gir1, they only lend charm to a well
told tale.
Our trade winds gave up in about
latitude 12°, and the temperature fractured all records.
Through alternate
torrents
of
rain and scorching sun,
with only calms and squalls, we sufered and pushed along.
On October
23rd we arrived in Demerara, 20 days
from Portland.
Our fruit and vegetables came out iu most excellent order,
while a similar cargo in another vessel, fora rival house, was entirely destroyed.
The other vessel had been some dajs
longer on the way, but I believe that our
stuff kept better only from being more
skilfully stor. d in ice: and for that I take
no credit, Capt. Adams attended to it all.
My only duty was to put the cargo here
as quickly as possible, and with the winds
that offered, I believe we did so.
“Let
the watch go below.”
Rich a ui)son.

it gener-

very little abaft the port beam.

or

now-almost-classic,

cheerful

morn

»,

>

Beside the way unshaded,
Amid the suuburnt grass.
Their step was slow and heavy,
Their garments bore the soil
Of the hard world’s grim work-day—
They waited the way of Toil.

sore-throat tales, Paul and
Scarlet Letter, and Char-

vessels that she sailed

peaches, plums and pears, melons,
people may not know that running with a
cauliflower, celery and carrots, with most less, but this was an exceedingly bad case.
heavy sea on the side is the most dangerPortland
a new hostelry, “The
has
also
every other kind of fruit or vegetable, in
ous ot situations.
No one will practice it
the
people
one room was
packed in chopped ice fresh Congress Square,” of which
when it can be avoided, and it generally
cod. halibut and other kinds of iish, in- speak with awe. ‘Tavern’ is old- fashion* d
can be, but of course sometimes at the
cluding live oysters in kegs. When the and “hotel” is so common that the word expense of
headway. We took some
lower deck hatches were put on that is decidedly vulgar; hence I have, for
chances and continued to run for twenty
a
and
at
used
term
some
trouble,
place formed a grand ice-chest, well sup- effect,
hours, when one unlucky sea boarded her
plied with Sumiay-dinner material for a which, when a boy. 1 thought meant livery fore and aft. It broke off stanchions aud
We
took
in
The
stable.
Congress Square stirred
large family. The 'tween deck was tilled
up the deck-load in great conwith lumber, hay and grain, salt iish, j and were assigned the best room in the
fusion. washed out the coops and nearly
if
there
a
were
mayhap
better, drowned the
cheese and meal, with many other pro- house—or,
poor chickens. The lee blinds
visions, suitable for all mankind and some j I truly should have looked upon it with of the cabin were open aud as the sea
aw*

At

estate -d

Ordered, That the said petitioner give non,,
all persons interested by causing a copy
order to be published three weeks sureessiv#
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast
they may appear at a Probate Court to t>*at Belfast within and for said County, on
second Tuesday of December next, at ten <-t
clock before noon, and show cause, if any
have, why the prayer of said petitioner
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, JmL,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Regis;-

death, birth, shipwreck among cani- They further provide that drinking cups
provided by the trustees shall not hold
bals, and many other remarkable occur- over
a gill, and the cup shall be cleansed
rences.
It is written, throughout, in an and sterilized
daily. Slates are condemnunaffected style, and, touching ed. All pens and pencils shall be collected
easy,
a metal box and not again used
family affairs, it is most amusingly naive. daily in
until sterilized by heat or steam.
The book was particularly interesting to
Sweeping must be done with damp sawme from the fact that I well knew all the
dust, and dusting with a damp cloth.

nearly all sail was still set, but
before eight in the evening we were running rather liercely under close reefed
sails with the wind and fast rising sea but

from

those

sale and convey the whole of the real
deceased.

was

afternoon

If the trim-

that hat didn’t wilt it

one

room, and packed in chopped ice. In
other rooms were baskets, crates and bar-

means one

meant

privilege

mings

with in the Xorth

wind is going to be
change to the westward.

away
chaos—civilization

a

ic.

and gusty from the eastward with a falling glass. When those two conditions are

exchange of seats.

Take that

heard.

But weary

I hunt-

’*

ALICE

Spray from Southern Seas,” which is truYet ever lives tlie picture.
ly interesting. It is not a novel but a
Of the path across the fields!
novelty:—a true tale written by a Maine [Harper’s Bazar.
captain’s daughter. It is a story of her
Daily Disinfection in Schools.
life, and though still a young woman her
life’s story is more than worth reading.
Special rules for controlling communiShe was twice around the world, besides cable diseases in the public schools, issued
the State Board of Health of Indiana,
Her mother died by
many “cross voyages.”
include the cleaning of all wood-work and
at sea, the story of which is most pathetdesks with soap and water and treatment

shifty winds, and at sunset a peculiarly light-coppery, sickly western sky.
The next day the wind came dry

One of the best

being

towed back to Portland for other
For one kind of thing there was
cargo.
fourteen tons of loose cabbage stowed in

diversion,

f

PAGE, Administratrix of the estai.
JAMES PAGE, late of Jackson, in said <
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a pn
praying that she may be licensed to sell at pi

Amid these scenes of beauty
I spied a pathway there,
All fiowerless and dusty,
All hard and brown and bare.
No dainty gown swept over,
No foot in dalliance strayed
Along the narrow limit
The tread of Toil had made.

to be taken in rotation.

with uncertain,

views,

and in the whole makeup of male mankind, is that he can think things without

e

upon

tearful,
Virginia, The
lotte Temple;

j

theatrically whispered: “Now,
you, for once, acknowledge that I am unlucky?” Without hesitation she nodded

then sawdust a foot thick is placed
under,
around and all over the cargo.
This time
it seemed that we had nearly as much
as

strike

your

assent and offered

in want of

sorry,

now

the Gulf Stream

no

ed up some old books, and without intentional malice toward myself happened to

hand toward the elsewhere clear

and away through tropical seas. The ends
of the hold are tightly bulkheaded off and
a high platform built all over the
bottom;

dunnage

Lately, being

sur-

ship-

good

times, otherwise there might be civil war
amongst the most feeble mental forces.

v

j

whom 1 had been in company, in foreign
1 orts, a score of years ago—when he was

than a

ments in any wakeful hour,—either the
or eye should be employed at all

l
The pale cheeks, the dark shadows under f
*
the eyes, the general drooping of the young
wife's form, what do they mean ? They mean
and that something
that her nerves are failing, that her strength is going
must he done to help her through the coming trials of maternity.
Such as
Build her up at once by a course of some tonic with specific powers.
You can get it at any druggist’s.
Lydia E. I’inkham’s Vegetable Compound.
wife—of her own aca
Following we publish by request a letter from young
ami while from modesty she
cord she addresses it to her “suffering sisters,”
initials and street number in
asks to withhold her name, she gives her
letter:
Chambersburg, Pa., so she can easily be found personally or by
To inv Suffering Sisters:—Let me write this for your benefit, telling you
lias done for me. I am but
what Lydia. E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
burnnineteen and suffered with painful menstruation, leucorrhoea, dizziness,
pain and
ing sensation back of ears and on top of my head, nervousness,was
unable
could not sleep well,
soreness of muscles, bearing-down pains,
to stand without pain, and oh! how I longed to be well!
I could do so
One day I wrote to Mrs. Pinkham telling her all, knowing
in perfect confidence.
what to do.
She wrote me a lovely letter in reply, telling me exactly
of Liver pills, and using
After taking nine bottles of the Compound, one box
one-half package of Sanative wash, I can say I am cured. I am so happy,
and owe my happiness to none other than Mrs. 1'inkliam.
as one who has had
Why will women suffer when help is near? Let me,
to seek
some experience, urge, all suffering women, especially young wives,
Pa.
Mrs. Pinkham’s advice.—Mrs. R. S. R.. 113 E. Catherine St., Chambersburg,

with

one

Around me was the beauty
Which only summer yields,
The shadow of the woodland,
The bounty of the fields,
Tile gleam of shining waters,
The murmur of the sea—
The varied book of Nature,
All opened wide for me!

hand

own.

discharging

sel

on

things

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the second Tue»da’
November. A. I). 1897.

The Path Across the Fields.

open rupture with this kind of life it is
necessary that there shall be no idle mo-

powers.” Keep your beauty,
it is a precious possession ! Yourhusbandloves
to be seen in public
your beauty, he is proud
with you; try to keep it for his sake, and your
strain

worse

are

“don’t have to!” but in order to have

to say to every young woman
who is about to be married—
“Strengthen yourself in adwill not
vance, so that you
break down under the new

in

in-

novel! I do not read them before folks—

men

jl

learning
may continually
and every now and then receive
impressions regarding things and

places

of the

in this world marry a woman
because she is beautiful
in their eyes.

both

are

be

one

thing,

Seven-eighths

convenient point to
one’s way to Boston.
But I

iiud that if the heart and brain
soft

but there

a

as

they

read

A Letter From a Young Wife.

place
yet only

Canadian

that

lgcd

The oft repeat ed affectation, “I do not
novels,” may be a virtuous pretence:

Wives to Keeep Their Attractiveness

Young

Wra Pinkham Counsels

supposed

in late suppers, though it may be
one of their mos t common habits.

du

P. Hazeltink,

Register.

NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
of the estate of
Administratrix
appointed

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

WILLIAM L. LITTLEFIELD,{late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
CARRIE H. LITTLEFIELD.
immediately.
Belfast, Nov. 9, 1897.
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
give notice that, lie has been duly appointed
Executor of the last and testament of
WINSLOW WHITAKER, late of Troy,

I

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
the law directs
estate of said deceased are desired to
same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediRODNEY C. WlilTAKEfc.
ately.
Troy, Nov. 9, 1897.

as

against the
present the

The subserihei herd
S NOTICE.
l^XECl fOR
Jj gives notice that he has been duly appoint!

Executor of
codicil of

will

the last

and

testament

am

NT, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All person
having demands against the estate <>f said deceus
ed arc desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to mak.
pavment immediately.
HANNAH

CON A

Winterport, Nov.

CHARLES M. CON ANT.
18117.

TRY GRAIN-0!

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
of GRAIN O, the new food drink that takes th»
place of coffee. The children may drink it with
All who try it
out injury as well as the adult.
GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown ot

like it.

Java, but it is made from pure grains,
ami the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1 -4 the price of coffee and 25 cents per
Mocha

or

package.

Sold

by all grocers.

Editorial Notes.
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i!;ai the Ohio Republicans are
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Four of the

free silver Democrat.
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speeches that he had

come

to

Ohio

This sounded
iry Mark Hanna.”
tunny to the audience at the time,

Sole
_

them

Belfast.

Smith, Jr.,

each has

Jersey,

one

more

of New

chance at the

bat; but judging from the results on the
legislatures of their respective States, j
both

seen

doomed

are

in

ans

Republicans

Thus

probably

are

who

will

it

will be

six Demo-

place

give

that time, three

at

by

succeeded

to

certain,

only takes a change of two to
easy control to the Republicans,

it

as

give

be

lM'MJ.

that there

cratic Senators
and

to

an

the favorable result to that party is apparent.
The Senate to-day stands 42 Repub-

1’opulists, 1 Independent (Kyle of South
Dakota), and 1 vacancy from Oregon.

The 11

Ohio’s election made certain the return
of Mr.
all
of

Hanna, and

save

the remaining ten
Clark of Wyoming and Wilson

Washington,

of

and there is

good

reason

to believe that both of these will also be
Fifteen Democrats go out in 16‘Ji': Bate
of Tennessee, Cockrell of Missouri, Daniel

ot

Faulkner

Virginia,

of

West

Roach of North Dakota, .Smith oi New
Jersey, Turpie of Indiana, and White of
California.

Mr.

Gorman’s fate

been determined.

ready

come

Horn

Maryland

A

has al-

Republican

to the Senate

in

his

place, and last week’s election in New
Jersey indicates clearly that a Republican

will

succeed

Mr.

Smith.

These

two

Windmills pump water from

and alfalfa and

good

there

stock is

so

pally

were Boston,
Dorchester, Lynn,
Manchester, Quincy, Revere and VVintlirop. The B stem Herald says it was

The catiie

maintopsail.

Balloon sails may set over working sails.
No extra spars, booming out or whisker
poles, except a spinnaker boom aud jib
poles, shall be used. A spinnaker must be
triangular, and must not extend above the
masthead block, or beyond the outer end of
the spinnaker boom.
The delegates refused to pass the rule
op ballast not allowing ballast to be carried in bags.
Then the following rules

own

£y Munyon's Female Remedies

bo<

In

tiny start, if the point marked by the
foremast in schooners and tin* mainmast in
single masted vessels and yawls has crossed
the line before the starting signal of her
class, she must return and recross the line
when so ordered by the judges.
A yacht shall not, after crossing the finish
line, interfere with any yacht still in the
race so as to affect the time of such
yacht at
the finish.

taken up

by

the settlers.

well

those who

as

living. Anyone
comfortably out here for
a

desire to return.

all

a

in the life which is

L

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.
3-011 make of Rob RovFlour will be

and this

high, dry atmosphere is the very essence
health.
The
sheep industry has
benefited by the tariff and also by an infor

in

other

even-

Prices have doubled

from the barrel.
barrel 3-011

and wool.

mutton

them since the

on

This town of Clayton, on the Gulf
Road from Denver, is an important shipping point, and long trains of stock cars

ing.

no sense

of other cities are necessa-

ar

all.

them through
one

leaving

are

a

seem

STENOGRAPHY,

a

same as

#The

finest patent flour

daily.

vtbat can be made from
the choicest win-

It is very difficult to drive
or into a pen, but if

starts,the others will follow pell-mell.
loading them on trains a goat train-

| Toilet

NEW IDEAS

around, and when the car is full, nimbly
jump out. The look of importance and
pride, which this Judas-like animal bears,
1 have

recently

Maine

a

visited

fellow,

southern part of
mile drive from here.

treme

exist

j Boston Transcript.

a

mals,

Piny fears.

a

for

ITani=

in

ex-

fifty-

fifty

years by millions of mothers for
children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrluea.
is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists ;n every
of
the
world.
part
Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, ami
take no other kind.
their

well

loss in

about, afford
plenty of

Then there is

important item
rabbits

on

a

abound in

A HEALTH

the

satin trimmed

of

more

New York Herald

as

dainty in every

j

Brilliant as has I ff ti ;j< j11• 1
Holiday K« 1 iti*>i> ;■» oe issued
December 12, 097.
in literary excellence and artisti.

ranch.

large

an

Quail and

and deer may be shot within a
few miles.
We were obliged to camp out

night and the beauty of an evening on
these plains is hard to describe.
It is
one

35c.

bottle.

a

by

ivernor

Boies lias denounced the 10-

proposition

suicidal,

in view of the

lepancy between the free coinage ratio
the commercial ratios of silver. Many

tn i
,:

as

Democrats, being greenbackers at
as simply
1
stepping stone to true fiatism, and now
■tat free silver is becoming so unpopular
they are gradually dropping it.
cr

tart, have advocated free silver

That great business improvement has
the country since last July is con-

'Cie to

ned
t!

‘s

by

all

is due

dtigley

intelligent observers; and that
largely to the passage of the

tariff

must

also be conceded.

imtever may be the operations of the
D"'v
tariff, the restoration of confidence
bought about by its passage put into
I lation millions of dollars which had

heretofore been lying idle, and that gave
-i
ployment to hundreds of thousands of
i::>nds. It caused the country to undergo

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a tnal bottle
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all

Chronic and Acute
and

Consumption.
A

Coughs, Asthma,

Bronchits

Price 25c. and 50c.

LOCAL

Digease
A Climatic

:atarrh

Affection
Nothing but a local
remedy or change of cli-

mate will cure it.
Oet a well-known pharmaceutical remedy,

Eiy’sCream Balm
{fives Relief at once.
H
lit- t\U
and cleanses the
Nasal Passages.
Allays Inflammation. H< a's and Protects the
membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
No Cocaine, No Mecury, No injurious drug
Foil
Size oOc.; Trial Size H>p., ;:tPr iggi.^ts or by n ai
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

Opens

Cfll

l|Vl HTAD

you have a child who soils bedding from inCures
continence of water during sleep.
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
at once, $1.
Iy28
Druggists, Belfast, Me.

The

Journal

and

Tribune.

It

seems

necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not

Terrible Threat.
“John, if you don’t
quit referring to me as ‘the old woman’ I’ll
make you sorry for it.” “What will you
I will be a new woman.”
do, dear?”
[Indianapolis Journal.
To give you au opportunity of testing the
great merit of Ely's Cream Balm, the most
reliable cure for catarrh and cold in the
head, a generous 10-eent trial size can be
had of your druggists or we mail it for 10
Full size 50 cents.
cents.
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N. Y. City.
It is the medicine above all others for
catarrh, and is worth its weight in gold. I
can use Ely's Cream Balm with safety and
it does all that is claimed for it.
fB. W.
Sperry, Hartford, Conn.

from this office.

Eczema of tbe scalp or Scald Head, even
“Suicide,'' said the emphatic man, “is the | in its most severe form, is uever-failiugly
thing I would do.” “Yes,” replied the I cured bv Doan’s Ointment, tbe surest specific
solemn one, “those who commit suicide sel- ! for all itcbiuess of tbe skin.
dom do anything more.”
| Philadelphia
last

North

American.

The statements of those who have been
cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla prove t,lie great
merit oi this medicine. Get only Hood’s.

I

HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Biliousness, Indigestion. Headache,
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.
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HIGH ART SUPPLEMENTS
n ntvishih;.’
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New Toilet Waters !

Whi' h will luriiish

use in atomizers: ;Lilly of the !
Valley, Crab-apple Blossom. Arbutus,
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at

OF KYEKY LOVER OF THE BEATTIE I'
IN FOK.M AND COl,OIL
1

ALL TEX CEXTS PER OX.
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& Gallet’s new

Soaps
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ported Atomizers. ia°v" £,au?
old atomizers

Avoid Imitations.

of Jesus.

repaired at slight cost.
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Novelette

"i
j The au'lmr of “The Triumph
j Death” is writing tor the

Line of

L

The infancy "I the Christ will '<d
;t
elm racierist ic narCie basis
r > i. i>.
rative by (ieorm II. 111? [ > \s
I>. The article will lie lu\ i<l.. illuswith exquisite renroduetrated
tions<d the most lamous jiau,'tines
of tie Madona and Child.

he i>tory

of the
Childhood

CHRISTM \S 11 K KA 1.1 > a story
of appropriate theme amt m
I tense tinman interest,
j JOHN STRANOK W 1N1KK
STT A K I
i
i WILLIAM LE <»l'L\.

by

j

D’Annunzio
HEKLA

M

<

MJt

J. S. OF DALE.
of each of these ta ented and t mI From the pen
!
lar writers of fiction will he a romance >f
more than usual fascination

j

and look at them.

SIX OTHKK
(ilKTKU STORY

IKI.LKUS

Will also eontrihute to the pafie.s of this
ble number of the SI'NDAY HERALD.

lia-

Has chosen as his text ,n

a

elegant discourse. “Somo
Thoughtt* <1 Christmas.'*

FaRRAR

DEAN

POOR & SON,

“Christmas
Conjurinj4” is the subject ol'
u delightful article by

1

PROFESSOR

HOF I M W

|cough
mayj HALE’S
lead

Druggists,
...THE...

makes]
i it so KOREHOUND

FOR THE LITTLE FOLK there will he a Ip 'bay
feast of ( hristmas tun.
FOR THE FAIR SEX the latest thing- n Cnriscmas Fashions.
lie
FOR THE LOVER OK THE U l'lCRol S
brightest ami best work in up-to lam raric.v-

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.

Among the nnitiy other literati features ot this
epoch making edition will be an article o; absorbing interest on

1

to
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:

|
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B -lfast,
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33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me,
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Spring
Is used in

1
The taxpayers of the city of Belfast are hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for 1897 are now due and immediate payA discount of two per cent,
ment is requested.
will be allowed on all taxes paid before Jan. 1,
1898. 1 shall be in my office in Memoriai building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further notice
M. C. HILL, Fax Collector
Belfast, Sept. 8, 1897—tf30
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In the full page drawing:-in color will be icpro-

FEED,

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is
medicine that has long been tested
private practice. Bold by druggists 2
2
generally.

ture.
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FOUR MAGNIFICENT

the
begin
you
foundation. It is so with the
L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
They make stomach and digestion right, and thus furnish
good material with which to
build. You will have a good
strong body in which to dwell
if you use “ L. F.”

numbers and

changes will offset the possible Republican
Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and glorious to watch the night march maloss already referred to. Tennessee, Mislaugh was on the other side when
all stock, cured in dO minutes by Woolford’s
jestically on, to see the moon and her sisand
souri,
Virginia,
Texas,
Mississippi,
> discovered after the election that
Lotion. This never fails. Sold by ter
planets pace through their magnificent
Florida will continue to be represented by Sanitary
luties iu which he spoke increased
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
circles of harmonious light and law; till
Democrats, reducing the certain DemRepublican majorities about one ocratic
Deacon Grimes. “I saw you at our church with a
magic suddeuness, the dense purmembership to twenty-five. That Sunday. That was a masterful
ad votes over last year.
It was
arraignment
West Virginia, Wisconsin, North Dakota, of Satan that Mr. Texter gave us wasn’t ple skies change to a pearly gray, the
“lie laughs best who
•r case of
and California will send Republicans to it?” Fogg. “Yes, it was simply awful. But, moon sinks pallidly out of sight, the
do you know, I have made it a rule in life
last.”
the next Senate no one who is in touch not to make us my mind upon any matter j stars are extinguished one by one, like
until [ have heard both sides.” [Boston lamps when the feast is ended, and mornutries which are operating upon a with the trend of events doubts.
Transcript.
ing begins to suggest its approach in the
These with the Republican gain in Marybasis have been bordering on panics
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
freshening air. The yelps of the coyotes,
Silver has decreased land and New Jersey, will increase the
•i tire last year.
City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of
v per cent,
or one-fifth of its value
Republican membership to forty-seven. ‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two the hooting of owls and the movements of
doses of it did me more good than any medi- the hobbled horses
bring you back to
that time.
Thus, if a man loaned The belief here is that Delaware will send cine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
earth again, and you are ready for the
a
4tn45.
to
succeed
lie would receive but $400 in payRepublican
Gray if tin? Re- Co., Druggists, Belfast.
breakfast.
Speaking of eating, 1
lie would receive five hundred silver publicans in that little borough do not
“No, thank you! I've got some money of camp
said Tommy politely, when the shall never forget the delicious meals I
my
own,”
themselves
as
did
two
is in payment for
the five hundred tangle
up,
they
plate was handed to him at church. [House- had at this ranch on the
Gallinas, and
dollars which he had loaned, but years ago in the Addieks-Higgins fight.
hold Words.
could the habitues of Young’s or DelIf
conditions
Indiana
present
would be worth in the markets of the
continue,
Rheumatism l ured in a Day.
are confident
monicos’, enjoy their repasts as much as
they will elect
but four-fifths of the value loaned, Republicans
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neusuccessor.
Indiana is au indusTurpie’s
cures in 1 to d days.
Its did we, they would decide the conundrum
is a condition which would exactly
ralgia
radically
trial State, and with the improvement in
action upon the system is remarkable and
by answering, “We live to eat.” Disc people who were last year clamorher industries, due to a Republican admysterious. It removes at once the cause
ministration, there should be no question and the disease immediately disappears. tances are so magnificent on these plains
an opportunity to pay their debts
about tbe complexion of the legislature she The first dose greatly benefits: 75 cents. that if one is to make a long journey it
predated money.
In New York it is Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists, Belwill elect next year.
is necessary to camp at night.
But there
4mo45
believed one year of Tammany will secure fast.
is no dampness here, and if you hive a
friends of silver are becoming fewer a Republican legislature and give 1‘latt a
“Hopsmith ought to take his wife with
him to the Klondike.” “Any special rea- light tent, or a Kenwood sleeping bag,
■wer.
Senator Stewart lias told the Republican colleague in the Senate.
It is thus perfectly apparent that the re- son?” Y«s: I’ve noticed she always does you will slumber warm and well.
This
that they may as well fall in line
sult of the recent “Democratic gains” their snow shovelling at home.”
[Detroit is a
and
for
country
sportsmen,
splendid
t their share of prosperity, as it is was to
absolutely assure the control of the Free Press.
good horses and wagons can be hired
Senate to the Republicans.
ss to talk silver now; ex-governor
$100.
E. F. Page, Ju.
cheaply.
Dr. K. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
lil lias dropped silver, and is said to
May be worth to you more than $100 if
Clayton, New Mexico, Nov., 1897.
rganizing a paper-money party, and
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antelope

“Nothing is sacred to these professional
jokers.” “Oh, yes. Their old jokes. [Philadelphia North American.
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Lubin’s Latest Odors!

of storms.

scattered

water.

cases

way.

It is much broken by
small canons, which afford the best protection in a blizzard, and good springs,

severest

china

heretofore; neater and
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The Christmas

cure

There does not

much
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Sets

finer country for the woolly aniand with intelligent care it would

impossible

seem

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
An
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the sheep ranch

which is in the
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is amusing.
of
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the runway to the cars.
The whole pack
is at his heels and be will lead them

Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by "New Great South
American Cuke."
It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding prompttess in relieving pain m bladder, kidneys and back,
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost, immediately.
If you want
relief
and
cure
this is the remedy.
quick
Sold by A A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
Belfast, Me.
iy28 !
First Boy. “I say, Tommy, do you work
for Robinson .’" Second Boy
I guess he
thinks I do.
’T any rate, he pays me every

S.

|\ EL W A f\ L/

ed for the purpose is used.
lie will walk
nrough the herd and then start through

flours.

by

tone no., money
.vr,
\V
in.

t0 any one f,,r t,rst information ot a vaean p.
for a Bookkeeper Stenographer Tea- he■:
Telegraph operator which we successfully fill. Business houses upp: i,-, a
•
-he v.,
competent assistants without charge. Refer to prominer t patrons n ev< rv part
The next best thing to attending the MOST CELEBRATED BUSINESS Se lloOL
Ame;
-i
If you are unemployed and w a
is tc. take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
-.yt
send ten two-cent stamps for five easy lessons in shorthand. Beautiful Calami-:,.. frAddress (mention this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES. President Poughkeepsie New York
n

So in

Sun.

>

,.

wheat.

gate

x

or personally
Our system o. t< clung giv.
actual
daily experience in every branch ot business, in-■! lira'
Banking. Merchandising, Commission. Insurance Transpo-:
tion, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students \W
train for Practical work and always secure situations for wuu-ky
Students
graduates of our Business and Shorthand ('ours, s
enter any day
No vacations. Expenses moderate. lion t throw a wav
going to temporary schools when it will cost you less to ate nd th 11K>T
a number of students who have left incompetent te e hers in di-'
tell us that six months here is equal to a year in any other school

the second.

to have

here

animals and

or Buckboards.
ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROOPTLYMI.l.E D.

The second

of it will be

use

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

duplicated
“baking”

| duplicate of the first, and the
^tenth barrel will be just the

first of the year and the outlook for the
next four years, at least, is very encourag-

heavily loaded
Sheep are silly

..

^TEAIS 0 TlIfflODTs. EVERY DESCRIPTION,^

of

creased demand

high street.

Opposite Windsor Hotel

PROPRIETORS.

something

attractive,

MA1NF
.HniTL,

I

while will feel
a

vial.

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,

who has lived

There is

a

if you are in doubt about your disease ivrite to I’rof. Munyon, 1305 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, for free medical advice.

BFLFAST

here to

are

a

cents
wiunyon s Kemedies at all druggists, mostly
Guide
to
Health
free.
Munyon’s

UI.Ll rtjl

many cultured, educated people on the
plains; those who have come for their
as

m

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,

You will find

a

to

are a

11 women.
ty Munyon's Vitalize- restores lost
to
weak men. trice, $1.
powers

adopted:

were

Despair

£3V Munyon's then mat. ism (' ore seldom
fails to relievo in one to three hours,
and cures in a few days. Price, 25 cents.
Of*Munyon s Dyspepsia Cure positively cures ail forms of indigestion and
stomach trouble. Price, 25 cents.
*
£3V Munyon's Cold Cure pre vents pneumoiiia and breaks up a cold in a few
hours. Price, 25 cents.
|
f £3?"M u n yon's Cough Cu re stopscoughs,
I niglit sweats, allays soreness, and speed*
ily heals the lungs. Price, 25 cents.
Ity Munyon's Kidney Cure speedily
cures pains in the back, loins or groins,
and all forms of kidney disease.
Price,
25 cents.
£3?' Munyon's ITeadache Cure stops
headache in three minutes. Price, 25
cents.
£y Munyon's Pile Ointment positively
cures all forms of piles.
Price, 25 cents.
$3F" Munyon's Blood Cure eradicates
all impurities of the blood. Price, 25
cents.

and spinnaker.
On yawls—The same as on sloops and cutters, with mizzen and mizzen-staysail ami

herded princithough there

are

Thousands of Homes Have Been Rescued From
and Gloom by this New Assist of Cure.

their ranges.
Land with living water on
il is valuable and most of it has been

*

over

good condition

goverment laud,
large companies which

on

are some

rily wrong. Chicago is the town that was
laid out by cows.
See the I/on. Wash.
Hesing’s instructive pamphlet on “Cows

For Over

fat and in such

convenient.

The people of other cities claim that Boswas laid out by cows.—Edward Everett
Hale.

week."

a

come

The population of our county
rapidly increasing and the consumption
of meat is becoming larger every year.
The cost of labor and of all ranelie supplies
has decreased largely in the past live
years, and the shipping points are more

ton

Kellef In Six

winter, but even
severe storm the

profitable.

Cows.

V

mild

a

is

make,

[.V

raised

are

that the Joss would be very light. Properly conducted the cattle business is very

health

and Fire Insurance.”

for

should

dreams of the Maine born
man 01 women whose life
an«J efforts lie
in other fields I*
epitomized in a stanza
ir<>m a poem, written
anonymously, and
first read at a dinner of Maine
people in
( hieago a few
years ago, entitled ‘•Motherland of Maine"
The stanza is quoted on
the cover of the booklet, as follows:
To-night, across my senses steals the perfume of the j>: ne ;
O, sweeter far, to homesick hearts, than
drafts of fragrant wine.
Ag.*iii uplift the sea-girt isles where sylvan
beauties reign,
And dreams of thee eome back to
me, (J
motherland of Maine.

people

sorghum

feed the

are

i he home

The

The immense herds have discattle are run in smaller

bunches.

by railroads.

licans, 24 Democrats, 0 silver Republicans,
»»

business has

poorer animals in winter.
The past summer and spring has been
very favorable to stock and all kinds
The indications
are looking splendidly.

a

The Havoc of

the

the Most Potent

as

Remedial Agents Ever Discovered.

lowance

keep sail,
jib, jib topsail, gaif-topsail
the

also,

Then,

and

wells,

history

New York, and James

breeding.
conducting

for

improved.
appeared,

to

“Motherland of riaine.”
The
issued

Universally Recognized

had not

method of

Agents,

glory;

purchase,

com-

Maine Cent ml railroad has just
little booklet tuar every Maine
or
woman either, should read.
man,
It
is called “I he Gulf of
Maine,” tne title
Tuiph of Indiana, White of California,and
old
beingthe
geographical designation of
NI'
:<T 1 nf Wisconsin.
Although States the grand sweep of ocean that washes the
did not hold elections which form the shores of the “hundred haibored" State.
I'lieic is more in the
Rods of this conclusion, the e lections of
booklet, which is
from the pen of Annie G.
Pepper, than
this month, however, may be said to have
j the title indicates. It is really a
pocket
death
warrants
of
the
Gorman
of
signed
<d the S ate,'gotten
up in a catchy
M i:y!a:i‘t. Smith of New
Jersey, and and bright style, and breathing the “down
home
that every Maine born poiMurph> of New York. Mr. Gorman’s son feelsspirit
toward the region of his birth.
sin-t t-ssor
will he elected this coming i
Secondarily it is designed to interest the
winter, and is sure to be a Republican.
tourist, though it is on t higher plane
The other two, Kdward Murphy, Jr., of than the average tourist literature issued
Democratic Senators who will step down
in March, lsns'bare Roach of North Dakota,

Will

announced in his

your

F- H. FKAN-IS & CO

equally certain to be
place taken, however,

Virginia, Gorman ot Maryland, Gray of
Delaware, Mills of Texas, Mitchell of
total, Wisconsin, Money of Mississippi, Mursince
phy of New York, Pasco of Florida,

It

ministration

m

is

scares, quarantines, etc., the
total for that month was great-

vei

More than

—

—

re-elected.

reeds Review says that in spite of
active trade of October, due to
lie

on

Kentucky—who

country

than when

means

The He .rt Must not be Trifled with.
the Senate, and if any
Where there are
symptoms of weakness,
there
should be l)r. Agnew’s Cure for the
Democrat can find any “gains” there or!
it s a magical
fieart,
remedy, gives relief in
any cause for happiness, he will be en- thirty minutes, aud there
are thousands who
It is now testify that it cures
titled to a 10-to-l silver medal.
permanently. Mrs. \V.
|
Bundle
of Dundalk, Out
says: “1 was
}•
apparent that uo less than seven of the ior
years unable to attend to my household
thirty*four Democrats in tlie Senate are duties. I used Dr. Agnew’s (hire for the
Heart, the result was wonderful, the pain
morally c ertain to be succeeded by Repub- Bft
m.* immediate
ly after the first dose, and
licans. and still another—Lindsay, of a few bottles cured.” 13.
their effect

was

Republicans retiring are Aldrich
(R. I ), Burrows (Mich.), Clark (Wyo.),
Davis (Minn.), Ilale (Me.), Ilanna (Ohio),
Mr. Bryan Hawley (Conn.),
Lodge (Mass.), Proctor
to increase
(A t.), Guay (Pa.), and Wilson (Wash.).

iml yet the Treasury figures showand millions
lien
are millions

it

plete satisfaction.

^

have made substan-

tial gains.
One of the most important, in fact the
really important, result of the elections

nearly

of free coinage of

all,

it is the Democrats

Of the :»0 Senators who will retire March

are

style you want.

hap-

2. Isos, 11 are Republicans. 12 Democrats,
2 silver Republicans, and 2 Populists.
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—

battle has

what has

now

ng that tin* only way
dating medium of the

'on,

pened, and whether
or Republicans who

the

just

see

the receipts of the
corresponding date last

over

he

a

over

days

the

than

by

of

that the smoke

cleared away, and

ilepubli

—
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Well, it is a good thing to be easily satisfied, a very good tiling. Hut it may not
he a bad plan to really look the field over,
now

has gotten a
from the “solid South.”
Time

Maryland

oh! State of

1 his
stamp guarantees
the best
workmanship that
is possible to secure
anywhere.
It warrants the
leather good
it ensures
comfort
it
means, the

the late elections.

cattle

their

Munyon's Homeopathic Home Remedies.

Time Allowance Cut Out. New Rules as to Sails
At a special
meeting of the Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts in Boston Nov. 11th the
delegates had a lengthy
discussion on the restoration of the time
allowance rule for old boats. It was decided to give no allowance next
year. The
vote was 13 to 7—not the
necessary twothirds. The clubs voting against time al-

The managebeen careful of expense, I the hardest blow that was ever struck at
vested interests,n and will cut down the
the market w as over supplied, and as a renumber of entries in the races.
sult it was almost hard to give away
1 he association
unanimously voted to
calves.
Cattle men ceased to breed and divide the 18 aud 21-foot class into cabin
aud open divisions,
leaving the definition
began to sell everything they could, even of a cabin to the executive
committee to
The over production stop- make some reasonable
to the cows.
rules that will
out
were
decimated.
the
herds
It
and
keep
machines
with
ped
only make-believe cabin trunks.
The association rewent too far and beef became scarce and
fused to reduce tiie crew one man in all
consequently dear. Calves that would classes, and voted to restrict the sails to
not bring six dollars five years ago are
be carried as follows:
Ou
now hard to buy tor iottijteen dollars, and
schooners—viainsail, foresail, forestavolder cattle have increased in value in a sail, jib, Hying jib, jib topsail, mam and foregatt-topsail, maintopmast-staysaii and spinlarger proportion. Good cows are hard to naker.
Oil sloops and cutters—Mainsail,
as their owners prefer to
forestay-

Letter.

Washington, Xov. lotli, 1807. The
political Mark Tapleys in the Democratic
party are complacently announcing that
they are well satisfied and really encouraged by the “gains” which they made in

stock,

of

height

and then came the crash.

'•'lie.

Mexicans will

made in live

in the

were

ment

Our

easily

had been

kings

four years.

by ex-candisilver is all right

legitimate

a

on

up

scale, properly regulated by supply and
demand.
About ten years ago vast herds
roamed these western plains, fortunes

.Jones still sticks

in

■

has gone

products

J

W same prices that we get •
• everywhere —in our own A

for the last

New Yachting Rules.

The cattle and sheep interests of our
country have in the last year improved to
a very great extent, and the value of their

pure water...
this famous

water for sale.

spring

A. A.

have

HOWES & CO.

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

some

wholesome and delicious.

J. E. Sargent of Boston spent Sunday in
town.

Abner Warren made
Brewer last week.

a

visit to his brother

day.

at

A. J. Nickerson made

a

mi

business trip to

Bangor the past week.

j

Rev. Freeman E. Merithew of Pittsfield is
visiting friends in town.
School in Union district closed for
weeks vacation Wednesday.

Jl*

twro

a

C. F. Gordon went to Boston by train Friday and returned Tuesday evening.

Ship Bangalore, Capt. A. N. Blanchard,
will

load at London for New York.

POWDER

Mrs. Desire Buck and daughter Albertina
left Saturday for their home in Marion, S. C.

Absolutely Pure

The Searsport Cadets gave a very pleasant
whist party atG. A. R. hall last Friday evenROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

Sell. Marcellus, Capt. A. A. Larrabee,
for Boston Monday with a cargo of

sailed

hay.
H. Lorrimer and Edward Ford left
Monday to join bark Alice Reed at New
Y'ork.
A.

G. Paine of Portland, and Mrs. Paine of
Bangor were the guests of J. H. Lane this
week.
L.

J. M. Gilkey returned last week
from a visit to her sun Charles at Pleasautview, Mo.
Mrs.

Nichols

family left by
steamer Nov. 22nd lor Malden, Mass., where
they

A.

and

will remain.

Bark Evie Reed, Capt. A. T. Whittier, has
chartered to load general cargo at New York
for New Zealand.

Nalnim Mosman, who is 75
Monroe
years old and somewhat feeble-minded,wandered from home Saturday and entering the
woods became lost. Neighbors and friends,
to the number of 50 or more, started out to
search for the missing mau as soon as it was
realized that he was unable to return home.
The hunt was continued all Saturday night,
and it was not until 10 o’clock Sunday morning that the searchers were rewarded by
He was wandering
finding
about bewildered in Charles Buzzell’s woods.
Mrs. Mosman is very thankful for the kindness of those who aided in the search.
Mosul

Mr.

m.

Troy. The Ladies’ Aid Society recently
held a pie sociable at Mr. David Piper’s.
Although a very stormy evening about forty
were present and everyone had a good time.
_Mrs. Inez Harding amt daughter Katrina
spent last week in Brooks, visiting relatives
and friends_B. F. Harding made a busiHe will
ness trip to Belfast last Saturday.

were

Morrill. Rev. A. D. Thibodeau, assisted
by Miss Nellie Thompson, is holding revival
meetings at East Knox this week....Miss
Ruth Glidden of East Jefferson was a guest
I. D. White’s last week....Mrs. Nellie
Hatch returned last Friday from a three
weeks’ visit in Boston-Mr. Carlisle Webb
of Unity was a guest at F. A. Grey’s last
Wednesday and Thursday.... Rescue L odge,

at

G. T., meets at the Grange Hall next Saturday evening to choose officers and take
up the regular lodge work.
Montville. Charles Talbot and
Volney Thompson have been drawn as grand
jurors to the U. S. Court in Portland and
Charles Stevenson and Leon Wiggin as trial
jurors of the same court-Miss Eliza Cain
is learning millinery with Wells & Co. in
Belfast_Mrs. C. O. Jordan has been visiting her pareuts, Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Bennett.
_Walter Bartlett came home from Orono
Wednesday to spend Thanksgiving with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Bartlett. He
teach this winter and return to
Orono for the spring term at the U. of M.
-Mrs. Eleanor Cain and daughter Mrs.
Hart, have moved to Belfast and will reside
with Mrs. Cain’s youngest daughter, Mrs.

expects

to

Chester Perkins, on Elm street.Miss
Fannie Carter has gone to Freedom to spend
the winter with her sister.
Swanville.

Last week

Misses

Louise

Cunningham, Julia Chase and Kathie Nickerson left for a visit to Boston aud vicinity.
The young people were disappointed by
-Mrs. Emma Y. Cunningham intends to
the snow on the ice, as they had only enjoyspend the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
ed two days of skating.
El bridge, in Franklin, Mass_Harry CunThe ladies in the village are organizing a
ningham has gone to Detroit_Clifton Cunthis
in
Burnham
of
school
bis
term
whist club which will meet every two weeks begin
ningham and Lester Robertson have returnweek_Miss Luna Ferguson is teaching
during the winter months.
ed from up-river-Miss Linnie Holmes of
in East Troy_Miss Faustina Whitaker
Capt. Alanson Ford arrived last Friday, made a brief visit home from Castine Nor- Rockland is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
and will remain at home while his bark, tlie
Elbridge Greeley.Miss Vina Nickerson
mal school last week. She will teach the
has gone to Bar Harbor for the winter_A.
Alic e Reed, is loading at New Y'ork.
winter term of school on Bagley Hill. Fred
Eugene Nickerson has returned to Portland.
A bunion Thanksgiving service w’ill be
Bagley will teach at Rogers’ Corner, Fred
held this evening at the M. E. church. Rev. Mv rick at Troy Corner, Eva Garcelon at the .Basil Herbert, the remaining son of
Herbert and Elvira Cunningham, died last
D. II. Fernald will deliver the address.
Centre.
Friday afternoon of pneumonia; and at 2
Sears Lodge, I. O. O. F., will work the
Camden. Rev.T. S. Sampson of Portland
o’clock Saturday morning Hazel Perene,
second degree at a regular meeting Friday preached at the Baptist Church last Sunday
the infant daughter of Fred aud Sadie Cunevening, and refreshments will be served.
morning in exchange with the pastor, Rev. ningham, died of the same disease. Both
F. M. Preble_E. D. Crockett has sold his
E b. Lypbers lias completed the house he
funerals were conducted at their houses
interest in the livery stable of Crockett &
was at work on at Frankfort, and has securSunday by Rev. R. G. Harbutt and Rev. O.
ed a situation in the Pierce’s pattern shop.
Pearson to Dr. J. W. Pearson.Fred
H. Fernald, respectively. The sorrowing
Mr and Mrs. J. A. Clement and Mrs. Aldus is tending Negro Island light, during parents have the sympathy of a
large circle
Prudence Johnson left by train Nov. 21id for a short absence of the keeper. Mr. Howard of friends in this town-Ann
Maria, widow
Daytona, Fla., where they will spend the Gilley.Eugene Curtis and wife have of the late George Ordway, wishes to tender
moved into Miss Kuowlton’s house on High her thanks to the
winter.
rnauy kind friends who
Nov. 17th, were so
Ship W. J. Botch, Capt. S. C. Lancaster, street.Wednesday evening,
thoughtful of her in her trouble.
Lozier gave his monologue, “Your
She supplied us with a few items which we
put into Talcaliuano Nov. Xdtb on her pas- Chaplain
Mothers Apron Strings,” at the M.E. Church. did not obtain
before. They were married
sage from New York to San Francisco, leakIt abounded in wit and good sense.
Satur- in Lowell June
16, 1866, by Rev. Mr. Peck
ing and with carge shifted.
day evening he gave his lecture on “Old and came to this town about 22
The selectmen of Searsport and Stockton
years ago.
Glory” to an appreciative audience.
Springs, accompanied by surveyor Brock,
Liberty. The Georges’ River Grange in
Sandypoint. Mrs. Cora Plummer, who
have been perambulating the line, between
this village is now prospering finely. By
has been in Boston several weeks, arrived
the two
towns

the past week.

Friends here of George A. Mitchell are
very much gratified at bis promotion to
chief clerk of the Eastern branch, National
Home for disabled volunteer
at

soldiers,

Togus.
Steamer City of Bangor will leave Boston
Friday, Nov. 2bt.li. on the Penobscot’s time.
The Penobscot will be withdrawn for ad-

justment

of

machinery before going into
winter service.
The Bangor will make two
trip- per week arriving here Wednesday and
Saturday from Boston,
Thursday from Bangor.

and

Monday

and

Another of the herd of deer that have
their home in this vicinity lias been
shot.
While Herbert Black’s hired man was
chopping Wood on the Black road be beard the

home Saturday-Miss Lucia Shiite, who
has been attending the fall term of tha sem-

inary

Bucksport, is at home for a vaca.James Stowers is here from Hampden for a few weeks-Miss Violet Berry
began school last week in the Centre district. Miss Inez Maxrield began this week
at the Brook, and Miss Ethel Maxtield at
the Narrows.... Mr. O. H. Worthly of Bangor Seminary preached here last Sunday.
Owing to tin1 weather the attendance was
not as larg<- as usual-A cold wave visited
at

tion...

this

vicinity

last week.

Saturday morning

the thermometer stood 5° above zero_Sociable in the hall this, Thursday, evening.
All are^ invited... Mr. Alston Ellis lately
moved into the Stowers house, so-called, on
the hill-Mrs. Herbert Mixer, Mrs. Ursula
Thompson anil Miss Clara Thompson have
moved into Capt. H. S. Black’s house.

which a new member
made a high count special efforts were made
for candidates, and the result^s that sixty
reason

of

a

contest in

members have been added, aud nearly
have taken the two first degrees.
A
special meeting will be called to confer the
two last degrees on the entire sixty members at onetime. Hall St.George has been engaged, as the Grange hall is inadequate for
new

all

the occasion....
the

Eastern

Arbutus Chapter, Order of

Star,

will

give

an

entertain-

Hall St. George Nov. 30th_Rev.
Mr. Whitten of St. George preached at the
church last Sunday. There was a children’s
Sunday school concert at the church in the
evening-The 3d degree in masonry was
conferred upon Arthur Ritchie, Esq
last
ment at

Friday evening-An effort is being made
to organize a volunteer fire company in this
report of a gun, and soon a deer ran past
village-Another invoice of skins has arbleeding from a bad gun shot wound. Is it
rive at the tannery... .Charles Bagley, the
Palermo.
Rev.
E.
not time that, some of our
Harry
Hinckley, pastor stage driver, has moved from his farm on
wardens took a
of
the
First
was
ordained Bolan hill into the
baud to enforce the law
Baptist church,
Mathews house on Riv-

The committee who are assisting Mr. J. A.
Colson in locating some of the soldiers who
enlisted in the quota of
Searsport have
made the following list of those whose settlement at the time is in doubt. It was
deemed best to give the list to the

public
having knowdedge

aud

request that any one
of the residence of the persons named, would
communicate with J. A. Colson. Ira P.

Allen,Zetham Berry, Augustus Burgin, Otis
M. Churchill, James
Clark, Weston Clark,
Jesse Colson, Ezekiel R.
Crockett, Freeman
II. Curtis, Elisha H.
Emerson, William
Emery, Joseph E. Harriman, William H.
Mason, George F’. Smart, Andrew Lufkin,
Charles Treat, Benjamin
Tasker, John
Ward, John W. Winslow, Edward W.
W’oods, Benjamin Haines.
NORTH SEARSPORT

ITEMS.

Miss Jennie Carter returned home from
Boston last week.
Miss Rena Black, who has been
sick list, is improving slowly.

on

the

The Sunday school at this place is still
a good attendance.

running, with

F. L. Trundy and A. Stinson visited South
Branch Grange last Saturday
evening.
South Branch will begin a contest at their
next

meeting.

The school at this place closed last
Friday
alter a successful term taught by Zenie
Hartshorn of Swanville. We visited the
school at the close of this and of the last
term and

could

see

much improvement.

C. O. Fernald bought the schoolhouse in
district No. 10 and has moved it to his place
for a carriage house.
Wm. J. Mathews
bought the old schoolhouse in district No,
0 and

lienery.

take it down and use it for a
What a story that old house could

will

tell if it could speak.

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

Nov. 11th. The council met in the afternoon and the ordaining exercises took place
in the evening.
Rev. J
W. Hatch of
Fairfield made the opening prayer, Rev. J.
M. Wyman of Augusta preacheu the ordination sermon, Dr. A. T. Dunn of Waterville
made the ordination prayer, Rev. H. W. Abbott gave the right hand of fellowship, Rev.
C. H. Williams of Aina gave the charge to
the pastor, Dr. A. T. Dunn congratulated
the church on their choice of a pastor, Rev.
Albert Leach of China gave the charge to
the church, and Rev. H. E. Hinckley closed
with the benediction... .Z. ,S. Parker of
Hallowell was in town last week working
up a singing school at the old centre school
house. Tuesday evening, the 23d, he gave a

free lesson-Elmer Worthing is building
an ice house.
Appleton.

Mrs. O. W. Currier returned
Wednesday from a two weeks visit with
friends in Garland_Miss Zoa Johnson,
who has been visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Johnson, has returned to Stone.The funeral of the late Isaac
ham, Mass
Wellman was held at the family residence
Nov. 14th, Bro. T. P. Gale of Union officiating-Pearl Danforth of Washington will
teach the winter term of school in grade district.
Mr. Danforth has just closed a ten
weeks term of high school here, and gave a
very satisfactory school-William Walker,
a former resident of Appleton, who with his
..

wife removed to Conrad, Iowa, two years
ago, died at that place Nov. 3d. He was
living with Simon E. Daggett ...William
H. Meservey and son, Chas. E. Meservey of
Rockland, were here to attend the funeral of
Miss Betsy C. Ripley, who died Nov. 9th, at
the age of 85 years. Miss Ripley was the
last of a large family, and had been living
with her nephew, Elmer Ripley, several
years.
Unity. Mr. Frank Ames of Skowhegan
is the guest of Chas. Bartlett this week_
Mrs. A. R. My rick, who has been suffering

Searsmont. The winter schools will have
a ten weeks term with the following teachers:
Village school, Grace B. Simmons of
Morrill and Hattie Bean of Searsmont;
North Searsmont school, Alice M. Poor of

her hand, called in Dr.
Cook and he pronounced it a tumor. It was
taken out and she is now doing well_
Charlie Rolfe returned from Gorham Saturday night to spend his vacation with his

Searsmont, Isabelle M. Towle of Belfast; Mountain school, Alice W. Knight;
Ghent school, Dana A. Luce; Ridge school,
Sadie L. Fuller; Magog school, Mrs. Alice
M. Ripley; school in No. 11, Mrs. Gena
Clapp; Severance school, Josephine Knight;
Union school (South Montville) Annie
Stevens of Appleton.

parents-Mrs. Fred Farwell and daughter
returned from Lowell, Mass., Nov. 20th....

East

Stockton Springs. Mrs. Sarah Clifford
has gone to Brooklyn, N. Y., to remain for
the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Frank
Colcord,and family_Capt. Horace Griffin,
who has been employed in Bangor for several months, has returned home....Mrs.
James Treat returned from Boston Nov.
18th after a pleasant visit of several weeks
with her daughter, Mrs. Weston Doe, and
family_Mr. Edward Libby has returned
from a visit to his uncle, Mr. Wilbur Grant,
in Kingman... .Mrs. Sarah Morse left by
train Monday for West Brookfield. MassThe Current Events Club will meet with
Mrs. Frank'Cousens Friday afternoon, Nov.
26th.

with

a

bad

H. C.

sore on

Chandler

Waterville
last Saturday on business_Mr. Samuel
Kelley returned from Montana Nov. 17th
and intends to spend the winter here....
Mrs. Levi Whitten burned her arm quite
badly last week-Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Stevens were presented with a bouncing girl Nov.
16th....The W. R. C. are still doing good
work. They have decided to meet at the
members houses through the winter, and
met with Mrs. A. R. Myrick Nov. 17th.
They will meet with Mrs. H. C. Chandler
Mr.

went

to

Dec. 15th....The Odd Fellows Lodge is
flourishing, both socially and financially. Its
members include some of our best citizens.
They lately bought a tine organ for their
hall....Dr. Thomas went to Augusta Nov.
17th and when he returned he brought with
him a bride, formerly Mrs. Foote of Washington, D. C. He has not entirely recovered
from his sickness.... Mrs. Samuel Kelley
spent a few days last week in Fairfield visiting friends.

er

Boston; Marcellus, Larrabee, do.; Fairy
Forest, Smith, do.
Nov. 22. Schs. Maria Webster, Turner,
Rockland; Harriet Rogers, Lynain, Seal
Harbor; Garland, Alien, Stoniugtou; Nonpareil, Cousins, do.

Twenty rods above the bridge there

open water at noon and boys
skating there before dark.
was

Centre

ing.

Mrs. G.

Brooks. Charles Albert Lane has a handcollection of birds’ eggs in a case at T.
A. Elliott’s store, where he* is employed.
There are 1G0 varieties in the case_The
Marsh River froze over suddenly last Fria

Royal makes the food pure,

street..

.Joe

Chatman, having bought
the late Henry Cook, has

the residence of
vacated the Bowler house on River street.
-Nearly all the boys who went to Albion
to w'ork on the railroad have returned. They
could not make wages enough_No apples;

potatoes; no turkeys_W. D. Sanford
is in Rockland on business.

no

Winterport. The notable event of the
week was the marriage of Miss Mary E.
Chase to Rev. C. L. Banghart of Oldtown.
The wedding took place at the home of the
bride’s mother, Mrs. C. M. Chase, Thursday
morning at 10 o’clock. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. J. P. Simonton in his
usual felicitous manner, in the presence of
the immediate family.

Refreshments were
served, a pleasant social hour enjoyed, and
soon after the happy pair left for their home
in Oldtown, where a fine reception was
tendered them in the evening. Mrs. Banghart was one of our most popular young
ladies and will be greatly missed as a faithful worker in the church, organist for the
choir and president of the Epworth League,
ani she will also be missed in social circles.
The numerous gifts she received testified to
the general esteem in which she was held.
Among them were a dozen silver teaspoons
and a pair or tablespoons from the society,
silver fruit knives, nut-picks, butter-knife
and sugar spoon from the choir, a check
from 1 er employer, various articles of silver
ware and table linen from relatives, and individual gifts of silver, china, elegant embroidered doilies, towels, tray-cloths, etc.,
aprons handkerchiefs, sofa pillow, books,
pictures, and many other things, useful aud
ornamental, too numerous to mention. The
best wishes of her many friends for a useful
and happy life go with her to her new home.
-Will Lord left last week for Newbern.S.
C., where he expects to spend the winter.
His many friends hope he will return in the
the spring much improved in health. His
mother, Mrs. M. E. Lord, accompanied him
to Cambridge, Mass., and will visit friends
there... .Amos Wilson has gone to Boston
for a few days_Miss May Jellersou, who
has been quite ill, is recovering. Mrs. Brier
is steadily gaining.
Walter Arey has also
been quite ill but is improving_Mrs. Mary
Haley has returned from her visit to Hartford and other places... .Capt. C. E. Littlefield is at home for a brief visit to his family.
....Mrs. J. P. Simonton returned Nov. 17th
from her visitlo Boston.. .Marks Moody has
bought the Joseph Robinson place on Main
street. Some other properties are in process
of changing hands. Village property seems
to be somewhat increasing in value_The
village school closed a successful term last
Fr iday.
SHIP

NEWS.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Nov. 20.

Schs. Harriet Rogers, Lynam,

Desert; Garland, Allen, Stonington.
Sells. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess,
Vinalhaven; Fairy Forest, Smith, Rockland;
Nonpareil, Cousins, Stonington.
Nov. 22. Sch. Gazelle, Rich, Bangor.
Mt.

Nov. 21.

SAILKl).

Nov. 19.

Schs. Fannie & Edith, Ryder,

BORN.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, Nov. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Eaton, a daughter.
Foster. In Vinalhaven, Nov. 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Foster, a son.
Farrington. In Washington, D. C., Oct. 15,
to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace It. Farrington, a son.
Griddle. In Penobscot, Nov. 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lucius M. Grindle, a daughter.
Harvey. In Bucksport, Nov. 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Harvey, a son.
Mendell. In Belfast, Nov. 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph H. Mendell, a daughter.
Pressey. In Deer Isle, Nov. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. L Pressey, a daughter.
Stanley. In Swan’s Island, Nov. 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Stanley, a daughter.
Stone. Ilion, N. Y., Nov. 8, to Mr. and Mrs
George Stone, (formerly Miss Clara M. Creighton
of Thomaston) a daughter.

AMERICAN PORT8.

New York, Nov. 16. Ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton, Burgess, Bruuswick; barks R. A. C.
Smith, Hooper, Boston; Wm. B. Flint, Parsons, Conetable island and Barbadoes; brig
Havilah, Richardson, Brunswick, Ga.; sch.
Henry Clausen, Jr., Savannah; 17, cld, sch.
Wm. E. Downes, Newport News; sld, sch.
Laura, Lamson, Demerara; ar, sch. Senator
Sullivan, Crockett, Cedar Keys, Fla.; 18, ar,
bark Havana, Philadelphia; 19,Jar, sells. A.
W. Ellis, Ryder, Rockland; Colin C. Baker,
Patterson, Clark’s Island; cld, bark Willard
Mudgett, Cape Elizabeth; 20, ar, schs. D.
D. Haskell, Sarah L. ©avis and Austin D.
Knight, Bangor; 21, ar, schs. Lucia Porter,
Bangor; Huraarock, Wilmington, N. C.;
Tofa, Demerara; 22, ar, schs. Wm. Slater,
Bangor; Henry R. Tilton, Buck’s Harbor;
Methebesec, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Boston,

jnov.

if.

Ar,

scu.

raui

Clarke

Dolovek-Lurvey.
mont.

FOREIGN TOUTS.

Pernambuco, Nov. 15. Ar, bark Mannie
Swan, Higgius, Cape Town.
Loudon, Nov 19. Ar, ship Bangalore, CarManila.

IF YOU INTEND

this fall

St. John, NB. Nov. 1(>. Sch. Lizzie Poor,
ashore on Carleton Beach, did not float at
high water Wednesday night, as was expected, and may not float until next spring tides,
as she is well up on the beach.
[Before
reported a total loss.)
New York, Nov. 19. A special to the
Herald from Montevideo, Uraguay, telegraphs that five sailors of El Capitan, an
American ship, tried to desert. Three of
the men, named Robert Williams, John O.
Yeyefe and William Given, were drowned.
New York, Nov. lfi.
Bq. W, B. Flint, Parsons, from Conetable Island Oct. 20, and
Barbadoes Nov. 1, reports Nov. 13, experienced a heavy gale from N. W., lasting
3 days, in which sustained minor damage
about decks: is bound to Carteret, N. J.
Orleans, Mass., Nov 23. Sch. J. A. Parsons, Capt. Booker, which went ashore off
this place during the thick snow-storm at
midnight, was floated this morning and
proceeded apparently uninjured. The vessel
was bound from Bath for New York with
lumber and the storm prevented the captain
from seeing the lights alongshore. He discovered, however, that he was too far in and
let go an anchor, but was in the breakers
before it caught. The patrol of Orleans life
saving station saw the vessel and the crew
and went to her assistance and succeeded
during the forenoon in floating her.
Saco, Me., Nov. 19. Local ship owners
say that the three-masted schooner Julia
S. Bailey, Capt. Wyman, loaded with coal
for Saco, which is a number of days overdue
for this port, is lost. She was last reported
from Hyannis, Nov. 10, and was out in the
heavy gale of last week. The vessels which
left Hyannis at the same time have arrived
here. The Bailey hails from Gardiner.
[Capt. Wyman is an Islesboro man, and has
There is still
a wife living in that town.
hope that the vessel has been blown off and
from.
The
Bailey i* a
may yet be heard
schooner of 300 tons and was built iu Bath

Blake. In Stockton, Calif., Mrs. Eveline F.
Blake, widow of Lewis Blake, aged 81 years, 7
months and 7 days.
Boyle. In Bucksport, Nov. 7, Harry L. Boyle,
aged 12 years, 3 months and 5 days.
Curtis. In Prospect, Nov. 17, Gordon Curtis,
aged 42 years.
Cunningham.
In Swanville, Nov. 20, Hazel
Ferine, daughter of Fred and Sarah Cunningham,
aged 3 months.
Cunningham.
In Swanville, Nov. 19, Basil
Herbert, son of Herbert and Elona Cunningham,
aged 3 months and 9 days.
Cunningham. In West Surry, Nov. 13, Vinal
R. Cunningham, aged 07 years and 9 months.
Eastman.
In Jackson, Nov. 5, Abraham E.
Eastman, aged 72 years.
George. In Belfast, Nov. 19, Donald B.,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis W. George, aged 0 mouths anti
8 days.
Grant. In Ellsworth, Nov. 10, Silas I. Grant,
aged 55 years, 8 months and 19 days.
Hakbkidge. In Glen Cove, Rockport, Nov. 12,
Henry Harbridge, formerly of Criehaven, a native
of tlie Rocky Mountains, aged 05 years. The remains were taken to Matiuieus for burial.
Harden. In Appleton, Nov. 15, Rev. Cushman
E. Harden, aged 57 years, 0 months and 4 davs.
Hill. In Bucksport, Nov. 9, Enoch B. Hill,
aged 09 years, 7 months and 3 days
Jones. In Union, Nov. 15. Zinin Jones, formerly of Washington, aged 08 years
Kelley. In Rockland, Nov. 11. Fidelia (Russell). widow of Rufus Kelley, a nativeof Freedom,
aged 83 years, 0 months and 25 days.
Luce. In Nauvoo, 111., Nov. 1, Daniel Grant
Luce, a native of Vinalliaven, aged 83 vears and
19 days.
Lunt. In Braintree. Mass.. Nov. 17. George B.
Lunt, only son of Frank G. and (’amelia B. Lunt,
formerly of Bangor, aged 18 years, 10 months aud
10 days,
Marshall, in Deer Isle, Nov. 9, .Miss Carrie
Marshall, aged 15 years.
.Mitchell. In Freedom. Nov. 21, Dr. John W.
Mitchell, aged 07 years
Mosley. In Ehsworth. Nov. 10. Ellen I ,(laugh
terot Mr. and Mrs Hollis
Mosley, aged 3 vears,3
months and 4 days.
Perkins.
In ’«lenburn. Nov 9. John Earle,
infant son of P. E. and Annie Perkins,
1
month and 1 9 days.
Sargent. In Rockland. Nov. 10. G Llewellvn.
son of Arthur L
and Mary Y. Sargent, aged 3
years, 5 months and 11 davs.
Sid ELI\o ek. In Noldeboro, Nov. 7. Elijah N.
Sidelinger. aged 00 years
Treat. It; Searsport, Nov 19, Mary 1., wife of
Alva C. Treat, aged 20 sears, 2 months, is days.

Philadelphia

to

j

Portland, coal,

countered three different storms, all of
which came from the westward and blew
furiously while they lasted, aud were accompanied with squally vzeather and tremendously high and confused seas. We
were in sight of Highland Light (Cape Cod),
a week ago last Friday night, said Capt. Carter, with every prospect of reaching Boston
the next morning, and just before midnight
the wind canted N. W. and suddenly increased to a violent gale of hurricane force
in which we were blown off the coast to
lat. 39 N, a distance of over 200 miles. Luckily the Sheppard bested the terrible gale
without receiving and serious damage, save
snapping off the foretopmast and the tip-end
of jibbootn.

Call

you money.

good. Come earl

s,S»

Thanksgiving Supplies.
^
For

tea

Thanksgiving

SWIFT & PAUL’S

Your NEfV RAISINS.

PRUNES. CITRON.
PICS, SIL-

PEACHES, APRICOTS,
VER PLUMS, SEEDED

RAISINS..,,

FINE LINE OF CONFECTIONERY
NUTS OF ALL KINDS.

*

*

*

*

*

Pinest Canned Goods*, PioUles and
Preserves.
EVERYTHING YOU WANT.

SWIFT dfc PAUL masonic temple,
BELFAST.
__,_'
STATEfl ENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Searsport Savings Bank, Searsport,

As it existed

the 3d

on

Day of November. 18'

JAMES G. PENDLETON, President.

CHARLES E. GORDON, Irens;

LIABILITIES:
Deposits..
Reserve Fund.

i Undivided Profits.

..

RESOURCES:
fyOV
r,,hu.

.......

Public hauls Ownea.
United States
United States
United States

Coupon 4s., 1907...
Reg. 4s., 19U7.
Coupon 4s., 1925

is,."*.

Buildings.

world to:

Total Public Funds

out

4.000

no

5,i»on

•.«.

2.00t?

"O
no

5,000

l.ooon.»
5,0"'. m.
3,oonnn
l,«)"nmu
5eO()uU
8,non
2 on .-<>
3,On nn

*•

shudder.

'.-f

a

2,000 on

..._

caused the,

Rooks

on

sl.l4nt.ii
7 »- (•.
o.3«*.* 75

...

is.:”..

1,000

..

which

imv/rd

and

Market la hoc

:•>

Stark, ()., 5s.. 1905, behind
City ot Cincinnati, <>., 7 3-10s., 1906, Mime..
Fort Wayne, 1ml., 6s., 1899, Fund...
Indianapolis, hid, 4s., 1910. Fund...
i.ima, < >., 6s 1908, Paving
Minneapolis,Minn.,4 1 2s.,1913,Munc
Omaha, Neb., 5s., 1907. Paving.
Pawtucket. R. I., 4s. 1923, Gen. Fund.
Stillwater,Minn.,6s.,1919, Perm. Imp.
St. Paul, Minu., 7s., 1898, Sewer
Toledo, O., 5s 1903, Water
Toledo, O., 4 1 2s., 1916, lid. of Ed...
Toledo, O., 4 l-4s., 1916. lid. of Ed.
Village of Duluth, Minn., 5s 1906, Munc

of

/•.sfiniatcd

$l,ooo nn,
o.ooo m-'
5,000 on

Total United States bonds owned.
District of Columbia 5s., 1899.

was

a waste

!

/

••

This

Prices fro-

on us.

now

(

County of Clay, Ind., 5s., 1902, Road.
Milwaukee, W is., 5s 1903, Coun-

<

1 ,unn

...

4.onnnn

of Maine

52 <>00

18 oor

«'•»

>.

;
4

2.n6n nn
oil 25 no
1.14,,.

.-,’5,,,,,,,,
8.'225 nn
1 'ns''
.“’.525 1

V

s,24n

s„1(J

.,

5

••'

n

2’.!..
8.24'
l.inin
4,2<>

1

,■

,,,,

_•

1

4',
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Railroad Hands Owned.

Ogilensburg,;6s.,
Ogdensburg, 5s.,

Portland &
Portland &

1900.
1908...

Total Railroad Bonds of Maine

5,000 00
6,00000

If you would be
of

obtaining only

Total Railroad Bonds out of Maine..
Corporatiiai Ronds Owned.

sure

Total

and purest selected tea
that money can buy,

packed

so as to

5.ono 00

5.45o 00

2,91 o

nn

3,000

no

3,000 00
1,000 on

Corporation Bonds Owned.

4,000 00

Total Railroad Stock Owned.
Corporal ion Stork Owned.
International

6,100

ar-

Chase & Sanborn’s

Loans

They come only in pound
and half-pound air-tight,

19,300 00

on

1,480 00
3,5oo 00
1,400 00
4,000 00
9,500 00

on

Corporation

3,775 00
5,559 51

6,755 00
1,480 00

3,5oo 00
1,995 00

4,320

00

14.725 00

6,284 00
1,480 00

3*50000
1.40"

1
500 00

500
60000
00

600,00

2,230 00

2.230 00

1,950 00

1,950 00j

on
on

6,600 00
200 00

6,500

00
2no no

642 01
884 91

hand.....

$149,448 21

$12,581 65

$423.00.

misses

TIMBERLAKE,

AND

CHILDRENS

US WOO! SOLES,

KUBBFRS,
Having decided to close out our entire stock of
Ladies, Misses and t hiidren’s footwear, we offer
some of the best bargains ever offered in llelfast.

8c per

DCMCMDCO t^ts is a genuine closing out
IlLmLivIDLn sale regardless of cost. All
(sizes, 2 12 to 8, 0 to 13.( Coin,
Opera, Common Sense toes.

pair,

ALL

Thursday, Oct. 14th.

STEVENS BROS.,
j
j

Price

Prod nr,: Market.

COLORS.

1 FRANCIS’ sSt°oerE.

Current.

FOR THE JOCKN

Prire pnitt /»>•<•

Apples, fc> bu. *;o 1 Oiiji llav, |t> ton,! •»<>(),.
4 u 5 Hides, t> tt.
3
dried, fc> tt>.
I 30a 1 4i >1 Lamb, fc> tt>.
Beans, pea,
2
medium, 1 30cl 4o, Lamb Skins,
1751 Mutton, fc> tt-,
yel’w eyes
18« 2<i Hits, fc> bu, 32 tt., 2
Butter,
lb,
5«0 1 2 Potatoes,
lb.
Beef,
4
40.«45; Round Hog,
Barley, |> bu,
1 11: Straw t> ton. *< (K>
Cheese,
tb,
10« 1 2 Turkey, fc> tt>
Chicken, fc> lb,
Calf Skins,
1 1
f»o«75 l’allow.
14a Id Veal,
Duck, fc> lb.
tb,
25 Wool, unwashed,
Ef?gs, fc> doz,
SitlO Wood, hard, 3 of
Fowl,
tb,
13a 15 Wood, soft, 3 fOe
lb,
Geese,
*•

lietail

2 Pairs for 15c. 3 Pairs for 20c

to get a good, serviceless than wholesale

JVo. 59 Mtlin Street,;
Heljast.
4®-Mail and stage orders will receive careful

Bank Examiner.

CORRECTED WEEKLY

FIRST QUALITY

OXFOH DSanci

1

2,051 19

lielfast

SHOES,

542 O l
884 91

$162,029 86

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Ladies,

5

735 44

deposit.

Due depositors, earned dividend and accrued
State tax.

BOOTS,

1
;

...

Cash
Cash

Ladies, Misses and Children’s

>n

4*000 on
9!500 00

Ronds.

F. E.

attention.

1

00

foreclosure..

estate

Annual expenses,

continences

on

00)

Owned.$19,880 00

Estimated market value of resources above liability for deposits, earned dividend and State
tax..

Sale

183
5

1,860

Premium account.

:

at

3.oon no
i.nnnni,

Public Funds.

Unpaid accrued interest..

this chance

1

International Loan and Trust Co..Kansas City.
York Light and Heat Company, Biddeford...
Loans of mortgages of real estate.
Real

tea-leaded forms.

m*ss

"0

3’oonn.

4

District of Columbia.—.
City of Belfast..

Package Teas.

I able article
prices.

M)
,„

13,100 00

Telegraph Company

Total National Bank Stock
Loans

nnil’T

6,00"

i.noooo

00

1.*‘00 00
O/'OO 00

Xational Rank Stock Owned.
Cumberland National Bank, Portland.
First National Bank, Portland.
First National Bank, Bangor
Portland National Bank, Portland.
Searsport National Bank, Searsport.

ticles, get

UUI1

„,

8,000 00

Cleveland & Canton, Preferred.
Cleveland & Canton, Common.
Iowa Central, Preferred..

retain its

surrounding

n,,,,

i-,’t l(

Railroad stock Owned.

natural aroma, free from
the contamination of the
odors of

5

2.>nun

».

3,000 OO

Mills,^Lewiston, 6s., 1900.
Heat Co., Biddeford, 6s., 1901.

Continental
York Light

the best

5.35n 00

11,000 00

—_

Dayton & Michigan, os., 1911.
Iowa Central, 5s., 1938.

90

Boston, Nov. 21. Ar, sch. Joel F. Sheppard, Carter, Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 30, with
bard pine lumber consigned to order. Capt.
Carter reports a very rough and stormy passage, especially the last half, of which en-

Jacket

H. A. STARRETT,

38 50.

A. Hall,
cents.

—

or

1 WATCH FOR SOiTETHINU
1 IN THIS SPACE LATER.

1881.J

Sound 34 75, or Boston 34 87 1 2. Sch. Celia
F., Satilla to New York, Lumber 35. Sch.
Scotia, Mobile to New York, Lumber, p. t.
Sch. Star of the Sea, Baltimore to Galveston, coal, 31 00 and discharged. Sch. Mary

we can save

aged

Bark Grace Lyuwood, New
Charters.
York to Rio Jaueiro, case oil and lumber, p.
Bark Ed. L. Mayberry, Philadelphia to
t.

Montevideo, Lumber, $8, Buenos Ayres,
Bark Herbert Fuller, Philadelphia to
Cienfuegos, Coal, and back north of Hatteras, Sugar 18, 19@20 cents for the round.
Sch. Grace Davis, Rockport to St. Thomas,
Ice, p. t. Sch. Robt. A. Snow, New York,
via. Wilmington, N. C., to Port-de-Paix,
Lumber 37, and back north of Hatteras.
Bark Mabel I. Meyers, Turks Island to Boston, Salt 5 cents. Sch. Anna Pendleton,
Brunswick to New York, Lumber 34 02 12,

less than half the actual value of
say no more. See for yourself.

$2.50 to $12. Assortment is

ty

upper works.

33c.^

“i

BUYING

Cape

MISCELLANY.

port quarter davit.
San Fraucisco, Nov. 15.
Ship Win. J.
Rotch, Lancaster, from New York, June 9,
for San Francisco, has put into Talcahuauo
with cargo shifted and vessel leaking in

iu

prices represent
goods. We need

the entire lot,

on

If you want the best the market affords for

Perth Amboy, Nov. 20. Sld, sch. Henry
Clausen, Jr., New' Y’ork; 21, sld, sch. R ibboni, Lord, Portland.

MARINE

the

DIED.

Hopkins, Philadelphia.

Spoken. Nov. 9, lat. 33 41, Ion. 59 0.3, bq.
Frances, fnm Baltimore for Bio Janeiro.
Nov. 12, lat. 33, Ion. 14, sch. VV. Wallace
Ward, Kelsey, from Trapani for Gloucester.
Hyannis, Nov. 1(». Sch. July Fourth, in
making the dock, collided with sch. Georgietta, discharging coal, carrying away latter’s

prices

two

These

Eaton-Knowlton. In Brever, Nov. 12, Ebon
W. Eaton aud Miss Cynthia M. Knowltou, both of
Deer Isle.
Geagan-Daniei.son. In Bucksport, Nov. 23,
James E. Geagan ot Bangor and Miss Lulu M.
Danielson of \Vinterport.
Gillick-Pitts. In Rockport, Nov. 12, Patrick
James Gillick of Camden and Miss Faustina Delmar Pitts of Rockport.
Gross-Colomy. in Deer isle, Nov. 6, Clarence
H. Gross of Swan’s Island and Myra F. Colomy of
Deer Isle.
Heath-Harriman. In Orlaud, Nov. 9, William
Heath and Mrs. Fannie Harriman, both of Orlaud.
liallowell-Hallowell.
In Jefferson, oct.
31, Levanuer Hallowed and Eva M. Hallowed.
Hint-l’err ell. In Parker’s Head, Phippsburg,
Nov. 17, Fit/. Herbert L. Haul of Haliowell, formerly of Vinalliaven and Rosamond Jane Terrell
of Parker’s Head.
Maxcy-Banks. In Rockport, Nov. 13, Charles
S. Maxcy of West Rockport and Ellen Marguerite,
daughter of Capt. ana Airs. ft. W. Banks ot Rockport.
Meaks-Fuye. In Camden, Nov. 10, Ralph E.
Alears ot Dover and Ada Lou.se, daughter ot Mr.
and Mrs Fred P. Frye of Camden.
Rowland-Locke. In San Francisco, Cal., Nov.
2, Junot Al. Rowland ana Miss Annie M. Locke,
daughter of the late Samuel Locke of Belfast,
botli of San Francisco.
Turner-Smith.
In North Haven, Nov. 14,
Charles W. Turner of North Haven and Margaret
L. Smith of Bangor.

Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 18. Ar, sch. Gen.
Adelbert Ames, Small, New York; 20, ar,
sch. John C. Smith, Kneeland, New York;
sld, schs. Lizzie B. Willey, Rivers, Portsmouth; Flora Rogers, Francis, Portlaud.
Darien, Ga., Nov. 18 Ar, sch. Charlotte
T. Sibley, New Y'ork ; 19, ar, sch. E iward H.
Blake, Smith, New York; 20, old, brig H. B.
Hussey, Providence.
Port Tampa. Nov. 20. Sld, sch, R. W.

Vladivostock, Nov. 15. Sld, »hip C. F.
Sar. ent, Haskell, Port Angeles.
Bahia, Nov. 16. Sld, bark Doris, Tnonipson, R o J in uro.
Martinique, Nov. 3. Ar, sch. Glady s, A. B.
Colson.

only

-^25c.

In Bucksport, Nov. 18,
Mary Lurvey, both of Tre-

Louis Deliver and Mrs.

Portland.

fields.

and have made

Castine.

ol

line of

our

♦ PANT CLOTHS +

LaKLOW-Watts. In Newtonville, Mass Nov.
20, Benjamin F. Barlow and Mrs. Selina S. Watts,
formerly of Belfast, both of Newtonville.
Bkann-Winn. In Rockport, Nov 13, Charles
L. Braun aud Annie B. Winn, both of Rockport.
Danfokth-Clahke. In Castine, Nov. 17, Pearl
Danforih of Washington, Me., ami Miss Carrie F.

oeavey,

Macoris, Nov. 11. Ar, sch. Scotia, Davis,
Mobile.
Halifax, N. S., Nov. 15. Sld, sch. Hattie
H. Barbour, Erskine, Hubbard’s Cove, to
load for New York.
Rio Janeiro, Nov. 6. Ar, bark Good News,
Baltimore.
Freeport. N. S., Nov. 15. Ar, sch. Abbie
M. Deering, Lj nn, bound to Klondike gold

We intend to close out

MAEBIED.

Pattershall, Bangor; 18, ar, schs. Winslow
Morse, Winterport; Lillian, Bangor; 21, ar,
schs. Henry Whitney, Welch, Bangor; Joel
F. Sheppard, Carter, Brunswick, Ga.; Sea
Bird, Sellers, Bangor; 22, ar, sch. Susan N.
Pickering, Jacksonville; sld, sch. James
Holmes, Belfast.
Philadelphia, Nov. 16. Ar, sch. Isaac Oberton, Bangor; 18, ar, sch. Augustus Palmer,
Haskell, Bangor; 19, ar, ship Reaper, South
Amboy.
Portland, Nov. 30. Cld.sch. Mary A. Hall,
Rockland, to repair.
Salem, Nov. 20. Ar, sch. James A. Parsons, Bunker, Gardiner for New York.
Bangor, Nov. 17. Sld, schs. Hattie McG.
Buck, Chandler, New York; Annie R. Lewis,
Norwich and New York ; E. L. Warren, Taintor, Qmuey ; 18, ar,sch. Melissa Trask, Trask,
New York; sld, sch. Abraham Richardson,
Nickerson, New York; 19, ar, sch. Hattie
M. Howes, Hodgdon, Weymouth; sld, sch.
Webster Barnard, Marshall, Vineyard Haven; 20, sld, schs. Maud Snare, Newark, N.
J.; David Torrey, New York; Flora Condon, Boston; Helen, Batehelder, Hingham;
A. Nebinger, Robinson, New York; 22, sld,
schs. Lester A. Lewis, New York ; James A.
Garfield, do.
Dover, N. H., Nov. 15. Ar, sch. Sadie
Corey, Port Liberty.
Iceboro, Me., Nov. 18. Ar, sch. City of
Augusta, Belfast, to load for Baltimore.
Fernandiua, Nov. 16. Ar, sch. Florence
Lelaud, Spofford, Darien for Norwich; ar,
sch. Almeda Willey, New York; 22, sld, sch.
Wm. H. Sumner, Pendleton, New York.
Jacksonville, Nuv. 16. Sld, sch, Celia F.,
West, New York; 17, sld, sch. Jacob M.
Haskell, Hart, Bostou; 20, ar, sch. Jose Olaverri, Arey, Savaunah; 21, ar, sch. Penobscot, Dodge, New York.
Vineyard Haven, Nov. 16. Ar, sch. A. W.
Ellis, Rockland for New York (broke main
boom) and sld 17th.
Norfolk, Nov. 15. Ar, sch. Levi Hart,
Pendleton, New York.
Lynn, Nov. 17. Ar, sch. George Gurney,
Closson, New' York.
Charleston, S. C., Nov. 17.
Ar, schs.
Sarah D. J. Rawson, French, New York;
Leander V. Beebe, Daniels, Norfolk.
Newport News, Nov. 18. Sld, schs. Gov.
Ames, Providence; Mary E. Palmer, Haskell, Portsmouth; ar, sch. Sarah E. Palmer,

ver.

THEY MUST CO.

rnce.

lb. 7
Beef, corned,
Butter salt, 14 It bag,
Corn, fc> bu,
Cracked Corn, fc> bn,
Corn Meal, $> bu,
Cheese, $> It,

Retail Mark'
SK>
oS Lime, fc> bbl,
18 Dal Meal. $> It..
48 Onions,
lb.
48 Oil,kerosene,gal.
48 Pollock.|> It.,
14! Pork, fc> lb,

cwt, 1 25! Plaster, |> bbl,
t».
5,at) Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry, fc> tb
Si
ewt.
8ai» Shorts,
Cranberries,
«jt,
6
Clover Seed,
lb,
It., 11 a12 Sugar,
!
bbl, 600(^6 50 Salt, T.
fc>
Flour,
H U.Seed, bu, l 75{a2 00 Sweet Potatoes.
3«a rd, <|> tb
Sva.0 Whe-t Meal,
Cotton Seed,

